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Abstract

Software designed to function in a hard-real-time environment where strict timing constraints must be met often entails implicit assumptions about a programming language and the underlying system which supports it. Programs which are logically correct, i.e., they implement the intended algorithms, may not function correctly if their assumed timing characteristics are not met. This can occur if the programming language is not expressive enough to permit an adequate specification of the desired timing characteristics of the software or if the expressible timing characteristics cannot be verified before run time. For distributed systems in particular, the software must be tailored to a myriad of implementation parameters, e.g., communication bandwidth, thus rendering subsequent modifications hazardous.

Our research investigates the basic problems in automating the design and maintenance of hard real-time software. After examining the limitations of the traditional approach to real-time software design via process-based models, we shall provide a graph-based computation model which is more suitable for expressing the computational requirements of the hard real-time environment. This model is an extension of CONSORT (Control Structure Optimized for Real-Time), an experimental software design system which has been implemented to generate process control application programs from block diagram schemata. While our graph-based model is abstract, it can serve as a useful intermediate representation between textual requirements specifications and target application programs. Using the graph-based model, the complexity of the relevant resource allocation problems for meeting stringent timing constraints is investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Hard Real-Time Systems

1.1 Introduction

A major application of computers has been to control physical processes such as regulating a power plant or manipulating a robot arm. In these applications, the computation required for responding to external events is often repetitive and cannot be delayed beyond certain time limits which are determined by the nature of the physical processes under control. Failure to observe critical timing constraints might bring about catastrophic results with the destruction of physical plants and even loss of lives. Computer systems which must continuously observe critical timing constraints are said to function in a hard real-time environment. For these systems, it is not sufficient for the software to be logically correct, i.e., to implement the intended algorithms. The system must also respond in a timely fashion so as to meet stringent timing constraints such as maximum response time or minimum periodic computation rates.

There are many hurdles to cross in meeting this requirement. A serious difficulty is that the actual timing characteristics of software is determined not only by raw processor speed, but also by the sharing policy for scarce resources. For example, the real-time response of a time-shared system depends heavily on the processor scheduling strategy of its operating system. In most high level languages, this dependency is considered as non-essential detail that is to be hidden from the programmer. As a result, the performance of software implemented in these languages becomes sensitive to system resource allocation strategies and outside the control of individual programmers. System reliability is often contingent on a number of implicit assumptions about interface details between a programming language and the run-time system which supports it. More complex resources such as the communication subsystem of multiprocessor
distributed systems further accentuates the problem with the introduction of (sometimes
distributed) resource allocation algorithms which are usually inaccessible to the apply-
cation programmer.

Current practice in designing systems for the hard real-time environment is rather
ad hoc. There are few tools to verify that timing constraint specifications can invari-
ably be satisfied. In fact, systems are often built with little provision for guaranteeing
that stringent timing specifications can be met. Performance evaluation is accom-
plished either by stochastic simulation or by actual measurements on prototype
testbeds, and system performance is improved by fine tuning certain system parame-
ters. When specifications cannot be met, structural modifications may become neces-
sary so that at least the major performance objectives can be achieved. While this
iterative approach seems to suffice for building the less critical data processing sys-
tems, it is not suitable for systems which must function in a hard real-time environment.
Unless the interactions among different components of a system are well understood
and taken into account in the design process, there is no easy way to simultaneously
satisfy multiple stringent timing constraints by fine tuning. Furthermore, there is no ab-
solute guarantee that a timing constraint will invariably be met by the use of stochastic
simulation or by taking performance measurements for a limited set of load conditions.
For this reason, most current systems are better categorized as soft real-time in that
they lack hard guarantee on vital performance characteristics.

The objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology, i.e., a basis for mechaniz-
ing the design and maintenance of software which must operate in the hard real-time
environment. While impressive systems have been built for many hard real-time applica-
tions, as witnessed by the progress in space exploration, problems in the reliability and
maintainability of current systems, mostly soft real-time, are far from being solved. For
example, the first flight of the Space Shuttle was delayed by a synchronization error
which was traced to an improbable race condition in the flight control software [GARM 81]. Indeed, the largely undisciplined approach that is current practice in designing real-time systems exacts a heavy price, e.g., a study by B.W. Boehm of TRW Corporation indicated that the life-cycle cost of real-time software products has been three times as much as analytical software products, not to mention the less readily quantifiable but important costs of safety risks to life and property. As a reflection on the state of the art, designers of one complicated system reportedly opted for retaining existing software and instead modified the hardware to accommodate design change requests.‡

In proposing an alternative methodology, however, it is incumbent upon us to justify that the ability to design truly hard real-time systems as pursued in this thesis offers significant advantages over the traditional soft real-time approach. The following points will hopefully convince the reader of the value of the hard real-time approach.

1.1.1 Elimination of Timing Related Bugs

There are two kinds of software bugs that are attributable to timing faults. One kind involves computational events that occur in an improper sequence and results in undesirable system behavior such as deadlocks, lack of safety, e.g., buffer overflow, or violating logical relations on data. These are relative timing faults and are identifiable solely by the relative order in which computational events occur, i.e., the absolute time values marking event occurrences are irrelevant. Relative timing faults can be avoided by prohibiting undesirable orderings of events. The other kind of bugs is caused by the violation of some specified stringent timing constraints such as missing a deadline,

‡ The following news item about the F18 aircraft is from ACM SIGSOFT Engineering Notes, vol. 6, no. 2, pp.1. "Apparently the effort that has gone into developing and testing the software is so extensive that, when changes are required, it is now preferable to modify the plane to fit the existing software, rather than to modify the software to match the plane."
thereby violating correctness assertions that involve the absolute timing of events.

These are absolute timing faults and are germane to hard real-time systems. The following is an example of a program which is susceptible to an absolute timing fault.

EXAMPLE

/** COMMENT
This program takes the derivative of a sensor input at nominally 5 seconds intervals. The timer has a long enough range so that it never overflows during the entire run of the program. The delay command suspends the process for an interval at least as long as the argument, but has no effect (i.e., a no-op) if the argument is non-positive.
*/

process time_bomb

begin
    variable next_period, current_time, last_time : second;
    variable current_sample, last_sample : sensor_data;
    variable derivative : sensor_data per second;

    do /*COMMENT initialization */
    {next_period := 5;
     last_sample := 0;
     last_time := 0;
    } od;

    loop: delay(next_period-read_timer());

    do /* COMMENT update the derivative */
    {current_sample := read_sensor();
     current_time := read_timer();
     derivative := (current_sample-last_sample)
        / (current_time-last_time);
     last_sample := current_sample;
     last_time := current_time;
    } od;

    next_period := next_period + 5;
    goto loop;
end

The above program computes the derivative of a sensor input by taking the difference between successive samples and dividing it by the length of the interval between samples. Following the recommendation of the designers of Ada [ADA MAN
the program uses a variable delay between samples to prevent cumulative drift in the actual period which would occur had a constant been used for the delay argument. As in Ada, the basic resolution of the timer can be as large as a second and the delay command suspends a process for an interval at least as long as the argument, but has no effect (i.e., the command is treated as an no-op) if the argument is non-positive. The nominal sampling period is 5 seconds, but the actual interval between samples may vary because of fluctuations in multiprocessing load.

The hazard here is that a divide-by-zero exception may occur if at transient peak load, a delay command actually takes over 10 seconds to complete. The arithmetic exception occurs because at the next time, the derivative may be updated twice without at least 5 seconds in between. If it takes less than a second in real time to compute the derivative twice, then the measured interval between the two updates might be 0 second owing to the limited resolution of the timer.

A cautious programmer would of course provide a check to make sure that the time between two samples is at least one second. However, this program will not cause arithmetic exceptions if one makes the assumption that the program is run on a dedicated processor of uniform speed, i.e., a program with the same input always takes the same time to execute and this holds even if the processor is too slow to compute a loop in 5 seconds. This is an especially tempting assumption since it is consistent with the widely held programming principle that sequential processes should be programmed to run on virtual processors. (In light of our example, "real-time programmers" should be warned that a virtual processor may have a not only unknown but also variable processor speed.) The important point here is not that a check should be included to prevent an arithmetic overflow, but that a real-time program may depend on implicit as-

\[\text{Ada is a registered trade mark of the United States Defense Department.}\]
sumptions about the absolute timing characteristics of the run-time system. These assumptions may hold at the time the program is designed, but may be violated later on, e.g., the timing fault in the example may not surface until the processor load reaches a critical point after more computational requirements have been added by maintenance programmers in the field.

To avoid the arithmetic exception, the system must guarantee that the sensor input is sampled once every 5 seconds. This is a hard real-time constraint which cannot be enforced by the delay command of Ada since there is no upper bound on the delay in real time. In general, soft real-time systems are concerned almost exclusively with relative timing faults which can be avoided by designing software to function without knowledge of actual hardware speed. They do not eliminate absolute timing faults which are left to be dealt with by recovery mechanisms. In contrast, hard real-time systems prevent absolute timing faults by enforcing hard real-time constraints and thereby maintaining correctness assertions that involve the absolute timing of events.

More coherent allocation of system resources

The capability to specify and enforce stringent timing constraints provides a mechanism for the designer to control the allocation of system resources to achieve multiple performance goals. This mechanism is different from the run-time optimization mechanisms in traditional operating systems in two significant ways. First, the stringent timing constraints specified in hard real-time systems enables the designer to supply information directly from the application domain whereas the traditional source of information for system optimization is from the observed behavior of application programs. Second, it is possible to carry out deterministic analysis before run time to meet the performance goals of a hard real-time system whereas traditional operating systems use mostly adaptive feedback techniques which are necessarily limited by the predictive
value of the stochastic models employed. In particular, while current stochastic methods are relatively successful in analyzing aggregate system throughput, they are of limited value in estimating or controlling response times.

In practice, simple scheduling disciplines such as round robin or static priority list are often used for resource allocation in the hard real-time environment. While these scheduling mechanisms are simple to implement, they offer only limited and rather inflexible control over response times. Much better control can be achieved by making use of timing constraint specifications. Consider the following example.

A microprocessor is to be used for analyzing data from two sensors. The design requires that data must be collected from sensor A every 20 milliseconds and from sensor B, every 50 milliseconds. It takes 10 milliseconds to process each sample of data from sensor A and 25 milliseconds for data from sensor B. A real-time clock which runs continuously interrupts every 10 milliseconds so that scheduling decisions are made every 10 milliseconds or when the processor becomes idle. It is easy to verify that neither a round robin scheduler (which switches to the next ready task at every scheduling decision) nor a static priority scheduler (which selects the ready task with the highest priority) is sufficiently flexible to satisfy the performance requirements which can in fact be met by always selecting the task with the nearest deadline at every scheduling decision.

The important point here is not what type of scheduling algorithm to use, but that knowledge of the timing constraint specifications is essential to making proper scheduling decisions in the hard real-time environment. It is therefore useful to incorporate precise performance specifications in the design of the system resource scheduler.

1.1.2 More Reliable Man/Machine Interface

Consider a toggle button which a human operator uses to interface with a comput-
er controlling some physical device. In a soft real-time system, the time it takes the computer to respond to a request to turn on/off the device may show considerable variance, depending on the instantaneous work load. In particular, the response time may be much longer under emergency conditions when the work load on the computer is likely to be heavy. Fearing that the button may not have been pushed properly, an operator who has grown accustomed to a relatively fast response in ordinary times will be tempted to push the button again when the response is slow in coming, thus negating the original request which the computer may in fact be processing. This man/machine interface problem will be substantially alleviated if the operator can be assured that the system will invariably respond within a specified deadline. There is experimental evidence which seems to support that

"... increasing the variability of response time generates poorer performance and lower user satisfaction. Users may prefer a system which always responds in 4.0 seconds to one which varies from 1.0 to 6.0 seconds, even though the average in the second case is 3.5." [SHNE.79].

Although the cited experiments pertain to common interactive systems, it is not unreasonable to expect that similar conclusions can be drawn for life critical applications where it is especially important to reduce the probability of operator errors due to panic or confusion. The capability to specify and enforce response time limits for different operator commands should be valuable for man/machine interface engineering.

†It is interesting to relate an observation that the author made while watching people play a home-brew version of the arcade video game PACMAN on a popular timesharing system. In this version, the movement of the player through a maze on a CRT was controlled by pushing a set of keys on a standard keyboard. When the system was heavily used, the time it took to respond to a push became highly variable. Since the movement of the pursuing "monsters" and that of the player were not synchronized, it was very difficult to track the player's position in relation to the "monsters". This version of the game was never very popular.
1.1.3 Improvement in System Throughput

A potential bottleneck for distributed systems is the efficiency of interprocess communication. Substantial overhead is often incurred by the overhead in synchronizing the software running on different processors. This overhead can sometimes be reduced if there are guarantees on how fast messages are moved across the communication network. Consider, for example, a communication processor which multiplexes data packets from 10 satellite processors. The transmission delay between the communication and satellite processors is 10 milliseconds, and the communication processor automatically buffers one packet for each of the satellite processors. The transmission length of a packet and the time it takes the communication processor to process an input packet are both 100 microseconds.

If a satellite processor must wait for an acknowledge signal from the communication processor after sending each packet, then the effective bandwidth per satellite processor will be limited by the transmission delay to one packet per 10 milliseconds. This bandwidth can be substantially increased if the communication processor guarantees that a packet delivered to any input buffer in any order will be removed within a maximum time bound. In this case, the communication processor requires \(10 \times 100 = 1000\) microseconds to process packets from all of its input buffers. Since the transmission length of a packet (100 microseconds) is shorter, the bandwidth limit per satellite processor is decided by the processing time of the communication processor, resulting in a tenfold increase in bandwidth. This improvement is possible only if the communication software can be tailored to enforce a timing constraint on the processing time of packets. With the anticipated wide use of fiber optics for data transmission, it is worth noting that this optimization technique will be increasingly significant as transmission delay dominates packet length.

In general, we can identify two extreme approaches to controlling distributed co-
putation. On one extreme, the distributed system is coordinated by a single system clock to which all system components are synchronized so that computation progresses by distinct steps as marked by the system clock and that communication is programmed to occur only at specific times. On another extreme, concurrent components of a distributed system are synchronized only when necessary and do so by executing appropriate hand-shake protocols. The former approach requires less communication overhead but is rigid and not very robust, since all system components are designed to progress in lock step at all times. The latter approach is flexible but may be costly in terms of communication overhead, since many acknowledge signals may be required to maintain proper synchronization. The use of stringent timing constraints to establish a weak form of synchronization among system components represents an alternative in the middle.
1.2 Systems Issues

Given that the capability to design hard real-time systems is desirable, our task is then to identify a suitable design methodology. The design problem can be tackled by many approaches. For example, one can select a programming language and provide tools for verifying any program against the timing constraint specifications when it is run on some target hardware configuration. Alternatively, one can dictate a set of software design rules and specify restrictions on resource usage so that there is an efficient algorithm to determine, for any hardware configuration, if some program written to conform with the rules can meet the specified timing constraints.

In general, a well defined methodology must have a model of computation in terms of which the computation requirements of the application domain can be expressed. The function of a methodology is to provide (meta)rules and algorithms for feasibility analysis and to suggest a solution when appropriate. For this purpose, the model of computation must be sufficiently precise so that software tools can be brought to bear to determine the feasibility of a design. A simple measure for evaluating the effectiveness of a design methodology is its efficiency, i.e., the range of stringent design requirements that can be met by adopting the design methodology. There are, however, other systems issues that ought to be considered for judging the effectiveness of a design methodology. These issues are not readily quantifiable but before we formalize our problems, they should be reviewed so that pertinent system objectives will be given proper consideration.

1.2.1 The Maintainability/Efficiency Dichotomy

In practice, there is often a need to modify complex software systems to accommodate hardware updates or, during development, changes in design specifications. Software modifications are especially error prone for hard real-time systems since they
may introduce subtle resource conflicts. For instance, the absolute timing fault shown earlier will not occur if the processor load is sufficiently low, a condition which may hold initially but which may be violated subsequently in the field as more computation is added. The fact that it is possible to invoke an exception with the same input data and no modification to the program itself attests to the hazardous nature of maintaining hard real-time systems. In general, when design changes are made, the instance of the computation model used by the design methodology must be modified to reflect changes in application domain specifications. To evaluate the effectiveness of a design methodology with respect to maintainability, we can examine the costs of modifying the computation model.

A easy solution is to start from scratch and generate a new model from the revised application domain specifications. However, this may not be desirable because of cost considerations, or it may not be possible at all if only incomplete knowledge of the entire system is available because of administrative reasons. For example, consider a system of parallel processes where the only form of interprocess communication permitted in the model is through the use of global variables and where every input device is modelled by a periodically scheduled system process. Two subsystems A and B periodically update their outputs from the input value of a sensor which is computed by a system process and stored in a global variable. Since A updates its output twice as often as B, the period of the sensor process is initially set to that of A. Later, it is found necessary to reduce the update rate of A fourfold because of numerical instabilities. Since the update rate of B is now twice that of A, the period of the sensor process should only be doubled instead of multiplied by four. Clearly, knowledge of subsystem A's specifications alone is insufficient to revise the period parameter of the sensor process. Furthermore, local modifications may have far reaching consequences, e.g., the output of A may be used by other processes, or the sensor process may refer-
ence the output of other processes to determine its own internal parameters such as filter coefficients for signal processing. In general, it may not be easy to determine all the necessary modifications to the computation model and certainly not without global knowledge of the system.

Relative to a fixed class of design changes and a suitably defined metric on the magnitude of a design change, one can presumably measure the effectiveness of a design methodology with respect to maintainability by studying the complexity of the computation required to determine the corresponding modifications to the computation model. However, intuition suggests that maintainability is not free and one must consider the potential loss in efficiency. For instance, the maintainability problem in the above example will be greatly eased if input devices are modelled as monitors [HOAR 74] so that processes A and B can individually request sensor input updates as they are needed. However, an efficiency price is paid in this model in that the sensor must now be sampled to field every individual request of all the calling processes, whereas only one update may be sufficient to simultaneously satisfy multiple requests. This represents redundant work and a waste in computing time.

While maintainability and the control of design complexity are best achieved by using a computation model close to the application domain, efficiency in resource allocation requires more direct access to the available physical resources; these are conflicting objectives. There are two keys to resolve this maintainability/efficiency dichotomy. First, the translation of application domain specifications into the computation model ought to be mechanizable. Second, the computation model should permit direct expression of performance objectives for resource allocation purposes.

1.2.2 System Integrability

Owing to the size and complexity of many real-time systems, it is unlikely that a
single designer will be able to attend to all the details of an entire system. Thus an
effective design methodology should have provisions for integrating separately designed
components into a system to meet global requirements. For hard real-time systems, this
objective is complicated by the need to share resources for meeting timing constraints.
If each component is itself a hard real-time system, then system integration is achiev-
able only if it is possible to resolve the resource conflicts among the components, and
this in turn requires an appropriate quantification, specialized to the hard real-time en-
vironment, of the demand for various kinds of system resources. For example, the max-
imum bandwidth utilization of a shared data bus alone is in general insufficient for
classifying the demand for bus access if transmission delay cannot be ignored. In
other words, there is insufficient information to determine whether two hard real-time
systems sharing a data bus can function properly if we are given only the bus access
rates of both systems.

The effectiveness of a design methodology with respect to system integrability is
indicated by the variety of system resources that can be adequately characterized, i.e.,
given the computational requirements expressed in an instance of the computation
model, a decision procedure should exist which determines whether there is sufficient
resource of every type to satisfy the requirements. For an ideal design methodology,
the computation model should be able to characterize the demanded load on any kind
of existing or to-be-invented resource by a hard real-time system. More realistically, we
would like our design methodology to be able to integrate systems using conventional
hardware, e.g., shared data 'busses, and the more esoteric VLSI devices such as systol-
ic arrays. We shall attempt to accomplish this objective by characterizing resources uni-
formly as (possibly distributed) servers capable of meeting some types of stringent tim-
ing constraints.
1.2.3 Implementation Independence

For well defined design methodologies, implementation independence is achieved if the computation model does not introduce any artificiality which biases the implementation towards a particular system architecture, i.e., the computation model should not be based implicitly on the availability of certain kinds of hardware support. For instance, a model of parallel processes where interprocess communication is via global variables only presumes the existence of a shared memory or an efficient broadcast facility in general. A more subtle example is the use of acyclic data communication graphs to model industrial feedback controllers. This approach is predicated on the fact that feedback loops can always be broken by storing the feedback information in state variables which are implicitly available to the processing nodes that would have formed a cycle. Such assumptions are unrealistic when, for example, a sparsely connected network of processors with local memories is used for implementation. A parallel processes model which supports message passing is likely to be more appropriate in this case.

It is difficult to justify that a computation model is not biased against or in favor of any particular system architecture. We note, however, that the primary purpose of the computation model is to reduce the often informal application domain specifications into precisely stated computational events which are physically implementable. To this end, we can identify two primitive types of computational events: the functional transformation and transmission of information. A computation model which builds on these two types of primitive events alone is less likely to be biased. Moreover, there is always the possibility of transforming an unbiased model into one which is more amenable to optimization analysis that takes advantage of the special features of a given architecture.
1.3 Software Automation

The above discussion of systems issues leads to a better perspective on our work. Whereas the study of design methodologies has been the key activity in software engineering research and many useful principles have been introduced for managing design complexity, e.g., the use of layers of abstraction for vertical decomposition and the encapsulation of data and procedures in modules for horizontal decomposition, there has been only limited progress in providing a formal basis for the discipline which often resorts to philosophical arguments. (Some related theoretical work is being done, most notably research in abstract data types.) This lack of an encompassing formal framework should not be surprising since an important goal of software engineering is to improve programming productivity which is mostly a human enterprise and as such cannot be subject to formalization. Without formalization, however, it is very difficult to compare the merits of contending methodologies or to evaluate a new design technique. Incremental improvements are limited in scope and more importantly, they do not point to potential trouble spots or areas for further improvement.

A more profitable approach is to judge a design methodology by how much it contributes to software automation, i.e., the success in eliminating the intermediary programmer from the design loop. As the above discussion of systems issues illustrates, a lot of the limitations of a design methodology can be related to the imperfections of the underlying computation model. Thus the usefulness of any automation tool will ultimately depend on the propriety of the computation model on which it is built. Therefore, an important objective of our research is to identify an appropriate computation model for the hard real-time environment before we can tackle some of fundamental resource sharing problems in automating the design of hard real-time systems.

The rest of this chapter will review past research in real-time systems and give a synopsis of our work.
1.4 Review of Past Work

There has been a lot of research in the production of real-time software. We shall list only those that are intended for application in the hard real-time environment. Most work reported in this area falls into one or more of three categories: specification techniques, language concepts, design disciplines and related scheduling techniques. Specification techniques are concerned mostly with the functional completeness and consistency of the application domain descriptions of real-time systems. Examples are [HAM & ZEL 76], [ALFO 77]. The specification of stringent timing constraints is treated in some detail in [DEW & PRI 77], [COHE 78]. [HEND 1980] describes a complete specification of the avionics software of the A-7 aircraft including timing specifications. Some commercial languages have been augmented by scheduling primitives to support real-time programming, e.g., PL/1 [BARN 79], Fortran [KNEI 81], and a number of new languages have been designed specifically for real-time applications, e.g., Tomal [HEND et al 75], Pearl [MART 78], Iliad [KRUL 81]. The best known language of this genre is probably Ada [ADA MAN 80]. Some authors have investigated special language concepts for concurrent processes to facilitate real-time processing, e.g., [HANS 78a], [ICH et al 79], [MAO & YEH 80].

For our purposes, the cited literature in specification falls short of defining a computation model which can be mechanically processed for feasibility analysis. Further translation is needed to associate timing constraints with the concrete computation that needs to be carried out, and it is not clear that the specification techniques provide complete and consistent information for this necessary step. However, the mentioned work, especially [HEND 80] provides useful examples of application domain specifications. The work in language concepts almost exclusively assumes a process-based model. While innovative concepts for process coordination have been invented, the use of processes as the syntactic unit for specifying performance requirements in-
roduces artificialities which will become clear when we examine the problem of translating application domain specifications into computation models.

The work that is most closely related to our research are the design methodologies that have been proposed for writing real-time programs. Some of these methodologies are of limited use for hard real-time applications in that they do not discuss the problem of verifying compliance to timing constraint specifications. Almost all are process-based and can be roughly categorized as adopting one of two approaches.

1.4.1 Virtual Processor Methodology

In this approach, each process is presumed to be running on a dedicated processor. The objective is to guarantee bounded completion time for all required computation. To this end, the designer needs to guarantee that no deadlock can result from the control structure of the program and that no part of the computation will be denied progress indefinitely, i.e. no live locks, provided that all resource schedulers are in some sense fair. The problem of verifying compliance to timing constraint specifications is deferred and must be solved for the actual scheduling strategy in an implementation, presumably by computing the worst case bounds for all completion times and comparing them against the specifications.

The viability of this approach is based on the availability of cheap computing power such as multiprocessors on a chip, an assumption buttressed by the promise of advances in VLSI technology, so that as long as all the computation can be carried out in finite time, then the timing constraint problems should be solved, if necessary, by adding another processor. By the same token, scheduling is necessary only for the purpose of process activation and suspension on individual processors which are not shared. This approach requires minor extensions to existing high level languages to support explicit process scheduling and some mechanism for interprocess communica-
tion and coordination. An example of this approach is [YAU et al 81] where the time
bounds are computed by assuming round robin scheduling for all resources.

Wirth [WIRT 77] proposed a discipline for real-time programming which adopts the
conceptual simplicity of the virtual processor methodology but relies on priority inter-
rupts as an essential means for achieving response times for I/O devices. Cyclic timing
constraints are imposed on device processes which are assigned static priorities. Fur-
thermore, it is assumed that high priority devices have proportionately longer cycle times
than low priority devices in order that all response times are met. The exact condition
for verifying compliance to timing constraints is, however, not given.

The virtual processor methodology is viable only if the premise about resource
availability is valid, and only up to the point that interprocessor communication does
not become a bottleneck. Even if there are enough processors so that each process
can be run on a dedicated processor, timing constraints may still be violated because
of the communication delay between processors. In general, there is a tradeoff between
communication (routing delay) and computation (scheduling and context switching
overhead) costs. For more demanding applications, the simplistic approach of assigning
one process to one processor may not work. The basic problem of balancing comput-
ing and communication costs cannot always be ignored.

The communication bottleneck of the virtual processor methodology has been
recognized by Hansen [HANS 78b] who argued that a hierarchical organization of pro-
cessors will reduce communication overhead and is also a natural organizational struc-
ture for the solution of many practical problems. While a hierarchical organization may
be a good match for the solution strategy of many problems, its generality is limited.
We note, in particular, that if we associate a process with each state variable in the
standard state space formulation of control engineering problems, then the interprocess
communication pattern in the solution to the control problem is in general closer to a
densely connected graph than to a tree.

Some attempts have been made to formulate the processor allocation problem in the presence of stringent timing constraints, e.g., [CHU et al 80], [MA et al 82]. However, none of the published formulations seems to be satisfactory since all of them are formulated with algebraic constraints on mean value parameters such as communication bandwidth and processor utilization factor. These parameters are in principle derivable from the process model, but unfortunately, they are more useful for average time rather than worst case analysis. The bursty nature of many real-time applications is such that there is no guarantee that individual timing constraint will be met even if the average load does not exceed either processor or communication capacity. In this thesis, we shall provide a formulation of the resource allocation problem that is more amenable to the requirements of the hard real-time environment.

1.4.2 Processor Sharing Methodology

In this approach, processes are expected to be sharing resources subject to known scheduling disciplines and usage restrictions which are part of the design methodology. Since the scheduling disciplines are fixed, the run-time behavior of the system is predictable and this offers potential for exploitation. First, the designer need not guarantee that a process system is inherently deadlock-free or may have other undesirable properties; it is sufficient that the system will function properly under the given resource scheduling disciplines. For example, the system scheduler might require that all shared resources be explicitly declared and apply banker's algorithm for resource allocation. Second, there may be (intentional) asymmetry in the resource scheduling disciplines which can be exploited to favor processes with tighter timing constraints. This can be facilitated by introducing scheduling attributes, e.g., deadlines
for interfacing with the system scheduler.

Some examples of the processor sharing methodology are found in [WEI et al 80] and in [REG et al 78]. In both cases, processes are assigned deadline and period attributes and are run on a single processor. The scheduling disciplines used are variations of the earliest deadline algorithm which always runs the ready process with the nearest deadline, or the rate monotonic static priority algorithm which assigns higher (fixed) priorities to processes with higher repetition rates. In [LEIN 78], processes may also contain device segments (I/O delays) and resource segments (critical sections) which are scheduled on a FIFO basis.

An earlier methodology was proposed by Dertouzos [DERT 74] where process-like daemons are given boolean conditions for their activation. Conditions must be recognized within certain recognition times and the daemons must complete their computation within given deadlines. Daemons are supposed to be implemented on a multiprocessor architecture with global memory. The earliest deadline algorithm is used for daemon scheduling on each processor and (ignoring scheduling and context switch overheads) has been shown to be optimal [DERT 74] in the sense that it always results in a feasible schedule if one exists. However, it is no longer optimal when there are mutual exclusion restrictions or when there are two or more processors.

It should be noted that if we can find an optimal scheduling algorithm for every resource, then there is no reason why the processor sharing methodology should not be adopted with the optimal scheduling disciplines. However, it can be shown [MOK & DER 78] that when processes may request service with no a priori known request times, then not all feasible sets of timing constraints can be met by any one multiprocessor scheduling algorithm.

In general, the processor sharing methodology makes better use of system resources than the virtual processor methodology. However, there may not be any easy
way to systematically take advantage of the resource scheduling disciplines adopted by a processor sharing methodology. For example, while there is an efficient assignment of static priorities to processes when every timing constraint can be expressed in terms of a deadline on a periodic process †, there is a significant semantic gap between static process priorities and timing constraints that involve the cooperation of two or more processes to satisfy. However, the use of a static priority as a process scheduling attribute has been adopted by many "real-time languages", most notably Ada.

† The combinatorial problem of static priority assignment has been treated in [LIU & LAY 73]. The proof of theorem 1 in the cited paper is, however, not quite complete since it does not deal with the case when a task of higher priority is being executed at the request time of the task being analyzed for its critical instant [CESA 80], but the theorem and the priority assignment procedure given are correct.
1.5 A Synopsis

In this chapter, we have argued that there are significant advantages in building hard real-time systems and that we need a better understanding of the fundamental problems for automating the design and maintenance of these systems. Since the obvious way to organize the software for these systems is via straightforward extensions to process-based models, we shall formulate in chapter two the problems of designing hard real-time software in terms of process-based models and discuss some techniques for on-line scheduling. There is, however, a serious semantic gap between process-based models and hard real-time applications. After discussing the intrinsic weaknesses of process-based models, we shall introduce in chapter three an alternative graph-based model (a generalization of the CONSORT block diagram schemata [WARD 78]) on which stringent timing constraints can be naturally expressed. This model is machine independent and makes no assumption about the availability of physical resources. Relevant problems in resource scheduling with critical timing constraints can then be formulated and studied. A technique called latency scheduling which can be used to meet asynchronous timing constraints (spontaneous service requests) by shifting most of the work off-line will be formalized and studied in terms of the graph-based model. Chapter 4 presents a general approach to model the constraints imposed by communication delays in a distributed system so as to provide a precise formulation of the processor allocation problem for the hard real-time environment. We shall also show how communication delay constraints can be met by solving analogous deadline scheduling problems for a broadcast communication system such as a backplane bus. Chapter 5 describes the architecture of a design system and also some implementation ideas. Chapter 6 is the conclusion and remarks about avenues for further research.
Chapter 2
Design via Traditional Process Models

2.1 Process-Based Models of Computation for the Hard Real-Time Environment

Our objective in this chapter is twofold: to examine the use of process-based models for the design of hard real-time systems, and to introduce on-line scheduling techniques for meeting stringent timing constraints. There are two incentives for examining process-based models. First, they represent a conservative extension of the vast majority of sequential programming languages in providing a parallel processing capability. Design techniques for process-based models are therefore of considerable practical interest. Second, by investigating the problems with process-based models, we can gain a better appreciation of the computational requirements of the hard real-time environment. Our investigation will also provide justifications for an alternative computation model which is more suitable for expressing performance requirements in the hard real-time environment.

Informally, a (sequential) process is an abstraction of a single sequence computer which, at any point of a computation, can be characterized by its state information, namely, the program counter, the stack and the value of its static variables. A process interacts with another process by exchanging information only at specific points in its program and has only one thread of control, i.e., the program counter of a process is determined solely by the result of its own computation and cannot be set directly by asynchronous external events. (Thus interrupts are a processor-related concept and are logically transparent to a process.) A variety of process-based models for parallel processing have been proposed, e.g., communicating sequential processes [HOAR 78], distributed processes [HANS 78a], the tasking model of Ada [ICH et al 79]. These models differ primarily in the mechanisms they provide for interprocess communication
and in the amount of internal parallelism (coroutining) inside a process. We shall concern ourselves with only those problems about process-based models that are relevant to the design of hard real-time systems.

- **Decomposition of computational requirements**

  Given the performance specifications of a hard real-time system, the problem is how to decompose the required computation into processes with the appropriate timing constraints so as to meet performance and other system objectives.

- **Process scheduling**

  Given a set of processes with timing constraints, the problem is how to schedule them at run time so as to meet their timing constraints.

- **Adequacy for concurrency control**

  Resource sharing in the hard real-time environment requires facilities for concurrency control. The problem is to determine the appropriate interprocess coordination mechanisms which support control structures commonly required for hard real-time systems.

  It should be emphasized that the above problems are not independent of one another. In particular, many simple primitives for concurrency control are so powerful that their unstructured use may cause undesirable system behavior which is very difficult to analyze. The corresponding scheduling problem is likewise computationally intractable. On the other hand, scheduling algorithms which are efficient to analyze and implement may permit so little concurrency control that they are adequate for only a very limited class of problems. We shall provide some answers to the above problems by analyzing a sequence of increasingly sophisticated process-based models. Our investigation will also reveal some semantic weaknesses and possible improvements to current process-
based "real-time languages" such as Ada.
2.2 The Scheduling Model and Timing Constraints

For scheduling purposes, a process $T_i$ consists of a chain of scheduling blocks, \{$T_{ij}$, $j=1,n_i$\} where $T_{ij}$ is a piece of code to be executed after $T_{i,j-1}$. Each $T_{ij}$ has a bound on computation time, $c_{ij}$ which is known \textit{a priori} and the sum of the $c_{ij}$ is the total computation time, $c_i$ of process $T_i$. Interprocess coordination is achieved through communication primitives which may appear only between scheduling blocks. These communication primitives are used to pass information among processes or for coordination purposes. Their semantics is important only to the extent that they impose certain scheduling restrictions which will be defined for each process model.

When a process is made ready to run, say at time $t$, it must be finished by a specified deadline, $d_i$ relative to $t$, i.e., the last scheduling block of $T_i$ must complete execution on or before $t+d_i$. There are two types of processes: \textit{periodic} and \textit{sporadic}. If $T_i$ is periodic, it is requested (becomes ready to run) every $p_i$ time units, starting from time 0. The deadlines of periodic processes are normally shorter than the corresponding periods. If it is sporadic, then it may be requested at any time, but consecutive requests of $T_i$ are kept at least $p_i$ time units apart, where $p_i$ is a specified minimum period which is required to prevent a sporadic process from monopolizing system resources. (In practice, sporadic processes are often invoked by external events, e.g., device interrupts. The minimum period restriction may be enforced by keeping a queue of pending requests for $T_i$ which is made ready every $p_i$ time units until all pending requests are exhausted.)

Formally, an instance of a process model $M = M_p \cup M_s$ is a finite set of processes which is the union of two disjoint subsets: $M_p$ (the periodic processes) and $M_s$ (the sporadic processes). The $i^{th}$ process, $T_i = (c_i,p_i,d_i)$ has three parameters: $c_i$ (computation time), $d_i$ (deadline), $p_i$ (period) such that $c_i \leq d_i \leq p_i$. If a process $T_i \in M_p$, then it is requested at time $= kp_i$ for every non-negative integer $k$. If on the other hand, $T_i \in$
$M_g$, then it can be requested at any time instant $t$, but two successive requests must be at least $p_j$ time units apart. All time parameters are non-negative integers. (In practice, time parameters are presumably given in integral multiples of a basic time unit, e.g., a processor instruction cycle.) Process preemptions are allowable only at integral time instants and may be subject to additional scheduling restrictions imposed by communication primitives placed between scheduling blocks of a process. A set of processes is schedulable if at a request-time $t$, the process $(c,p,d)$ requested is executed completely on a processor for $c$ units of computation time in the interval $[t,t+d]$. 
2.3 Real-Time Process Scheduling

Although much progress has been made in deterministic scheduling theory in the last decade, the classical scheduling model studied by most authors (e.g., [LAG et al 81]) contains a complexity classification of deterministic scheduling problems based on a parameterized model) deals with tasks that are to be performed only once, i.e., each task has a given request-time after which it can be scheduled, and a task is never considered again after it has been completed. These results are not directly applicable to our problem which differs from them in two essential aspects: our tasks (processes) may be invoked an infinite number of times, and the request-times of sporadic processes are not known a priori.

Nevertheless, we can use some of the techniques developed for the classical model if all processes are periodic in which case it is sufficient to examine schedules of length on the order of the least common multiple of the periods. Although algorithms following this approach are at best pseudo-polynomial in complexity, they suffice in many practical applications since the parameters involved (deadlines, periods) are neither expected to be very large integers nor relatively prime. However, it should be noted that complexity results derived for the classical model cannot be carried over directly to our model owing to the periodicity of processes. Specifically, a necessary condition for scheduling in our model is that the sum of the utilization factors, $c_i/p_i$ of all the processes must not be greater than the number of available processors. Difficult problems in the classical model may not be computationally intractable when they are restricted to the subsets which meet the utilization constraint. To emphasize the difference between the classical deterministic scheduling problems and our problems, the problems of continuously meeting periodic and sporadic timing constraints in real-time will be called real-time scheduling problems. Algorithms which solve real-time
scheduling problems are real-time scheduling algorithms.

In general, a real-time scheduling problem involves two schedulers: an off-line scheduler and a run-time scheduler. The off-line scheduler examines the instance of the process model and creates a run-time scheduler together with a database for making scheduling decisions at run time. The run-time scheduler is the code for allocating resources in response to requests generated at run time, e.g., timer or external device interrupts. The purpose of a real-time scheduling algorithm is to create an off-line scheduler for a class of real-time scheduling problems. A run-time scheduler is totally on-line if its decisions do not depend on a priori knowledge of the future request-times of the process(es). A run-time scheduler is clairvoyant if it has an oracle which can predict with absolute certainty the future request-times of all processes. A run-time scheduler is optimal if it always produces a feasible schedule whenever it is possible for a clairvoyant scheduler to do so.

2.3.1 Single Processor Scheduling

For the case of a single processor, Dertouzos [DERT 74] showed the existence of a totally on-line, optimal run-time scheduler for the case where interprocess communication primitives do not impose any scheduling restrictions, i.e., the scheduler can choose to preempt a process by any other ready process at integral time instants. The algorithm embodied in the run-time scheduler is the earliest deadline algorithm which runs at every instant the ready process with the nearest deadline. It is interesting to note that there are more than one totally on-line optimal scheduler under the same assumption. Let us denote the remaining computation of a ready process at time t by c(t) and its current deadline by d(t) and define the slack of the process at time t by maximum{d(t)−t−c(t,0), i.e., the slack is the maximum time the run-time scheduler can delay running the process before it is bound to miss the current deadline. Another to-
tally on-line optimal algorithm is the least slack algorithm which schedules at any time the ready process with the least slack, ties being broken arbitrarily. The optimality of the least slack algorithm can be proved by the same "time slice swapping" technique used in [DERT 74].

Theorem 2.1

The least slack algorithm can be used as a totally on-line optimal run-time scheduler under the assumption that the scheduler can choose to preempt a process by any other ready process at any integral time instants.

Proof:

By definition, the least slack algorithm is totally on-line. The key observation is that at any time t, we can always transform a feasible schedule for the interval [0,t] (say one that is produced by a clairvoyant scheduler) to one that is produced by the least slack algorithm without missing a deadline within that interval. This is trivially true at time t = 0. Suppose the hypothesis holds for [0,t], and a process T_i is scheduled in the interval [t,t+1] while there is another ready process T_j with a smaller slack at time t. Notice that the process T_j must be scheduled at least once before d(t), the current deadline of process T_i in the feasible schedule. Otherwise, the slack of process T_j must be at least as big as d(t)−t which is greater than the slack of process T_i, a contradiction. Thus, we can simply schedule process T_j in the interval [t,t+1], and schedule process T_i in the first unit interval occupied by process T_j before the deadline d(t). The resulting schedule remains feasible. QED

Figure 2.1 gives an illustration of the "time slice swapping" technique involving two processes: T_1 with computation time c_1 = 1, deadline d_1 = 4, and T_2 with c_2 = 3, d_2 = 5. The earliest deadline algorithm schedules process T_1 first whereas the least slack algorithm would schedule process T_2 first.
Corollary (Liu and Layland)

For the case where the deadline and period are equal for the same process, (i.e., $d_i = p_i$ for every process $T_i$), a necessary and sufficient condition for scheduling a set of all periodic processes on a single processor is that $\Sigma c_i/p_i \leq 1$ where $c_i$ is the computation time of the process $T_i$.

Proof:

This result was first proved in [LIU & LAY 73]. The technique of "time slice swapping" used in the above theorem provides a simpler way to prove the same result. Specifically, we note that if a round robin scheduler allocates $c_i/p_i$ of every time unit to process $T_i$, then $T_i$ will be guaranteed to receive $c_i$ units of processor time in every period of length $p_i$, thus meeting its deadline. Since preemptions are permitted only at integral instants of the basic time unit, we have to transform the schedule produced by the round robin scheduler to one in which process switching occurs only at integral instants of time. This is easily done by using an optimal scheduler such as the earliest
deadline or the least slack algorithm and not allowing the processor to stay idle whenever there is an unfinished ready process. Since all request-times, computation times and deadlines are integral, the "time slice swapping" technique will yield a schedule in which process switching occurs only at integral instants of time. QED

Remark

There are in fact an infinite number of totally on-line optimal schedulers, e.g., any combination of the earliest deadline and the least slack algorithm may conceivably be used in a run-time scheduler to minimize process switching overheads.

The assumption that any ready process can be freely selected to preempt another process poses a cumbersome restriction on the design of some real-time software. For example, the position of an aircraft is updated by a periodic process which computes the X and Y coordinates from sensor measurements. A sporadic process may read the X value before being preempted by the tracking process and then reads the new Y value. This inconsistency can be prevented by enforcing a mutual exclusion constraint on the two processes, i.e., they are not allowed to preempt each other. With this restriction on the real-time scheduling problem, however, the earliest deadline algorithm is no longer optimal. In fact, we can show that in general, a run-time scheduler cannot be optimal unless it is clairvoyant.

Theorem 2.2

When there are mutual exclusion constraints, it is impossible to find a totally on-line optimal run-time scheduler.

Proof:

Consider the following instance of a process model with two mutually exclusive processes. \( T_p \) is a periodic process with computation time \( c_p = 2 \), deadline \( d_p = 4 \), and
period $p_p = 4$. Process $T_s$ is a sporadic process with computation time $c_s = 1$, deadline $d_s = 1$, and minimum period $p_s = 4$. Let us examine the problem of scheduling them on a single processor. We can always meet the deadline specifications by using a clairvoyant scheduler as follows. At every instant $t$ when process $T_p$ is requested, (i.e., $t = 0 \mod 4$), schedule $T_p$ for the interval $[t, t + 2]$ if the oracle claims that process $T_s$ will not be requested at $t + 1$. Else defer running process $T_p$ to the interval $[t + 2, t + 4]$. Schedule process $T_s$ immediately whenever it is requested. (Figure 2.2 illustrates the situation where process $T_p$ is scheduled at time 0 and the adversary requests process $T_s$ at time 1.)

For any totally on-line scheduler, we can prove that it is not optimal by giving an adversary argument. Specifically, at any instant $t \leq 4$, a decision must be made either to run process $T_p$ in the interval $[t, t + 2]$ or to defer it. If process $T_p$ is scheduled at time $t$, then a request for process $T_s$ at time $t + 1$ cannot be met since $T_p$ cannot be preempted at time $t + 1$. If the decision is deferred, then the adversary will not request process $T_s$ at time $t + 1$, and the scheduler is forced to make the decision again. Since the scheduler cannot defer running process $T_p$ past time $t = 2$, it is bound to miss one of the deadlines. QED

**Remark**

This theorem can be generalized trivially to the case of multiprocessors by creating for each additional processor, a periodic process whose deadline and computation time are both equal to its period. More significantly, it can also be proved [MOK 76] that for the multiprocessor case, it is impossible to find a totally on-line optimal run-time scheduler even if any ready process is permitted to preempt any other process in progress.
The negative result above certainly does not imply that a clairvoyant scheduler is required for ALL problem instances. One might suspect that the process model concocted for the proof puts too heavy a load on the single available processor. However, it is easily seen that the proof holds even if we set the period of both processes to any integer bigger than 4. Thus an optimal scheduler may not exist even if the processor utilization factor is kept arbitrarily small. The crux of the problem lies in the relative urgency of the processes.

The following lemma shows that a clairvoyant scheduler is not necessary for scheduling a set of sporadic processes if they can be replaced by a set of "equivalent" (in the sense of the following lemma) periodic processes for which a feasible on-line scheduler exists. For this purpose, let us define the nominal slack, \( l_i \) of a process \( T_i \) to be \( l_i = d_i - c_i \) where \( d_i \) and \( c_i \) are the deadline and computation time of process \( T_i \).

**Lemma 2.3**

Let \( M = M_p \cup M_s \) be an instance of a process model. Suppose we replace every
sporadic process $T_i = (c_i, p_i, d_i) \in M_s$ by a periodic process $T'_i = (c'_i, p'_i, d'_i)$ with $c'_i = c_i$, $p'_i = \text{MIN}(l_i+1, p_i)$, and $d'_i = c_i$. If the resulting set of all periodic processes $M'$ can be successfully scheduled, then the original set of processes $M$ can be scheduled without a priori knowledge of the request-times of the sporadic processes in $M_s$.

Proof:

If the periodic processes in $M'$ can be scheduled, then a run-time scheduler can repeat the finite schedule for the interval $[0, L]$ ad infinitum to meet all future deadlines where $L$ is the LCM (least common multiple) of the periods. We can modify this scheduler to schedule the original processes as follows. At a request-time of a process $T_i$ if $T_i \in M_p$, then schedule it by following the recurring schedule above. If the process $T_i \in M_s$, then schedule it at the earliest time when an instance of its equivalent periodic process is next run on the recurring schedule. This modified scheduler does not use a priori knowledge of the request-times of the sporadic processes and it remains for us to show that the sporadic processes will not miss their deadlines.

The worst case occurs when the request-time of a sporadic process $T_i$ occurs one time unit after the latest instance of its equivalent periodic process has started running. By the definition of the transformation, the next request-time of process $T'_i$ occurs at the most $l_i + 1 - 1 = l_i$ time units later, and the next instance of process $T'_i$ is completed $c_i$ time units after that. Hence, the sporadic process is completed at the most $l_i + c_i = d_i$ time units after its request time. QED

Remark

The above scheduler makes use of a database (the finite schedule) which is computed off-line by exploiting the fact that the request-times of periodic processes are known a priori. Thus it is a question of philosophy whether to call the scheduler totally on-line or not. We would choose to reserve the term totally on-line for schedulers
which do no make use of any \textit{a priori} knowledge of request-times.

In general, we can replace a sporadic process $T$ with computation time $c$, deadline $d$ and minimum period $p$ by a periodic process $T'$ with computation time $c'$, deadline $d'$ and period $p'$ as long as the following conditions are satisfied: (1) $d \geq d' \geq c(2)$ $c' = c$; (3) $p' \leq d - d' + 1$. This is an example of a general technique called \textit{latency scheduling} which is used to schedule sporadic computation by exploiting periodic computation and which will be investigated in detail in the next chapter.

Intuitively, a sporadic process is more demanding (i.e., it makes it more unlikely to find a run-time scheduler which is not clairvoyant for the problem instance) the shorter its nominal slack is, and this is reflected in the shorter length of the period, $p' = \frac{1}{l}$ of its "equivalent" periodic process. However, it is important to point out that the transformation used in the above lemma is not unique. In fact, there are many ways to transform a sporadic process into equivalent periodic process(es). We shall defer the scheduling problem of sporadic computation until the next chapter and deal with only periodic timing constraints in the rest of this chapter. We shall also concentrate on the single processor case since a discussion of the multiprocessor case is unrealistic without addressing the related problem of interprocessor communication which we shall address in a later chapter.

When there are no restrictions on selecting a process for preemption, we have already remarked that the feasibility problem of scheduling a set of periodic processes whose deadlines and periods are equal can be solved efficiently. In general, we can test for feasibility by using an optimal scheduler to simulate the execution of the periodic processes over a sufficiently long interval. (If the deadlines are all shorter than the periods, then the simulation interval needs no longer than the LCM of the periods.) We now turn to the issue of interprocess coordination which is to be supported by the
communication primitives. We have noted that the ability to enforce mutual exclusion constraints is important to some real-time applications. Our next task is then to select the communication primitives which are sufficiently powerful for our purposes and study their implications on the scheduling problem. In general, a communication primitive may be used to coordinate parallel activities of concurrent processes and thus put some restrictions on the run-time scheduler by disallowing a subset of of the schedules which the scheduler may otherwise generate. Perhaps the most well known mechanism for interprocess coordination is the use of semaphores which are known to have wide applications, e.g., it can be used to enforce mutual exclusion and precedence constraints. (The spinning lock implementation of the P operation is inappropriate in the hard real-time environment. One can assume that processes will be blocked and queued at a semaphore when they cannot proceed.) The natural question to ask is how difficult the scheduling problem becomes when P and V operations are permitted to delineate the scheduling blocks of a process. Unfortunately, the problem of scheduling a set of periodic processes to meet their deadlines is NP-hard even if semaphores are used to enforce mutual exclusion only (i.e., each P(x) operation must be followed by a V(x) operation and every semaphore is initialized to permit only one process to proceed.) Our proof is a straightforward modification of the NP-completeness proof of the SEQUENCING WITHIN INTERVALS problem [GAR & JOH 79, pp. 102-103] which uses the well known NP-complete 3-PARTITION problem.

Theorem 2.4

The problem of deciding whether it is possible to schedule a set of periodic processes which use semaphores only to enforce mutual exclusion is NP-hard.

Proof:

We shall transform an instance of the 3-PARTITION problem to an instance of our
scheduling problem as follows. Let \( A = \{ a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_{3m} \} \) be a set of 3m elements, \( B \) a positive integer, and \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_{3m} \) be integral weights of the elements of \( A \) respectively such that \( B/4 \leq w_i \leq B/2 \) and \( \sum w_i = mB \). The decision question is whether \( A \) can be partitioned into \( m \) disjoint sets each of which has weight (the sum of the weights of its elements) \( B \).

The corresponding instance of our scheduling problem has \( 3m + 1 \) processes all of which have the following form.

\[
\text{Process } T_i
\]

\[
\text{Attribute: period } = p_i, \text{ deadline } = d_i
\]

\[
P(x)
\]

\[
\{ \text{Scheduling block which together with the } P \text{ and } V \text{ operations takes } c_i \text{ time units} \}
\]

\[
V(x)
\]

\[
\text{end } T_i
\]

For each element \( a_i \) in \( A \), we create a process \( T_i \) with \( p_i = d_i = mB + m \) and \( c_i = w_i \). In addition, we create a process \( T_{3m+1} \) with \( p_{3m+1} = B + 1 \) and \( d_{3m+1} = c_{3m+1} = 1 \). This transformation obviously takes polynomial time. Notice that all feasible schedules must run process \( T_{3m+1} \) in the intervals \( [t, t+1] \) where \( t = 0 \) (modulo \( B + 1 \)) since \( T_{3m+1} \) has 0 nominal slack. This leaves \( m \) separate slots of time each of which has length \( B \) in the interval \([0, mB + m]\). There can be no idle time in any of these slots since the \( m \) processes corresponding to the elements of \( A \) must be executed once before \( mB + m \). Furthermore, none of these \( m \) processes can appear in more than one slot, otherwise process \( T_{3m+1} \) would have been blocked from running by the semaphore. (Figure 2.3 illustrates the form which any feasible schedule must take.) Thus a feasible schedule exists for the interval \([0, mB + m]\) if the 3-PARTITION problem can be solved. The scheduling problem obviously cannot be solve if there is no feasible schedule for \([0, mB + m]\). If there is one, then a run-time scheduler can simply repeat
this finite schedule *ad infinitum* to meet the deadlines. Hence our scheduling problem is at least as hard as 3-PARTITION. QED
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Subset of processes with computation time = B

Figure 2.3
The form of any feasible schedule in theorem 2.4

Thus there is strong evidence to support that insisting on finding a run-time scheduler whenever one exists can be prohibitively expensive. One alternative is to use suboptimal algorithms. (It should be emphasized that the run-time scheduler must be guaranteed not to miss any deadline. Sub-optimal algorithms are permissible only for off-line computation.) Another alternative is to put as many restrictions on the use of the communication primitives as it is deemed reasonable for programming real-time systems and hope that the restricted scheduling problem can be efficiently solved. The simple form of the periodic processes in the NP-hardness proof above seems to suggest that not much more can be done by way of restricting the use of the P and V primitives. The reason for the "NP-hardness" of the above scheduling problem lies in the possibility that there are mutually exclusive scheduling blocks which have different computation times. (These mutually exclusive scheduling blocks are similar to the *critical sections* of Dijkstra who originally defined a critical section as a single code segment which is shared by two or more processes such that at most one process may be executing it at any time.) As we shall show later, the scheduling problem becomes a lot more tractible if mutually exclusive scheduling blocks must have the same computation
time.

In general, interprocess coordination by means of semaphores is far too unstructured for our analysis, e.g., the same semaphore may be used to enforce mutual exclusion sometimes and to enforce a precedence constraint at other times. The complexity of the corresponding scheduling problem will very easily get out of hand. While we can impose conventions to structure the use of semaphores and thus keep the analysis more manageable, the availability of a global memory implied by the use of semaphores imposes an architectural constraint which is hard to justify if we are to apply our results to distributed systems. For these reasons, we shall adopt a communication primitive which is closer to message passing among processes. Specifically, we shall allow a process to rendezvous (borrowing the terminology from Ada) with another process.
2.3.2 The Deterministic Rendezvous Model

The rendezvous communication primitive has the following syntax and may be used to delineate scheduling blocks within a process.

rendezvous (process_name).

For brevity, we define processes which have rendezvous primitives targetting each other to be communicants. (This definition induces a communicant relation on the set of processes.) When a process $T_i$ attempts to execute a rendezvous primitive, it must wait until the corresponding communicant also executes a rendezvous primitive with $T_i$ as its argument. Presumably, information may be exchanged by the two processes at a rendezvous, but the nature of the exchange is not of interest to us. The primary purpose of the rendezvous primitive is for synchronizing two processes. More specifically, a rendezvous establishes a precedence constraint which requires that all the computation before the rendezvous primitive in each process must precede all the computation after the corresponding rendezvous primitive in the other process.

For scheduling purposes, a rendezvous is assumed to take zero time. In practice, this can be justified by splitting the rendezvous overhead and including it in the scheduling blocks right before the rendezvous. This raises a fine point in that a rendezvous may be interrupted if the run-time scheduler preempts the process to which the rendezvous overhead has been charged. The rendezvous primitive by itself does not guarantee mutual exclusion, e.g., it should not be used to manipulate sets of variables for which some mutual consistency constraint must be maintained.

It should be pointed out that a rendezvous between a periodic process and a sporadic process is incompatible with the semantics of the timing constraints since a periodic process must be executed regularly while by definition, there is no guarantee that a sporadic process will request computation at all. If a periodic process must communicate with another process, then that other process must be made ready regularly.
and is no longer sporadic. However, if two periodic processes with different periods need to communicate with the same process $T_i$, then there is the question of how to model $T_i$. We may specify $T_i$ as a periodic process with appropriate parameters or we may treat $T_i$ as a sporadic process with the provision that $T_i$ is made ready whenever a periodic process wants to communicate with it. The second alternative suggests that these processes are likely to be "servers" which cater to the periodic processes on demand. These "pseudo sporadic" processes will be treated separately in the next model.

Two periodic processes are defined to be compatible if they have the same period or if one period is an exact multiple of the other. We require that if two processes are related via the transitive closure of the communicant relation, then they must be compatible. This requirement does not seem to be too restrictive since processes which must synchronize with one another are likely to have the same period; in any case, the scheduling problem is not significantly harder without this restriction. Also, two communicants are assumed execute the same number of rendezvous primitives targeting each other in every (the longer of the two) period in order not to miss any deadline.

The scheduling problem will now be tackled. The following example shows that the earliest deadline algorithm modified to run the ready process which has the nearest deadline and which is not blocked by a rendezvous primitive is not optimal.

Example

There are three periodic processes. $T_1$ consists of two scheduling blocks with $c_{11} = c_{12} = 1$, $d_1 = 3$, $p_1 = 5$. $T_2$ has two scheduling blocks with $c_{21} = 1$, $c_{22} = 3$, $d_2 = p_2 = 10$. $T_3$ has one scheduling block with $c_3 = 1$, $d_3 = 9$, $p_3 = 10$. $T_1$ must rendezvous with $T_2$ after the first scheduling block, and $T_2$ must rendezvous with $T_1$ after the
first and second scheduling block.

The earliest deadline algorithm fails because it does not make use of the information that \( T_2 \) is forced by the second rendezvous to finish before the second deadline of \( T_1 \), i.e., the real deadline for \( T_2 \) is at time 7 instead of at time 10 and is therefore nearer than the deadline of \( T_3 \) which is at time 9. Figure 2.4 illustrates the situation when the earliest deadline algorithm fails.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>( p_1 = 5 ), ( d_1 = 3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_1 )</td>
<td>( c_{11} = c_{12} = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_2 )</td>
<td>( p_2 = d_2 = 10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_3 )</td>
<td>( c_{21} = 1, c_{22} = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_3 = 10, d_3 = 9 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_3 = 1 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.4**

Example of scheduling constraint imposed by interprocess synchronization

This problem can be easily fixed by adopting a technique for revising deadlines to eliminate precedence constraints in the classical model of scheduling e.g., [BLAZ 76]. We shall apply this technique to build a database for the run-time scheduler so that the earliest deadline algorithm can again be used with dynamically assigned process deadlines. Let us consider the computation that must be performed for process \( T_1 \) in
the interval [0,L] where L is the longest period among the processes which belong to the same equivalence class (induced by the communicant relation) as Ti. Denote the chain of scheduling blocks generated in chronological order for Ti in [0,L] by Ti(1), Ti(2), ..., Ti(ni). These scheduling blocks must also obey additional precedence constraints introduced by the rendezvous primitives. Specifically, suppose process Ti targets process Tj for a rendezvous between the scheduling blocks Ti(k) and Tj(k+1), and the corresponding rendezvous primitive occurs between the scheduling blocks Ti(l) and Tj(l+1). Then Ti(k) \rightarrow Tj(l+1), and Tj(l) \rightarrow Tj(k+1). Having thus defined the precedence constraints, we proceed to assign a deadline to each of the scheduling blocks generated in [0,L].

(1) Sort the scheduling blocks generated in [0,L] in reverse topological order.

(2) Initialize the deadline of the kth instance of Tij to (k-1)p_i + d_i.

(3) Revise the deadlines in reverse topological order by the formula: d_S = MIN(d_S, (d_S - c_S : S \rightarrow S')) where S and S' are scheduling blocks and c_S, d_S are respectively the computation time and current deadline of S.

The purpose of the above procedure is to move up the deadline of a scheduling block if it must precede another scheduling block which has a nearer deadline but which is not yet ready to run. These revised deadlines can now be used to update the current deadlines of the processes at run-time by recycling them every L time units. Specifically, if a process Ti is executing the kth (modulo L/p_i) instance of its jth scheduling block, then it must be assigned a deadline equal to the revised deadline (relative to the kth request-time of Ti in [0,L]) of the kth instance of the jth scheduling block generated in [0,L]. Since all the revised deadlines have been moved up, a successful schedule obeying the revised deadlines certainly meet the old deadlines. On the other hand, the amount of time by which a deadline has been moved up is sufficiently
tight (consider the chain along which the MIN function returns its value.) so that any schedule which violates a revised deadline must also miss one of the original deadlines. We summarize the above arguments in

Lemma 2.5

Suppose M is a process model and all of the processes in M are periodic and may have rendezvous communication primitives. Then the feasibility of the process model M is not affected by dynamically updating the process deadlines as described by the procedure above. Furthermore, whenever the dynamic deadline of a ready process \( T_j \) is nearer than that of another ready process \( T_i \), then scheduling \( T_j \) ahead of \( T_i \) will not violate any precedence constraints involving the two processes.

Proof:

Let \( S \) and \( S' \) be two scheduling blocks in \([0,L]\). It follows directly from the formula for revising deadlines that \( d_S < d_{S'} \) if \( S \rightarrow S' \). The claim in the lemma simply states the contrapositive of this statement. QED

Theorem 2.6

If a feasible schedule exists for an instance of a process model restricted by rendezvous scheduling constraints, then it can be scheduled by the earliest deadline algorithm modified to schedule the ready process which is not blocked by a rendezvous and which has the nearest dynamic deadline.

Proof:

The "time slice swapping" technique can be applied to transform any good schedule to one produced by the modified earliest deadline algorithm. Lemma 2.5 guarantees that swapping will not violate any precedence constraint imposed by rendezvous primitives as long as the process with the nearest dynamic deadline is
scheduled first. QED

Remark

Obviously, scheduling is feasible if the modified earliest deadline algorithm produces a feasible schedule for the interval \([0,L]\). In practice, it may not be necessary for the earliest deadline scheduler to observe all the dynamic deadlines if the timing constraints are not too demanding. A simple procedure for minimizing the size of the database is to use the process (static) deadlines for scheduling until a deadline is missed. In that case, insert dynamic deadline(s) one by one in reverse chronological order until the missed deadline can again be met.

Monitors

To deal with the "pseudo periodic" processes that we alluded to earlier, we now introduce a special type of process called a monitor which performs some service for ordinary processes on demand. Our monitors are a simplified version of Hoare's concept [HOAR 74] and have the following syntax.

Process <monitor_name>

Attribute monitor
rendezvous(ANYPROCESS \(T_i\))
{ A single scheduling block with no communication primitives }
rendezvous(\(T_i\))

end <monitor_name>

The body of a monitor consists of a single scheduling block which is prefixed by a rendezvous primitive with any process (a wild card) as the target. An ordinary process requests service from a monitor by attempting to rendezvous with the monitor. If two or more processes are requesting service, the system scheduler is free to choose (in accordance with some scheduling policy) a single process to rendezvous with the monitor. The wild-card parameter is needed to avoid deadlocks which might result if the
monitor must rendezvous with user processes in a fixed order. After the scheduling block has been executed, the monitor attempts to rendezvous with the same process a second time. Even though a monitor does not have an explicit timing constraint attribute, it must meet the current deadline of the process for which it is performing a service.

It is obvious that a monitor realizes a critical section and so can be used to enforce mutual exclusion constraints. For example, a binary semaphore may be implemented by using the first rendezvous as a P operation and the second rendezvous as a V operation. The scheduling problem with monitors is therefore NP-hard (in the strong sense) by Theorem 2.4. As we have mentioned earlier, the problem becomes a lot more manageable if mutually exclusive scheduling blocks must have the same computation time. This can be enforced by requiring processes to execute the second rendezvous with a monitor immediately after the first one, i.e., the two rendezvous primitives targeting the same monitor must occur one right after the other in the code. This has the same effect as using the two rendezvous primitives as a macro for inserting the scheduling block of the monitor into a process with the guarantee that no more than one process can be executing the monitor code at any one time (i.e., a critical section). For scheduling purposes, every monitor will be treated as a critical section. The monitor concept is brought in so that we may look at the related scheduling problem (which is NP-hard in general), and also to be consistent with our goal of not relying on a global memory for process coordination in our process model.
2.3.3 The Kernelized Monitor Model

In this model, the operating system kernel enforces mutual exclusion by allocating processor time only in uninterruptible quantum, say of size \( q \) which is chosen to be bigger than the longest monitor. For simplicity, we shall require the computation times of all scheduling blocks to be exact multiples of \( q \) so that each scheduling block takes an integral number of quantum to execute. This restriction seems reasonable if critical sections are kept very short, e.g., for accessing a small set of variables which must be kept mutually consistent. (In the next model, even this restriction will be relaxed.) In fact, it will become obvious that the shorter the time quantum is, the better is the chance to design a run-time scheduler with a small database. Notice that with this processor allocation discipline, critical sections no longer impose any more restrictions on the scheduler. As far as the scheduling problem is concerned, the only difference between the kernelized monitor model and the previous one is that a process may be interrupted only after it has been allocated an integral number of time quantum.

We shall adopt a scheduling technique [GAR et al 81] involving a concept called "forbidden regions" which has been invented to yield a necessary and sufficient condition for generating a (finite) schedule for a set of (one-time) unit-length tasks with real number request-times and deadlines in the classical scheduling model. For simplicity, we shall assume that all (periodic) processes to be compatible and let \( L \) be the longest period. Relaxing this constraint does not make the scheduling problem significantly harder, but increases the size (from \( O(L) \) to \( O(LCM\{p_i\}) \)) of the database for the run-time scheduler. The following example shows why a simplistic earliest deadline scheduler might fail.

Example

There are two periodic processes \( T_1, T_2 \). \( T_1 \) consists of a single critical section of
length $c_1 = 2$ and has a deadline $d_1 = 2$ and period $p_1 = 5$. $T_2$ has two scheduling blocks with the following parameters: $c_{21} = 2$, $c_{22} = 2$, $p_2 = d_2 = 10$. The second scheduling block of $T_2$ is the same critical section as $T_1$. The preemption time quantum is set to be 2.

The second deadline of $T_1$ will be missed if the second scheduling block of $T_2$ is scheduled at time 4, since the second instance of $T_1$ must be scheduled as soon as it is requested at time 5, and $T_2$ cannot be preempted before it uses up the second quantum of processor time allocated to it at time 4. A cleverer scheduler will leave the processor idle in the interval $[4,5]$ and execute $T_{22}$ in $[7,9]$. The (open) interval $(3,5)$ is an example of a forbidden region in which a scheduler must not allocate a new quantum of processor time to any process so that a future deadline may be met. Figure 2.5 illustrates the situation when the second instance of $T_1$ misses its deadline because $T_{22}$ is started in the forbidden region $(2,3)$.
The database to be used by the run-time scheduler contains a collection of forbidden regions in the interval \([0,L]\) where \(L\) is the longest period among the (compatible) processes. The run-time scheduler recycles the database every \(L\) time units to locate forbidden regions at all future times \(t\), and allocates a quantum of processor time to the ready process which has the nearest dynamic deadline and which is not blocked by a rendezvous \(t\) does not lie on the within a forbidden region. To compute the set of forbidden regions, each process is considered to be a chain of mini scheduling blocks each of which is a quantum (the basic time unit of processor allocation). Consider all the mini scheduling blocks generated in the interval \([0,L]\). As in the previous section, these mini scheduling blocks form a partial order imposed by the (intra and interprocess) precedence constraints, and each of these mini scheduling blocks can be given a request-time and deadline consistent with the partial order as follows:
(1) Sort the mini scheduling blocks generated in \([0,L]\) in forward topological order.

(2) Initialize the request-time of the \(k\)th instance of each mini scheduling block of \(T_i\) in \([0,L]\) to \((k-1)*p_i\).

(3) Revise the request-times in forward topological order by the formula: 
\[
S = \max(r_{S'},(r_{S'}+q : S \rightarrow S))
\]
where \(S\) and \(S'\) are mini scheduling blocks in \([0,L]\), and \(r_S, q\) are respectively the current request-time and the computation time of \(S\) (i.e., a quantum).

(4) Sort the mini scheduling blocks generated in \([0,L]\) in reverse topological order.

(5) Initialize the deadline of the \(k\)th instance of each mini scheduling block of \(T_i\) in \([0,L]\) to \((k-1)*p_i + d_i\).

(6) Revise the deadlines in reverse topological order by the formula: 
\[
S = \min(d_{S'},(d_{S'}-q : S \rightarrow S'))
\]
where \(S\) and \(S'\) are mini scheduling blocks; \(d_S\) and \(d_{S'}\) are respectively the current deadlines of \(S\) and \(S'\).

The effect of the above procedure is to assign to each mini scheduling block \(S\) in \([0,L]\) a request-time \(r_S\) which is the earliest time at which it can be scheduled, and a deadline \(d_S\) which is the latest time by which it must be completed if their partial ordering is to be maintained. The request-times are optimistic for two reasons. First, two mini scheduling blocks, \(S\) and \(S'\) may be assigned the same request-times if they are unrelated, i.e., if it is not true that \(S \rightarrow S'\) or \(S' \rightarrow S\). Second, the processor may have to be kept idle at time \(t\) in anticipation of more urgent computation that will not be made ready until a short while after \(t\). For each request-time \(r_S\), we can declare the interval: 
\[
(x_S, r_S), \quad q > r_S - x_S \geq 0
\]
to be a forbidden region if we cannot delay scheduling the scheduling block \(S\) beyond \(x_S + q\). If the processor is unwisely allocated to some process after time \(x_S\), then it cannot be released until after time \(x_S + q\) whence it will be too late to schedule the scheduling block \(S\). The set of forbidden regions in the interval \([0,L]\) is computed recursively by the following algorithm.
(1) Sort the request-times in reverse chronological order and determine the forbidden region associated with each request-time as follows. Initially, there are no forbidden regions.

(2) For each request-time, \( r_i \) and any deadline \( d \) for which \( L \geq d \geq d_i \), let \( n_{r_i,d} \) be the number of mini scheduling blocks which must be scheduled in the interval \([r_i,d]\), i.e., count the number of all scheduling blocks \( S' \) for which \( r_i \geq r_{S'} \) and \( d_{S'} \leq d \). Given a set of forbidden regions in the interval \([r_i,d]\), schedule \( n_{r_i,d} \) mini scheduling blocks (time slices of length \( q \)) in \([r_i,d]\) so that none of them starts in a forbidden region. Let \( s_{r_i,d} \) be the latest time at which the first mini scheduling block must be so scheduled. (There may be more than one way to fit \( n_{r_i,d} \) time slices in the interval \([r_i,d]\) without violating any forbidden regions. A easy way to find \( s_{r_i,d} \) is to work backwards in time and place each time slice as close as possible to the left of the previous one, starting from time \( d \). If placing a time slice right next to the previous one will result in the left boundary being inside a forbidden region, align the left boundary of the time slice with the left limit of the forbidden region.) If \( s_{r_i,d} < r_i \) (i.e., there is no way to fit \( n_{r_i,d} \) time slices of size \( q \) each in the interval \([r_i,d]\) without putting the left boundary of at least one of them in a forbidden region), then declare failure. Otherwise, declare \( (s_{r_i,d} - q, r_i) \) to be a forbidden region if \( s_{r_i,d} < r_i + q \).

The above algorithm constructs a set of \( O(n) \) forbidden regions:

\[
W = \{(x_i, y_i) : y_i \text{ is the revised request-time of some mini scheduling block in } [0, L], \text{ and no process should start past } x_i \text{ before } y_i \}
\]

in time \( O(n^2) \) where \( n \) is the number of mini scheduling blocks generated in \([0, L]\). The set \( W \) can be used to locate forbidden regions at run time as follows: At any time \( t \), \( t \) lies in a forbidden region iff \( x_i < t \mod L < y_i \) for some \((x_i, y_i) \in W\).

We give a simple proof (different from the approach in [GAR et al 81]) that a run-
time scheduler can use the following modified earliest deadline algorithm to produce a feasible schedule whenever one exists.

The *kernelized monitor scheduler*:

At any time $t$ when the processor is free, and $t$ does not lie in a forbidden region, the scheduler allocates the next quantum of processor time to the ready process which has the nearest dynamic deadline and is not blocked by a rendezvous. Ties are broken arbitrarily. If $t$ lies in a forbidden region, then the processor is allowed to idle until the end of the forbidden region.

**Theorem 2.7**

If a feasible schedule exists for an instance of the process model with *rendezvous* and *monitor* communication primitives, then the kernelized monitor scheduler can be used to produce a feasible schedule.

**Proof:**

By the construction of the kernelized monitor scheduler, we only need to concentrate on the interval $[0,L]$. First, we show by induction that if the algorithm for finding forbidden regions fails, then no feasible schedule can exist; furthermore, in any feasible schedule, no mini scheduling block can start in a forbidden region.

If the algorithm declares failure when it is processing a request-time, $y_j$ before any forbidden region is declared, then there must be a deadline $d$ such that the computation to be scheduled in the interval $[y_j, d]$ exceeds $d-y_j$, a clearly hopeless situation. For a forbidden region $(x_j, y_j)$, any mini scheduling block starting in it will not finish until after time $x_j+q$. But by the construction of forbidden regions, $y_j$ is the request-time of some mini scheduling block which must be started no later than $x_j+q$. Hence starting a mini scheduling block in a forbidden region will cause a deadline to be missed.

Suppose the hypothesis is true for all forbidden regions associated with request-
times later than some request-time \( y_i \) and the algorithm declares failure when it is processing \( y_i \). Then there must be a deadline \( d \) such that the computation required in \([y_i, d]\) cannot be fit into that interval without starting some mini scheduling blocks in a forbidden region after \( y_i \). By the induction hypothesis, no feasible schedule can exist. Consider the forbidden region \((x_i, y_i)\) such that the hypothesis holds for all forbidden regions associated with request-times after time \( = y_i \). From the algorithm for finding forbidden regions, there is a deadline \( d \) such that one of the mini scheduling blocks that must be executed in the interval \([y_i, d]\) must start running by time \( = x_i + q \) in order not to violate any of the forbidden regions in the interval \([y_i, d]\). But any mini scheduling block starting in the forbidden region \((x_i, y_i)\) will not finish until after time \( = x_i + q \), so no mini scheduling blocks with request-times \( \geq y_i \) can be executed before time \( = x_i + q \), and the induction step holds.

If a feasible schedule exists for the interval \([0, L]\), there must be one whose completion time (i.e., the time at which the last mini scheduling block in it finishes) is the earliest. If there is any processor idle time in this schedule, then it must be the case either (i) the idle time lies in a forbidden region or (ii) all the processes are either not ready or are waiting to rendezvous with some not yet ready process. Otherwise, the next mini scheduling block in the schedule can be started earlier, and we can repeat the argument to postpone the idle time to after the last mini scheduling block and obtain another feasible schedule with a shorter completion time, a contradiction. We can now apply the "time slice swapping" technique (with \( q \) as the size of a time slice) to transform any feasible schedule with the shortest completion time to one that is produced by the kernelized monitor scheduler. Again, no precedence constraints will be violated by swapping since the deadlines have been revised so that mini scheduling blocks with earlier deadlines cannot be preceded by ones with later deadlines. Furthermore, the resulting schedule will have idle time if and only if the kernelized monitor
scheduler also idles the processor. QED

**Corollary**

If a feasible schedule exists for the interval $[0, L]$, then the kernelized monitor scheduler always generates one with the earliest completion time. Furthermore, none of the start-times in this schedule can be pushed to an earlier time without causing a failure.

**Proof:**

Any idle time before the start-time of a mini scheduling block in the schedule generated by the above algorithm must be either (i) inside a forbidden region or (ii) when every process is either not ready or is waiting for a rendezvous. In both cases, the mini scheduling block cannot be started any earlier.

**Remark**

If the kernelized monitor scheduling algorithm generates a feasible schedule for $[0, L]$, then a run-time scheduler which repeats this schedule at run time is guaranteed not to miss any deadline. It is actually unnecessary to simulate the kernelized monitor algorithm for the interval $[0, L]$ since if the algorithm for computing forbidden regions does not declare failure, then we can show that the kernelized monitor scheduler must succeed at all times. To see this, assume the contrary and let $S$ be the first mini scheduling block to miss its deadline, $d_S$ and let $r_S$ be its request-time. Notice that the kernelized monitor scheduler guarantees us that all the mini scheduling blocks that have been allocated processing time in the interval $[r_S, d_S]$ must have deadlines no later than $d_S$. If there is no idle time in the interval $[r_S, d_S]$, then the forbidden region algorithm would have failed in trying to fit the mini scheduling block $S$ and all the other mini scheduling blocks in $[r_S, d_S]$. On the other hand, the kernelized monitor scheduler
guarantees us that the only processor idle time in the interval \([r_Sd_S]\) must lie inside a forbidden region since the process which contains the mini scheduling block \(S\) is ready and cannot be waiting for a rendezvous after time \(= r_S\). Again, the algorithm for constructing forbidden region would have declared failure in computing the forbidden region associated with the request-time \(r_S\).

The kernelized monitor model imposes two restrictions on the scheduler. First, it disallows preemption of critical sections by ordinary scheduling blocks. Second, the scheduler cannot take advantage of the semantic difference between different critical sections since they are not permitted to preempt one another. Both restrictions are tolerable if all critical sections are relatively short. This seems to be a plausible assumption since in practice, an operating system usually assigns a process a minimum quantum of computation time in order to keep process switching overheads within reasonable bounds. As long as the critical sections are short relative to the minimum quantum, the scheduler can execute only an integral number of scheduling blocks within a quantum without incurring unacceptable waste.
2.4 Implications on the Design of Real-Time Languages

The term "real-time languages" has been used loosely to denote a class of high-level languages which are designed to support real-time applications\textsuperscript{†} There is, however, little consensus on what qualifies as a real-time language. Some of the language features that are often cited in relation to real-time applications are:

1. Parallel processing capability
2. Access to a timer
3. Direct interface with I/O devices
4. Fast execution

The last feature is primarily an implementation issue although it may be argued that the selection of language primitives, especially facilities for concurrency control can have significant influence on implementation efficiency. Direct access to a timer and I/O devices are important for control applications, but they can usually be implemented with an appropriate function package and therefore do not require conceptual innovations to conventional sequential languages. The capability to coordinate parallel activities indeed raises many interesting issues, and many language constructs have been proposed for concurrency control, e.g., Dijkstra's semaphore, Hoare's monitor, Hansen's distributed process, the rendezvous concept in Ada, etc. While the later proposals are generally "cleaner", comparison among them often tends to be ad hoc. Having examined the process scheduling problem in some detail, we are in a position to shed some light on the subject by examining the implications of real-time scheduling requirements on the design of process-based real-time languages.

2.4.1 Incorporation of Performance Objectives into a Real-Time Language

Since the basic unit for scheduling computation is the process, compliance with

\textsuperscript{†} In military jargon, they are also known as embedded systems.
the stringent timing constraints required by an application must be achieved by proper scheduling of processes. An obvious approach is to augment high-level languages with a set of constructs, e.g., delay <time>, start <process> at <time>, so that processes can be explicitly scheduled. Unless every process runs on a dedicated processor, these explicit scheduling commands cannot always be used to guarantee that a process will be started on time. For example, if a process is delayed to a time at which another process is scheduled to run and there is only one processor, then the resource conflict is usually resolved according to some priority assignment so that except maybe for the process with the highest priority, explicit scheduling commands can guarantee only minimum but not maximum bounds on response times. Thus explicit scheduling commands are convenient for building soft but not necessarily hard real-time systems. More importantly, most explicit scheduling commands in current real-time languages are too restrictive for specifying timing constraints since they usually leave little room for resolving resource conflicts.

Conceivably, this problem can be solved by modifying these commands to take additional arguments so as to allow for margins in their timing parameters. A more serious pitfall with using explicit scheduling commands is that processes are scheduled with respect to the "current" value of time which must be read from a timer, e.g., computing a start-time for a process to be used as an argument in a start command. In a multiprocessing environment, a process may be interrupted for an indefinite amount of time immediately after it reads the timer, thus invalidating the timer value. For this reason, explicit scheduling commands must be executed without preemption so that only up-to-date time values are used. Unless time-valued arguments are restricted to be simple expressions, explicit scheduling commands represent non-preemptible scheduling blocks of arbitrary length, thus greatly increasing the complexity of the scheduling
problem as we have seen.

In general, a penalty in efficiency is incurred if a programming language permits or even requires individual processes to allocate system resources with an authority that is normally delegated to the operating system. This is so because scheduling decisions are best made with global information about system demand. The efficiency problem in both carrying out the scheduling function and the resulting allocation of resources suggests that

the function of scheduling constructs should not be as much to directly allocate computational resources as to implement a protocol between the system scheduler and the user processes requesting for resources.

The assignment of static priorities to processes can be viewed as an example of such a protocol which is widely used in practice. This protocol is not the most efficient since it offers only limited control over response times. For example, consider the problem of scheduling a set of periodic processes whose deadlines are the same as their periods. When there are no restrictions on the selection of processes for preemption, it has been shown [LIU & LAY 73] that there are sets of processes with a processor utilization factor $\approx 0.7$ for which no static priority assignment can meet the timing constraints, whereas full processor utilization is always achievable by using the simple earliest deadline scheduling algorithm.

In practice, the assignment of priorities is often based on the relative importance of the computation performed by a process, timing constraint specifications being only secondary considerations. For example, periodic processes that are essential to the continuous operation of a system are often assigned high priorities regardless of their specified repetition rates. This precautionary approach is appropriate for soft real-time systems where there need not be any absolute guarantee on response times; in such cases, a conservative scheduling policy is in order. The penalty is that the processor
may not be fast enough to also meet the timing specifications of less essential processes which are assigned lower priorities even if all the timing specifications can in fact be met by an appropriate assignment of priorities. The ability to design truly hard real-time systems offers a more effective alternative since essential processes are not unnecessarily given higher priority at the expense of less essential ones. In fact, hard real-time systems are made more robust since by design, monopolizing system resources should be deliberately forbidden. To support this assertion, we must also deal with the contingency when the actual workload exceeds the specifications; the robustness aspects of hard real-time systems against unfaithful usage specifications will be discussed later. We shall only note that

the use of static priorities as a protocol for resource allocation should be considered primarily for robustness rather than efficiency reasons.

Given that the process is the atomic unit for scheduling, a straightforward protocol for allocating computing resources is to add scheduling attributes (e.g., deadline, period) to a process. (Static process priorities could be used to resolve conflicts when there is insufficient computing resources to meet all of the timing constraint specifications.) In practice, however, the specification of timing constraints is usually complicated by the need for processes to communicate with one another. In the next section, we shall discuss some implications of timing constraint requirements on the use of concurrency control mechanisms.

2.4.2 Choice of Concurrency Control Mechanisms

Concurrency control mechanisms have traditionally been designed to meet two important needs: synchronization between processes and the enforcement of mutual exclusion constraints. It is well known that both types of interprocess coordination can be implemented by the use of semaphores or simple message passing constructs (i.e.,
send, receive). These constructs have been considered to be too unstructured by recent designers of real-time languages and a number of alternative concurrency control mechanisms have been proposed. It is difficult, however, to make an objective evaluation of the different proposals, since many of the pros and cons for one construct or another is often based on conflicting language design principles. In the following, we shall first review some of these principles and then attempt to evaluate their applicability in the context of the hard real-time environment.

- **Localization of control information:**

  Programs tend to be difficult to maintain if the control information associated with a single type of interprocess coordination is allowed to be scattered over different places in a program. This is especially true with the use of semaphores or simple message passing constructs for which additional programming rules must be observed so as not to subvert the intended use of a construct, e.g., a process may inadvertently exit out of a critical section after tripping an exception handler before the proper exit protocol has been performed. It has been suggested that the maintainability of a program can be improved by keeping control information (both code and data) close together.

- **Minimality in language constructs:**

  While it is conceivable to achieve concurrency control by defining a language construct for every major type of interprocess coordination, e.g., the monitor construct for enforcing mutual exclusion, the size of the resulting language may be too unwieldy as to be practical. The opposite view is to strive for simplicity by minimizing the number of distinct control structures that are built into a language. For example, the designers of Ada have sought to unify mutual exclusion and synchronization between processes by providing a single interprocess communication facility (the rendezvous construct of
Ada) which can be used for both purposes.

- Implementation efficiency:

Informally, the run-time efficiency of a concurrency control mechanism can be measured by the run-time overhead it incurs in realizing interprocess coordination (i.e., by the difference in length between the actual schedule which takes into account the execution time of the concurrency control mechanism and the shortest ideal schedule which miraculously meets all the concurrency constraints without any concurrency control mechanism at all.) There are two important reasons why the run-time efficiency of a concurrency control mechanism may not approach the ideal. First, a mechanism may be too restrictive as to exclude some schedules which would otherwise be acceptable, i.e., the semantics of the mechanism may not permit the maximal amount of parallelism. Second, the inherent cost of the coordination mechanism may be unacceptably high, either in the amount of interprocess communication or the amount of compile-time analysis needed to optimize the translation of the concurrency control mechanism into executable code. For example, it has been reported [ROB et al 81] that a straightforward implementation of the rendezvous mechanism in Ada incurs, even for the simple operation of transferring one byte of data from a sender task to a receiver task, substantial context switching overhead (between the run-time system scheduler and the sender and receiver) whereas an alternative solution using semaphores requires essentially no context switching at all (provided that no acknowledgement signal is required from the receiving task.). The problem of optimally implementing the rendezvous mechanism by means of semaphores is, however, non-trivial in general.

It should be obvious that the above design principles are not necessarily compatible with one another. Whereas localizing control information and keeping control constructs to a minimal are generally considered a plus to the programmer, they often in-
cur an efficiency penalty which may not be negligible for real-time applications. These conflicts have been alluded to in the previous chapter as manifestations of the maintainability/efficiency dichotomy whose resolution ultimately depends on the degree to which we can automate the process of generating efficient software. It follows that a more objective criterion for evaluating a concurrency control mechanism is by its impact on software automation; in this case, how does it impede or facilitate the construction of scheduling tools to satisfy stringent timing constraints.

By this criterion, we have concrete evidence that the undisciplined use of semaphores is undesirable; the related scheduling problem quickly becomes NP-hard. Another lesson from our study of scheduling problems is that there is substantial benefit in making the enforcement of interprocess synchronization and mutual exclusion syntactically distinct since this piece of information is crucial to the solution of the related scheduling problems; and there may not be any easy way to deduce whether a control construct is being used to enforce a synchronization or a mutual exclusion constraint. It should be mentioned that the syntactic distinction need not be built into the programming language and a purist who feels strongly about minimizing the number of language constructs may prefer to annotate each instance of a control construct instead. However, stylized annotations of code in effect introduce subclasses of control constructs and this extra information must be supplied to the code generator.

2.4.3 Scheduling of Indeterministic Constructs

Another design issue which is closely related to the choice of concurrency control mechanisms and the incorporation of performance objectives and which is not very well understood is the scheduling of indeterministic constructs. Other than process scheduling, a system scheduler is also needed to make a choice among alternative paths of execution when the real-time language has indeterministic constructs, e.g., the
select statement in Ada. There is, however, little concensus on how the scheduler should behave other than that it ought to be in some sense "fair" (for which the common interpretation is round-robin scheduling.) This approach is problematical since a straightforward implementation of a "fair" scheduler may not guarantee that the computation will make progress.

For example, consider two variables x, y which are guarded by individual semaphores and are both updated by two processes T₁, T₂ with the provision that they must be kept mutually consistent (i.e., if x is updated by T₁ before T₂, then y must also be updated by T₁ before T₂ and vice versa.) In order to avoid a deadlock, the order in which x and y are accessed may be arbitrarily fixed, (say x before y) by administrative decree. However, this solution is deemed unacceptable since it puts an intolerable constraint on how future programs can be written. As a compromise, the order in which x and y are accessed at run-time is left to be decided by the execution of an indeterministic construct in both T₁ and T₂, and both processes release the semaphores that they are holding whenever they are blocked by the other one. It is easy to see that both processes may never make any progress if the execution of the indeterministic construct which updates the variables follows the round-robin discipline in both processes (e.g., T₁ may access x first and T₂ may access y first and so on.) The particular problem encountered here stems from the fact that fairness is a global property and may not be achieved by schedulers which are only locally fair. While the above admittedly academic problem can be solved by randomizing the scheduler, it serves to illustrate the problems of specifying the semantics of the scheduler in general.

The stringent timing constraints of the hard real-time environment suggest an approach for resolving the above issue. The key observation is that indeterministic constructs need not be stochastic but are better regarded as providing a margin of freedom to the scheduler for achieving performance objectives. Instead of (over)specifying
the behavior of the scheduler, it is more profitable to devise language mechanisms with
which the scheduler can be manipulated to achieve desired performance objectives. In
other words, the behavior of the scheduler should not be defined by the language but
by the application. In fact, there is no reason why the scheduler should be "fair" if a
particular set of performance objectives does not require some execution path to be
exercised at all. The default behavior of the scheduler may be decreed as part of the
specification of a real-time language, and for that purpose, the adoption of just about
any scheduling strategy, e.g., round-robin is defensible. The important point is for a
real-time language not to unnecessarily usurp the scheduling function but to provide
the programmer (or more importantly, software automation tools) with sufficient handle
for improving system performance.

For example, if the indeterministic rendezvous in our version of the monitor con-
struct is restricted by the language to select a user process by random, then it will not
be possible to make the best use of available processing power by applying clever
scheduling algorithms.

We have already discussed the language mechanisms for incorporating perfor-
mance objectives of hard real-time systems into programs. It is an interesting problem
to design an appropriate protocol between the system scheduler and user processes
for soft real-time applications. For example, we might permit the programmer the option
of fine tuning the system scheduler in terms of a policy function which selects an exe-
cution path when an indeterministic construct is encountered. The selection may be
made according to the current values of a set of scheduling parameters which are
modifiable by the policy function at appropriate moments in real time. The definition of
the policy function is of course dependent on the target performance objectives. This
is a potentially rich research topic but is, however, outside the scope of this thesis.
Chapter 3
Design via a Graph-Based Model

3.1 Graph-Based Model of Computation for the Hard Real-Time Environment

In adopting a process-based computation model for studying resource scheduling problems, there is an implicit assumption that the computational requirements of an application have been somehow translated into a set of processes with the appropriate scheduling attributes. Owing to a semantic gap, this translation can be a serious source of inefficiencies during system design and substantially complicates software maintenance later on. As such, a process-based model is less than desirable for defining computational requirements in the hard real-time environment. However, the process abstraction has been the basis of the computation model for the majority of software designs, and prudence requires us to present concrete evidence in order to justify an alternative.†

To this end, we shall examine three general strategies for decomposing the computational requirements of a design problem into a set of concurrent processes. It will be demonstrated that in the presence of stringent timing constraints, efficient decomposition of the required computation into processes is inherently implementation dependent, and that a set of processes resulting from a highly efficient decomposition is likely to be unstructured and difficult for human programmers to maintain. The design example will also illustrate the concept of latency scheduling for meeting asynchronous timing constraints (i.e., computation performed in response to sporadic external events), sometimes by exploiting the periodic computation required for satisfying periodic timing

† Whereas English-like languages have been used to describe system requirements, a process-based model is almost invariably used for software design and resource allocation. From a practical point of view, learning a new language for software design is usually a major undertaking that most people are justifiably reluctant to pursue.
constraints. We shall then introduce a graph-based computation model which is more amenable to representing design requirements in the hard real-time environment. The latency scheduling technique will be formalized in terms of the new model and the computational problems of latency scheduling will be investigated.

3.2 Decomposition of Design Requirements: an Example

In this section, we are going to examine the systems issues that are involved in decomposing the computation of a hard real-time system into processes by examining the relative merits of three different decomposition strategies. In a narrow sense, it can be shown formally that there is no unique best decomposition since the most efficient implementation depends on system parameters such as interprocess communication costs. This observation is hardly surprising and is only one of the concerns arising from the semantic gap between the hard real-time environment and a process-based language. The broader purpose of this discussion is to bring focus on the important but less readily quantifiable systems issues, e.g., maintainability, implementation independence which we have identified in the first chapter.

3.2.1 Statement of Design Requirements

Figure 3.1 is the block diagram of an automatic control system which is the design problem to be considered. This control system has three inputs \( x, y, z \) and a single output \( u \). There are five function blocks: \( f_X, f_Y, f_Z, f_S \) and \( f_K \). The function block \( f_S \) has two outputs one of which is fed back via \( f_K \) to itself so that \( u \) is a function of \( x', y', z' \) and its own previous value. The other output is to the external environment and has the same value. For brevity, we use the same name, \( u \) to denote the two outputs. The computation times of the five functions are assumed to be bounded and their maximum values are respectively \( c_X, c_Y, c_Z, c_S \) and \( c_K \).
Figure 3.1
Example control system function block diagram

The design objectives of this system can be stated in terms of the computation required by two periodic and one asynchronous timing constraints as follows. The input $x$ is to be sampled at the regular rate of $1/p_x$ cycles per second. (Sampling rates are determined by the dynamics of the physical process under control.) The output $u$ must be recomputed by executing the function $f_S$ with the new value of $x'$ and recent values of $y'$, $z'$ and $v$ (to be determined by their individual update rates). The internal state $v$ must then be updated by executing $f_K$ with the new value of $u$. The input $y$ is to be sampled at a rate of $1/p_y$ cycles per second and the variables $u$ and $v$ must be likewise recomputed. The input $z$ is a boolean signal, i.e., $z \in \{0,1\}$, and can change state asynchronously. When a state transition occurs, the new value of $z$ must be detected and a new $z'$ computed by executing $f_Z$. The output signal $u$ must also be recomputed by $f_S$ within $d_z$ time units. The input $z$ is assumed to change state very infrequently compared with $p_x$ and $p_y$.

A physical interpretation of this block diagram is to regard $f_X$ and $f_Y$ as the
preprocessors of signals from two sensors measuring the physical quantities \( x \) and \( y \) one of which changes much more slowly than the other, hence the different sampling rates. The signal \( z \) can be regarded as the output from a toggle switch and \( u \) is the control signal to an actuator. The signal \( u \) is also used to compute an internal state to be used in subsequent calculations, e.g., \( f_K \) may be a state estimator in a compensator. \( f_S \) is used to determine the output from the inputs \( x \) and \( y \) and the internal state. The variable \( z' \) may be a parameter which selects a different mapping for \( f_S \) depending on the operating regime selected by a human operator via the toggle switch \( z \).

3.2.2 Implementation Environment

The example system will be implemented by a set of concurrent processes running on one or more processors with common access to a shared memory. For concreteness, each process will be programmed in an Algol-type language augmented by the rendezvous and monitor constructs of the previous chapter for concurrency control. A library of programs will supply the code for the functions \( f_X, f_Y, f_S, f_K, f_Z \). The signals \( x', y', v, z' \) will be stored as global variables in the shared memory. The input signals \( x, y, z \) are read from the external environment by \( f_X, f_Y, f_Z \) respectively.

It should be noted that a shared memory is not essential to a process-based model since each global variable may be implemented by the private variable of a monitor whose sole function is to serialize access to the global variable, and in general, the implementation environment is inconsequential to the validity of our observations about process-based models. The crucial assumption is that the basic object to be scheduled is the process.

All functions have a nominal (constant) execution time of 10 ms (milliseconds). The nominal sampling periods of \( x \) and \( y \) are respectively, 80 and 160 ms, and \( u \) must be recomputed within 80 ms after \( z \) has changed state. A timer is accessible to all pro-
cessors and initiates periodic interrupts as required by the periodic processes. When an interrupt occurs, one or more processes are made ready to run, but are not necessarily allocated processor time immediately so that the scheduler will not be unduly restricted. Hence, a sporadic process does not have a priori priority over periodic processes. For ease of reading, we give a summary description of the pertinent language features.

3.2.3 Summary of Example Process-Based Real-Time Language

A process is declared by:

\[
\text{process} \ \langle \text{process\_name} \rangle \\
\text{activated by} \ \langle \text{signal\_name} \rangle \ | \ 	ext{timer} \\
\text{attribute} \ \langle \text{attribute\_name} \rangle = \langle \text{attribute\_value} \rangle \\
\langle \text{code body} \rangle \\
\text{end} \ \langle \text{process\_name} \rangle
\]

A process may be either periodic or sporadic and may have a period and/or deadline attribute. Periodic processes are activated by timer interrupts and a sporadic process is activated when a signal variable changes value in response to external interrupts. The period of a sporadic process is the minimum time between two successive activations. (In practice, external interrupts may be queued to maintain a specified minimum period and an overload condition may be declared if the queue overflows. For this example, we need not worry about the period attribute of a sporadic process since the external signal z, e.g., a toggle switch is assumed to change very infrequently compared with the periodic signals.) The deadline attribute will be defined as default in which case the system will set it to the smallest feasible value.

A process may communicate (synchronize) with another process by executing:

\[
\text{rendezvous} \ \langle \text{process\_name} \rangle
\]

A process in a rendezvous is suspended until the target process also executes the corresponding rendezvous statement. To enforce mutual exclusion, a process may in-
voke a monitor by executing:

rendezvous <monitor_name>

A monitor is declared by:

monitor <monitor_name>
<code body>
end <monitor_name>

A rendezvous with a monitor is completed by executing the body of the monitor. In general, monitors embody critical sections and may be implemented in various ways, e.g., by a process which is activated by any process attempting to rendezvous with it, or by expansion of macros augmented with appropriate scheduling mechanisms.

For accounting simplicity, the computation time of a process will be the sum of each function call to $f_X$, $f_Y$, $f_S$, $f_K$, $f_Z$ plus the cost of executing rendezvous statements. Initially, we shall ignore the overhead incurred by the operating system kernel and the communication network and let $c_{sys}$ (nominal cost of a rendezvous) be zero. The effects of these overheads will be considered when they are significant in determining the relative merits of decomposition strategies.

In the following, we shall describe three decomposition strategies which represent extreme approaches spanning the design space. The results of applying different strategies to the design problem will then be compared.

3.2.4 Decomposition by Timing Constraints

In this strategy, a process is created to perform the computation required by each and every specified timing constraint. A process is usually made up of a sequence of function calls representing the operations (signal processing steps) on the data path between input and output devices, but a process may also be created to update a variable which holds some internal state information of the physical plant under control.
Since a function may be called in more than one process, some of the arguments may not be variables local to the process. To preserve data integrity, a monitor is created to enforce mutual exclusion on the execution of every function called by two or more processes. The scheduling attributes of a process are set according to the associated timing constraint in the obvious way. The following program implements a solution to the design problem.
/* COMMENT
This program uses a process for each timing constraint. The name of each
process is denoted in capital letters by the names of the functions called
by the process. The processes XSK, YSK are for meeting the two periodic
timing constraints. The asynchronous timing constraint is met by the
sporadic process ZS which is invoked when a change in the sensor input
(read into the variable z) is detected
*/

process XSK
activated by timer;
attribute period = 80, deadline = 80;

x := sensor_x();
x' := f_x(x);
rendezvous S;
rendezvous K;
end XSK

process YSK
activated by timer;
attribute period = 160, deadline = 160;

y := sensor_y();
y' := f_y(y);
rendezvous S;
rendezvous K;
end YSK

process ZS
activated by z;
attribute deadline = 80, period = default;

z := sensor_z();
z' := f_z(z);
rendezvous S;
end ZS

monitor S

u := f_S(x',y',z',v);
end S

monitor K

v := f_K(x',y',z',v);
end K
The nominal timing constraints have been specified so that the above program will work on a single processor with any process scheduling discipline which does not idle the processor when there is one or more ready processes. The timing diagram (commonly known as a Gantt chart) in figure 3.2 shows an example execution sequence of the function calls.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
X & S & K & Y & S & K & Z & S & X & S & K \\
0 & 40 & 80 & 120 & 160 & 200 & time
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 3.2**
Gantt chart for decomposition by timing constraint

This is perhaps the most straightforward way to decompose the computation and the resulting design is very easy to understand. Insofar as maintainability can be quantified, this decomposition strategy should yield a highly maintainable design solution. However, the gain in maintainability may be offset by a loss in efficiency owing to the unnecessary duplication of some computation in two or more processes with compatible timing constraints. In the above program, the functions \(f_S\) and \(f_K\) are executed in both \(XSK\) and \(YSK\) while in fact, it suffices to execute these functions only once after both \(x'\) and \(y'\) have been updated. With this saving, it is possible to sample \(x\) and \(y\) at the tighter specifications of 60 and 120 ms respectively. The Gantt chart in figure 3.3 shows the required execution sequence.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
0 & 60 & 120 & 180 & time
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 3.3**
Gantt chart for example of eliminating redundant function calls
It should be emphasized that it is not always possible or desirable to eliminate the unnecessary duplication of computation. In particular, the saving noted above will not be as easy to achieve if $p_X$ and $p_Y$ are relatively prime and in general, decomposition by timing constraints is conducive to designs which are stable against changes in parameter values. However, the loss in efficiency may be significant since it incurs not only extra processor time but also communication costs for enforcing mutual exclusion. This efficiency issue may be alleviated by a variety of decomposition strategies which may be viewed as tradeoffs between two diametrically opposite approaches.

3.2.5 Decomposition by Minimizing Interprocess Communication

Whereas the previous approach assigns the computation required by one timing constraint to one process, the objective of this decomposition strategy is to minimize interprocess communication by clustering as many timing constraints as possible into each process. This is done by partitioning the computation required by the timing constraints into sets such that (i) only compatible timing constraints are assigned to the same set (Two periodic timing constraints are compatible iff they have the same period or one period divides the other), and (ii) two compatible timing constraints are assigned to the same set if some of the operations (function calls) required by them are the same. The computation in each set is assigned to a periodic process whose period attribute is set to the highest common factor of the periods in the set. Each asynchronous timing constraint is assigned to a sporadic process as before. (In fact, we may want to satisfy an asynchronous timing constraint by means of an "equivalent" periodic process and do away with sporadic processes altogether.) Under this decomposition strategy, the design solution now requires two instead of three processes.

/* COMMENT
The process XYSK replaces the two processes XSK, YSK in the previous solution. Since YSK needs to be executed only every 160 ms, a boolean
procedure skip_\text{Y} is used every 80 ms to determine if \( f_\text{Y} \) need to be executed. (This procedure may be implemented by using the real-time clock or simply by toggling a static boolean variable.) The sporadic process \( ZS \) associated with the signal \( z \) and the monitor \( S \) are the same as before.

\texttt{/*}

\texttt{process XYSK}

\texttt{activated by timer;}
\texttt{attribute period = 80, deadline = 80;}

\texttt{x := sensor_x();}
\texttt{x' := f_x(x);}

\texttt{if skip_Y() = FALSE then \{ y := sensor_y(); y' := f_y(y); \}}
\texttt{rendezvous S;}
\texttt{v := f_k(u);}

\texttt{end XYSK}

In this solution, \( f_S \) and \( f_K \) are executed only once every 80 ms instead of three times every 160 ms. With this improvement, we can in fact sample \( x \) and \( y \) at respectively 60 and 120 ms and guarantee to meet a 60 ms deadline for responding to a change in the signal \( z \). These tighter parameters are impossible to meet with the previous decomposition strategy. Figure 3.4a shows an execution sequence of this program.
In general, this decomposition strategy improves efficiency in two respects. First, it may eliminate substantial redundant computation among compatible timing constraints. Second, since there are fewer processes and the processes tend to be independent (they have fewer common operations), less interprocess communication is required for concurrency control. Whereas in principle this approach can be pushed to the extreme by clustering all the required computation into a single process, it defeats the whole purpose of a process as a structural unit for software design. Efficiency improvement gained in this way must be paid for by an increase in design complexity which in turn makes maintenance more difficult.

Because the nominal parameters of our design example are rather lax, process XYSK is only slightly more complicated than the two processes it combines. Nevertheless, some scheduling decisions must now be programmed inside a process (calling skip_Y so as to execute f_Y only in alternate cycles). In general, the control logic which implements these internal scheduling decisions is likely to be sensitive to system parameters and can be quite ad hoc when resource allocation is highly optimized. For example, if the function f_Y is replaced by a new version which requires 40 ms instead...
of 10 ms computation time (field trials suggest that the value \( y' \) must be computed with double precision!), then the above program for XYSK will not work. For in the worst case, there is only 80 ms to execute both XYSK which now requires a maximum of 70 ms, and ZS which requires 20 ms. However, if the computation in \( f_\gamma \) is split into two stages of 20 ms each, then we can compute one stage of \( f_\gamma \) in each 80 ms and thereby meet all the timing constraints. The modified program for the process XYSK is shown below. An example execution sequence is shown in figure 3.4b.
/* COMMENT
   This is a modification of the previously shown version of a periodic
   process for meeting the two timing constraints for x and y.
   The computation \( y' = f_Y(y) \) is performed in stages by two assignments:
   (1) \text{temp} := f_{Y_1}(y) \text{ to be executed in the first half of a 160 ms cycle}
   (2) \( y' = f_{Y_2}(	ext{temp}) \) to be executed in the second half of the cycle
   */

process XYSK

activated by timer;
attribute period = 80, deadline = 80;

x := sensor_x();
x' := f_x(x);

if skip_y() = FALSE then { y := sensor_y(); temp := f_{Y_1}(y); }
else y := f_{Y_2}(temp);

rendezvous S;
v := f_k(u);

end XYSK

By implementing \( f_Y \) as a two-stage pipeline, two successive samples of x are processed in 160 ms while the same sample of y is processed in both halves of a 160 ms cycle. We would like to draw attention to the fact that it is impossible for any process scheduler to automatically simulate this "pipelining" technique with the previous version of XYSK since at most one sample of x can be processed in each activation of XYSK and a process can have only one thread of control at a time!

As might be expected, the optimized design is more difficult to understand since there is no logical necessity for explicitly splitting a function into stages. Modifications are harder to make since a local change in parameter value may bring about substantial reorganization in the control logic elsewhere, e.g., if \( f_Z \) requires 35 instead of 10 ms to execute while all other parameters retain their nominal values, then it is still necessary to pipeline \( f_Y \) into two stages of 5 ms each. In general, optimization measures which minimize interprocess communication can easily create maintenance night-
mares for human programmers. However, when interprocess communication costs are high and if "spaghetti control logic" is tolerable, then this decomposition strategy may be preferable.

3.2.6 Decomposition by Maximizing Concurrent Processes

The objective of this decomposition strategy is to partition the required computation into as many processes as possible so as to maximize parallelism. The decomposition procedure is best explained in terms of the data flow graph of the given problem such as the function block diagram of figure 3.1. Specifically, a periodic process is created for each node in the data flow graph. We stress the distinction between a node which represents an operation on some data flow path and the function which is called to process the data passing through the node. Thus it is possible for two or more processes to call the same function in which case a monitor is needed to enforce mutual exclusion. In general, a node may be involved in the computation required by one or more periodic timing constraints, and the process assigned to the node is given a period attribute equal to the highest common factor of the periods of the relevant timing constraints. Each asynchronous timing constraint is assigned a sporadic process which contains the appropriate function calls. (Again, there is the possibility of satisfying all the asynchronous timing constraints by means of "equivalent" periodic processes, in which case no process will need to call more than one function.)

When a periodic process is activated, it must synchronize with an appropriate set of processes which precede it, call the function to perform the operation associated with it, and then synchronize with the set of processes which it precedes. Intuitively, the predecessors of a process P at time t correspond to the operations before P required by some timing constraint whose period divides t. (The definition of a predecessor relation will be made clear in our graph-based computation model later.) Under this
decomposition strategy, the design solution now has five processes. The following program shows the four periodic processes. The sporadic process for Z and the monitor S are the same as before.

/* COMMENT
This program uses a process for each node in the data flow graph of the design problem (figure 3.1). The period attribute of a process is set to the highest common factor of the periods of the periodic timing constraints that require the execution of the corresponding operation.
*/

process X
activated by timer;
attribute period = 80, deadline = 80;

x := sensor_x();
x' := f_x(x);
rendezvous S;
end X

process Y
activated by timer;
attribute period = 160, deadline = 160;

y := sensor_y();
y' := f_y;
rendezvous S;
end Y

process XYS
activated by timer;
attribute period = 80, deadline = 80;

rendezvous X;
if skip_Y() = FALSE then rendezvous Y;
rendezvous S
end XYS

process K
activated by timer;
attribute period = 80, deadline = 80;

rendezvous S;
v := f_k(u);
end K
Since the nominal parameters have been set so that computation time predomi-
nates the costs for communication and concurrency control (e.g., the nominal cost of
a rendezvous, $c_{sys}$ is 0), a wider range of timing constraints can be enforced when
each process is run on a separate processor. The timing diagram of Figure 3.5 shows
an example execution sequence with five processors such that the input signals $x$ and
$y$ are sampled at respectively 30 and 60 ms, and the deadline for responding to a
change in $z$ can be as tight as 30 ms.
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Example Gantt chart for decomposition by maximizing concurrent processes

By assigning a separate process to each function block, this decomposition stra-
teegy maximizes the computation that can be performed in parallel. Redundant computa-
tion is reduced since timing constraints that require the same operation to be per-
formed in compatible time intervals are recognized in the construction of the synchroni-
ization code for each periodic process. If as many processors are available as there are
processes and computation time indeed dominates $c_{sys}$, then this decomposition stra-
teegy will generally tolerate a wider range of timing constraints than the others. Like the
previous strategy, however, there is also a price to be paid in the increased complexity
of the design solution.
3.2.7 Comparison of Decomposition Strategies

The semantic gap between a process-based computation model and the hard real-time environment is best illustrated by a comparison of the three decomposition strategies presented above. If feasibility is the only concern, then decomposition by timing constraints would be the least preferable. In general, a feasible solution will depend on the tradeoff between computation and communication costs. When interprocess communication costs are relatively low, decomposition by maximizing concurrent processes is more likely to succeed, e.g., the tightest timing constraints for the design example are achieved by this approach. This will not be the case when interprocess communication costs become significant.

As an illustration, let each rendezvous statement add an overhead of 10 ms (which is the nominal computation time of a function call) to the computation time of either participating process. Specifically, $c_{sys} = 10$ ms if the participating processes reside on separate processors and $c_{sys} = 5$ ms if they are on the same processor. If the five processes resulting from the last decomposition strategy are run on separate processors, it is easy to check that $p_x$ and $p_y$ cannot be simultaneously shorter than 60, 120 ms respectively while at these sampling rates, $d_z$ cannot exceed 50 ms. On the other hand, if we use two processors to implement the decomposition by minimizing communication strategy, then $p_x, p_y$ can be held to 50 and 100 ms respectively without adversely affecting $d_z$. More surprisingly, we need only one processor to achieve the same periodic sampling rates if a longer $d_z$ (70 ms) can be tolerated. Specifically, the the computation required by all the timing constraints can be clustered into a single periodic process as follows.

/* COMMENT
The process XYZSK replaces the two processes XYSK, ZS in a previous solution. Since ZS needs to be executed only when z changes value, a boolean procedure skip_Z is used to determine if f_Z need to be
executed. (This procedure may be implemented by comparing the new reading from the sensor for z with its previous value which is kept in a static variable.)

```
process XYZSK

activated by timer;
attribute period = 50, deadline = 50;

x := sensor_x();
x' := f_x(x);

if skip_Y() = FALSE then { y := sensor_y(); y' := f_y(y); }

if skip_Z() = FALSE then { z := sensor_z(); z' := f_z(z); }

u := f_S(x', y', z', v);

v := f_K(u);
end XYZSK
```

The technique employed above is an example of latency scheduling which will be formalized and studied later. In general, it works by (more or less) periodically performing the computation required by asynchronous timing constraints while taking advantage of the computation that is already required by the periodic timing constraints. For now, it suffices to note that the strategy of minimizing interprocess communication may be pushed to the extreme by clustering all the computation in a single periodic process. When interprocess communication overhead is predominant, there may be only one process in a feasible decomposition whereas many processes may be needed in the case where it is crucial to maximize concurrent processes. In between the two extremes lie a wide range of alternatives.

Aside from efficiency, an important criterion for comparing decomposition strategies is the maintainability of the resultant design. Intuition suggests that decomposition by timing constraints should rank highest among the three. But unfortunately, there is currently no consensus on how maintainability should be defined and hence, the validi-
ty of our evaluation is necessarily a matter of judgement. However, we believe that a reasonable measure of maintainability is the stability of a design against changes in the problem specification. Specifically, let us consider the minimum adjustments that must be made when (a) a period or deadline assumes a different value; (b) a new timing constraint is added or an old one is deleted.

If the decomposition is along timing constraints, then (a) will simply require a scheduling attribute to be updated and (b) will require the creation of a new process or the deletion of an old one. Both adjustments are straightforward and involve only one process. If the decomposition has been to minimize interprocess communication, then both (a) and (b) may require updating a scheduling attribute and/or modifying the control logic in one process; (b) may also require creating or deleting a process. The adjustments involve only one process but may now require the maintainer to modify some "spaghetti control logic". If the decomposition has been to maximize concurrent processes, then both (a) and (b) may require substantial modifications to the scheduling attributes and control logic of a number of processes.

Although decomposition by timing constraints seems to require the least adjustment in response to specification changes, it should be said that maintainability and efficiency are not entirely separate issues. If a change in the specifications causes some deadline to be missed after the straightforward design adjustments have been made, then either faster hardware must be bought or a different decomposition strategy must be pursued. This type of major overhaul is less likely with a more efficient decomposition strategy.

3.2.8 Implications of The Semantic Gap on Software Automation

In order to automate the design and maintenance of software to run in the hard real-time environment, we need a computation model with which to express the compu-
tional requirements of a system. Ideally, appropriate software tools can then be built to translate an instance of the model all the way to executable code. In the traditional approach, a process-based model is almost invariably chosen. Unfortunately, methodologies which use a process-based model to define design requirements are necessarily limited in their usefulness inasmuch as the first precise problem representation that an automation tool can work on is a set of processes.

As the above discussion suggests, the semantic gap between a process-based model and the hard real-time environment has serious implications with regard to the systems issues raised in an earlier chapter. To wit: (1) The maintainability/efficiency dichotomy has been amply demonstrated. (2) System integrability suffers since a process is essentially an abstraction of the traditional von Neumann computer architecture and may be difficult to map directly into other types of machine architecture, e.g., VLSI systolic arrays. A uniform way is lacking for determining the feasibility of a set of processes to be implemented on a combination of current computers and other types of computing resources. (3) Implementation independence is limited by the natural bias for implementing processes on the traditional architecture because of the obvious efficiency advantages.

We contend that these are sufficiently strong reasons for finding an alternative model of computation which is semantically closer to the hard real-time environment. It ought to be admitted, however, that the validity of our contention is necessarily a matter of judgement in the absence of more discriminating metrics.
3.3 Definition of a Graph-Based Computation Model

The purpose of the computation model underlying a design methodology for hard real-time systems is to provide an abstract representation of a design problem with sufficient precision to allow the specification of stringent performance requirements so that automation tools can be built for resource allocation and feasibility analysis. As such, the model should be as close as possible to the problem representation familiar to control system designers. To this end, we adopt a graph based model which is intended to capture the data flow and computational requirements that control engineers often describe via a block diagram.

Our model is a tuple \((G,T)\) where \(G\) is a communication graph describing the data dependency among the operations (functional elements) of the system, and \(T\) is a set of timing constraints. Specifically, \(G = (V,E,W_V)\) is a digraph (which may contain cycles) where \(V\) and \(E\) are respectively the set of nodes and edges, and \(W_V\) is a function which assigns a non-negative integer weight to each node in \(V\). The nodes denote functional elements which take their inputs from the incoming edges and produce outputs on the outgoing edges. Edges denote data paths connecting functional elements and two nodes may be connected by more than one edge. The weight of a node is the computation time of the corresponding functional element. Edges may be labelled by the names of the variables whose values are transmitted along the corresponding edges. To simplify drawing, some edges in a communication graph may not have an originating or destination node in which case the omitted node is understood to denote the external environment.

\(T\) is the union of two finite sets of timing constraints: \(T_p\) (periodic timing constraints) and \(T_a\) (asynchronous timing constraints). Each timing constraint is a tuple \((C,p,d)\) where \(p, d\) are respectively the period and deadline which are non-negative integers and \(C\) (the timing constraint graph) is an acyclic graph compatible with the
communication graph \( G \). We say that the graph \( C \) is *compatible* with the graph \( G \) if there is a mapping \( h \) such that: (1) If \( v \) is a node in \( C \), then \( h(v) \in V \); and (2) If \( e \) is an edge from a node \( u \) to another node \( v \) in \( C \), then \( h(e) \) is an edge from \( h(u) \) to \( h(v) \) in \( E \). A timing constraint graph \( C \) is meant to define the precedence relation of the computational events that must occur to satisfy a timing constraint. A node in the timing constraint graph \( C \) denotes an operation (an execution of the corresponding functional element in the communication graph). An edge in the graph \( C \) denotes the transmission of some output value from one functional element to another. We do not rule out multiple instances of the same node or edge of the graph \( G \) in the graph \( C \) so as to allow for limited iteration. The computation time \( w_i \) of the \( i^{th} \) timing constraint \( T_i \) is the sum of the weights of the nodes in the timing constraint graph \( C \). If the timing constraint is periodic, i.e., \((C,p,d) \in T_p\), then it is activated every \( p \) time units, starting from time \( =0 \). If it is asynchronous, i.e., \((C,p,d) \in T_a\), then it can be activated at any time \( t \) for any non-negative integer \( t \) with the provision that two successive activations must be at least \( p \) time units apart.

A timing constraint graph \( C \) is said to be executed in a time interval \( I \) if a subset of the (multi)set of operations that have been executed in \( I \) forms a partial order such that: (1) There is a bijective mapping between the operations in the partial order and \( C \). (2) Under this mapping, the partial order is consistent with \( C \). (3) In the case the operations are distributed, an execution of \( C \) must also include the transmissions of data that are denoted by the edges of \( C \). More precisely, if the graph \( C \) contains an edge from the node \( u \) to the node \( v \), then an execution of \( C \) must include the transmission of the last output \( o_u \) from \( u \) to \( v \) before the output of \( v \) can be computed. When a timing constraint is activated at time \( t \), the corresponding timing constraint graph must be executed once in \([t, t+d]\).

Intuitively, the set \( T \) defines all the computation that the system is required to per-
form in real time. The purpose of the compatibility condition is to make explicit any communication that may be required for synchronization purposes. (Another way to interpret compatibility is that one operation need to precede another only if the output of the former is an input to the latter.) We also allow the same operation to appear more than once in a timing constraint graph so as not to rule out bounded iteration.

(As an option, a timing constraint C may also have an non-negative integer release time attribute, r in which case there must be an execution of C in \([t+r,t+d]\) whenever the timing constraint is activated at time t. In general, the addition of a release time attribute will not affect the complexity of the related scheduling problems and we shall assume that \(r = 0\) to simplify our discussion.)

Asynchronous timing constraints are usually activated by the occurrence of an external event or when some predicate on the state variables of the physical process under control is satisfied. In either case, we assume that mechanisms exist for an activation condition to be automatically detected, e.g., interrupt detection hardware. However, if an activation must be detected by explicitly evaluating a predicate, then the computation involved must be included in the graph and the timing constraint activated whenever the variables in the predicate change value. (For scheduling purposes, we must assume that in the worst case, the predicate is satisfied every time it is evaluated.) Alternatively, the designer may specify a periodic timing constraint to evaluate the predicate and to perform the required computation at a chosen rate.

In addition to the critical time parameters, there are other scheduling constraints that must also be observed in performing real-time computation so that data integrity is preserved. As a motivation for these data integrity constraints, we shall first illustrate the use of the graph-based model by defining the computation requirements of the previous example design problem in figure 3.8.
Figure 3.6
Specification of Design Example in Graph-based Model
Notice that the graphs for both periodic and asynchronous timing constraints contain the edge (labelled $z'$) from the operation $f_Z$ to the operation $f_S$ but only the asynchronous timing constraint requires the operation $f_Z$. Suppose that the two operations $f_Z$ and $f_S$ are implemented on separate processors and that the input $z$ changes value when the last value of $z'$ is being transmitted to $f_S$ as part of the execution of a periodic timing constraint. In response to the asynchronous timing constraint for the signal $z$, the function $f_Z$ is executed and a new value of $z'$ is also transmitted to $f_S$. An anomaly may occur if the new value of $z'$ arrives at $f_S$ before the old one does since in this case, the output of $f_S$ will be based on the old value of $z$ after the function $f_S$ is executed for a second time and will remain so until the next execution of the periodic timing constraint. In order to eliminate this kind of anomaly, we require real-time computation to be *pipeline-ordered*.

(1) Two executions of the same functional element in $G$ are pipeline-ordered if they have distinct start-times and that the execution which has an earlier start-time must also have an earlier finish-time than the other.

(2) Two data transmissions along an edge connecting the functional element $u$ to the functional element $v$ in $G$ are pipeline-ordered if they are sent at distinct instants at the site of $u$ and that the earlier transmission must also be received earlier at the site of $v$.

When all executions of operations and data transmissions are pipeline-ordered, it can be easily shown by induction that if the output of each operation is given an upward counting version number, then the input used in the execution of every operation must show only increasing version numbers. (We do not require the version number of an input used in an execution to be exactly one bigger than that used in the previous execution.)

The graph-based model is an attempt to abstract the computational events in real-
time feedback control problems, e.g., avionics systems, industrial processes. While we do not claim universality for our model, we note that the usual state space formulation familiar to control engineers can be naturally translated into our model. From a computational point of view, the graph-based model is also capable of simulating a restricted version of the well known data flow model of computation. In fact, any data flow schema which has only bounded iteration constructs (with fixed limits) can be simulated by a single asynchronous timing constraint with appropriate time parameters. (While simple conditionals can be readily incorporated into our model, unbounded iteration is fundamentally inconsistent with real-time computation.)
3.3.1 Scheduling Problems with the Graph-Based Computation Model

The graph-based computation model provides us with a language which does not suffer from the semantic-gap problems confronting process-based models in defining the computation requirements of hard real-time systems. An obvious strategy for automation is to design algorithms to decompose the computation defined by an instance of the graph-based model into an appropriate set of processes which can be run on the available processor(s). However, there are two limitations to the generality of this approach. First, when there are multiple processors, a wide variety of mechanisms may be used for interprocessor communication, e.g., shared bus, Banyan switch, multiport memory. The optimality of a decomposition algorithm necessarily depends on the peculiarities of the interconnection devices so that the applicability of any one decomposition algorithm is limited. Second, some of the operations performed by a real-time system may be best implemented by special hardware, e.g., systolic arrays for signal processing. Thus an optimal decomposition algorithm must also be able to make efficient use of special devices which may be awkward to model in terms of the process abstraction.

The first limitation can be eased by finding a uniform characterization of communication resources for the hard real-time environment and will be dealt with in the next chapter. It suffices to mention here that the decomposition problem is in general computationally intractable (NP-hard). The second limitation is a more fundamental difficulty with the process abstraction. In practice, the decomposition of the computation required by a real-time system may also be subject to artificial constraints which stipulate that certain operations must be executed on the same processor. In any case, a decomposition algorithm must be able to decide if the computation assigned to a processor can indeed be scheduled. In this chapter, we shall examine the single processor scheduling problem for the graph-based computation model, and in particular,
the technique of latency scheduling.

3.3.2 Design Constraints on the Run-Time Scheduler

Given a problem instance in terms of the graph-based model (G, T), our objective is to design a run-time scheduler which will execute the operations in G in an appropriate sequence so that the timing constraints in T are satisfied. In addition, the run-time scheduler must also guarantee that the data integrity constraints are observed. The following theorem guarantees that the computation performed on a single processor implementation will be pipeline-ordered by introducing two implementation assumptions.

Theorem 3.1

If the following two implementation assumptions are satisfied, then the computation performed on a single processor will be pipeline-ordered.

(1) The outputs of a functional element u are stored in unique variables which are updated as the last action in an execution of u. The inputs of a functional element v are parameters which are passed by value to v when v is executed.

(2) The run-time scheduler will permit only one execution of an operation to be in progress at any time (i.e., an operation is not permitted to preempt itself), but we do not preclude the preemption of an operation by a different one.

Proof: follows directly from the definition of pipeline-orderedness.

We shall be primarily interested in exploiting the class of run-time schedulers that can be simulated by a round-robin scheduler which makes scheduling decisions by repeating a precomputed (possibly very long) schedule. If all the timing constraints are periodic, then this class of schedulers is as powerful as any run-time scheduler. The techniques developed for the process-based models can be used to help solve the
scheduling problem. For dealing with asynchronous constraints, some advantages of our approach are: (1) It opens up the possibility of exploiting the computation that is already required to satisfy the periodic timing constraints. (2) The on-line computation required to make a scheduling decision at run time may be shifted off-line. (3) It is relatively easy to trace back a segment of the immediate history of a computation at any point during run time, a significant help for debugging systems which must cope with asynchronous events.

Given a round-robin scheduler, the scheduling problem of interest is to decide whether there is a finite schedule which the scheduler can repeat to meet all the asynchronous timing constraints. To study this problem, we now formalize the concept of latency scheduling (first introduced in [WARD 78]).
3.4 Latency Scheduling

We shall first introduce some terminology.

An *execution trace* of a processor is a mapping $F$ from the non-negative integers to the set of nodes (functional elements) in a communication graph $G$ plus a null symbol $\varphi$ such that $F(i) = u$ if the scheduler executes $u$ the time interval $[i,i+1]$ and $F(i) = \varphi$ if the processor idles in that interval. (The null symbol $\varphi$ may be subscripted with an integer to indicate the length of the idle interval.)

An execution trace can be represented by a semi-infinite string of $\varphi$ symbols and node labels with the interpretation that the scheduler performs the first operation $v$ in $[0, c_v]$ where $c_v$ is the computation time of $v$, and then sequence through the rest of the operations in the string. For any pair of non-negative integers $s$ and $t$, the function $F$ induces a natural mapping which assigns to every time interval $[s,t]$, the finite string of operations which are *completely* executed in that interval, i.e., (with a slight abuse of notation) the first operation of $F([s,t])$ starts no earlier than time $= s$ and the last operation completes no later than time $= t$. Using our favorite design example (with all functions having a nominal computation time of 10 ms), the run-time scheduler which repeats the string:

"$f_x f_y f_z f_s f_k$"

will generate an execution trace $F$ where $F([0,20]) = "f_x f_y"$ and $F([15,25]) = \omega$, the null string.

For brevity, a timing constraint $(C,p,d)$ will be denoted simply by $C$ whenever there is no confusion. An execution trace $F$ is said to contain an execution of the timing constraint $C$ in the time interval $[s,t]$ iff the sequence of operations in $F([s,t])$ contains a subsequence $S$ such that (1) There is an isomorphic mapping between $S$ and the nodes of the timing constraint graph $C$; and (2) The linear order of $S$ is consistent with the precedence relation defined by the acyclic graph $C$. The execution of the timing
constraint C starts at the start-time of the first operation in the subsequence S and finishes at the time when the last operation in S completes execution.

An execution trace F is said to have a latency of l time units with respect to the timing constraint C iff for every non-negative integer s, F([s,s+l]) contains an execution of C.

We remark that the above definition implies that if an execution trace α = δγ (where δ is a finite suffix of α) has a latency of l with respect to the timing constraint C, then γ is also an execution trace with a latency of l with respect to C.

A static schedule L (a finite string of operation symbols) is said to have a latency l with respect to the timing constraint C iff the execution trace F which a round-robin scheduler generates by repeating L ad infinitum has a latency of l with respect to C.

If a static schedule L has a latency l with respect to an asynchronous timing constraint C such that l ≤ d (the deadline of C), then a round-robin scheduler which repeats L ad infinitum obviously satisfies C. A static schedule L is said to be feasible with respect to a set of asynchronous timing constraints Ta if for every C ∈ Ta, L has a latency ≤ d, the deadline of C. For our design example, the static schedule:

"f_X f_Y f_Z f_S f_K Φ_10"

has a latency of 80 ms with respect to the asynchronous constraint which requires the functions f_Z and f_S to be executed within 80 ms of an activation. This is in fact a feasible schedule which meets all the nominal timing constraints of the design problem. We shall use the terms latency and deadline interchangeably as long as it causes no confusion.

Since external events may not occur at integer points on the time axis, the physical response time guaranteed by our definition of latency may be late by a fraction of our chosen time unit. However, we can allow latency to be measured on the real line
by making the following observation: If an integer latency $d$ must be satisfied for any interval on the real line, a static schedule is feasible if and only if it has a latency of $d-1$ when measurements are taken at integer points only. We shall be concerned with discrete-time time systems only.
3.4.1 Upper Bound on the Length of a Static Schedule

Given a finite set of \( n \) asynchronous timing constraints \( \{ C_i \}, i = 1, \ldots, n \), our problem is to determine if there is a feasible static schedule and how hard it is to compute it. Notice that there are two potential reasons why a static schedule may not exist: (1) The deadline specifications are too tight to be met. (2) Any feasible schedule might be necessarily infinite in length, i.e., any execution trace which has latencies \( \leq \) the deadlines of the respective timing constraints must be aperiodic. (Consider the proposition that there is a set of asynchronous timing constraints involving 10 operations labelled from 0 to 9 such that the only feasible schedule is represented by the fractional expansion of \( \pi \).) We shall first give an upper bound on the length of a static schedule if one exists and show that (2) is impossible.\(^\dagger\)

The basic idea of our proof is to demonstrate that any feasible execution trace (one that meets all the latency requirements) can always be simulated by a program with a finite number of states. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that all operation symbols in an execution trace have unit computation time. (We can always replace every node \( v \) in a communication graph \( G \) by a chain of \( c_v \) uniquely labelled nodes where \( c_v \) is the computation time of \( v \).) The simulation is done by moving timers around the timing constraint graphs each of which is augmented by a new node and extra edges as follows. For the \( i^{th} \) timing constraint \( C_i \), we add a node called \( \text{sink} \) and we add an edge to \( \text{sink} \) from every node in \( C_i \) which does not have any successor. Each \( \text{sink} \) node also has an \( \text{alarm} \) which increments with time and is reset to a new value whenever an execution of the timing constraint \( C_i \) completes. (When there is no

\( ^\dagger \) Teixeira [TEXI 78] has also proved that (2) is impossible for a computation model pertinent to the monitoring of bandwidth-limited analog signals which propagate through an acyclic network of function elements.
confusion, $C_i$ will be used to denote the corresponding augmented graph.)

Intuitively, a timer records the "age" of an execution of the timing constraint $C_i$ that is in progress. Specifically, a timer of value $t$ on the output edge of a node $v$ indicates that there is an execution of $v$ and all its predecessors starting exactly $t$ time units ago. During the simulation of a feasible execution trace, a bounded number of timers may exist on an edge, but no two timers on the same edge will have the same value. The alarm records the time that has elapsed since the start-time of the latest completed execution of $C_i$. Given an execution trace, the simulation proceeds by sequentially scanning the string of operation symbols and follows the simulation procedure below. Each round of the simulation starts at step (2) and ends when the next operation symbol in the execution trace is to be scanned at step (2) or (6). An example of the simulation procedure is shown in figure 3.7.
Simulation Procedure

(1) Initialize the alarms to 0. The graph is initially clear of timers.

Apply the following procedure to every augmented graph $C_i$.

(2) Scan the next symbol $v$ in the execution trace. Increment all the timers on the graph and the alarm by one. If $v$ is $\emptyset$, then go to (2). (The current round of the simulation ends.) Else go to (3).

(3) Let $S$ be the set of nodes with label $v$ such that each node in $S$ either has no input edge or has at least one timer on each of its input edge(s). For every node $x$ in $S$ which does not have any input edge, remove $x$ from $S$ and create a new timer (initialized to 1) to be added to every output edge of $x$ after $S$ becomes empty.

(4) If $S$ is empty, update the appropriate output edges and go to (6). Else go to (5).

(5) For every node $x$ in $S$, repeat the following until at least one of the input edge(s) of $x$ becomes empty and then remove $x$ from $S$: Let the maximum value of the timers on the input edge(s) of $x$ be $t$; remove all the timer(s) with value $t$ from the input edge(s) of $x$ and create a timer with value $t$ to be added to every output edge of the node after $S$ becomes empty. When $S$ is empty, update the appropriate output edges and go to (6).

(6) If the sink has an empty input edge, then go to (2). (The current round of the simulation ends.) Else go to (7).

(7) Repeat the following until at least one input edge of the sink becomes empty: Let the maximum value of the timers on the input edge of the sink be $t$; remove every timer with value $t$ from the input edge(s) of the sink and reset the alarm to $t$. 
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Simulation of the execution trace "AABCDEEE"
The simulation procedure is designed to ensure that an execution trace satisfies all the latency constraints if and only if none of the alarms exceeds the corresponding deadline at the end of every round during a simulation. The distribution of timers and their values on the edges of the augmented graphs together with the values of the alarms at the end of a round of simulation constitutes a state of the simulation. The upper bound of a static schedule is obtained by considering the number of states any feasible simulation can be in. In what follows, the simulation clock always starts at time 0 and is incremented at the end of each round. Without confusion, the letter F will be used to denote the execution trace under consideration.

**Lemma 3.2**

At the end of every round of a simulation, the timer(s) on the output edge(s) of every node are strictly greater than the timer(s) on the input edge(s) of the same node.

**Proof**

Suppose that the lemma holds after $k$ symbols of an execution trace have been scanned. If the next symbol $v$ is $\varphi$, or if all the nodes with label $v$ have either no input edge or at least one empty input edge, then all the timers are incremented by the same amount and the lemma holds. If a node with label $v$ has no input edge, then step (3) is performed and a new timer (initialized to 1) is added to each of its output edges. Since all the timers already on the graph have been incremented at step (2), the new timers created at step (3) must be strictly smaller than the ones already on the graph. So the lemma holds. If a node with label $v$ has at least one timer on every input edge, then step (5) is performed and the new timer(s) added to the output edge(s) of $v$ are initialized to the maximum, $t$ of the timer values on the input edge(s). But all the timers with value $t$ are removed from the input edge(s) in the same step, and so the new timer(s) on the output edge(s) must be strictly greater than the remaining ones on the
input edge(s). Hence the lemma holds at the end of processing the \( k+1 \)th symbol. Since the lemma is trivially true for \( k = 0 \) when the graph does not have any timer, it must hold at every step of the simulation. QED

**Corollary 1**

During a simulation, the values of new timers added to an output edge must be strictly smaller than the ones already on the edge and hence no two timers on the same edge of an augmented graph can have the same value at the end of every simulation round.

**Proof**

New timers created at step (3) are initialized to a value strictly smaller than the timer(s) already on the edge. Timers created at step (5) are to be added to an output edge but are initialized to the value of a timer on an input edge. By the lemma, they must be strictly smaller than the ones already on the (output) edge. QED

**Corollary 2**

At the end of every round of a simulation, the value of the alarm is at least as big as any of the timers on the corresponding graph.

**Proof**

Since the alarm has been initialized to 0, its value must be at least as big as any timer on the graph before it is reset for the first time. Step (7) of the simulation procedure always resets the alarm to the maximum of the timer value(s) that are on the input edge(s) of the sink. The result follows from the acyclicity of the augmented timing constraint graphs. QED
Lemma 3.3

If $F([0,t])$ contains an execution of a node and all its predecessors, then at least one timer will be added to the output edge(s) of the node before the end of the simulation round which ends at time $t$.

Proof

If the node has no predecessor, then a timer will be added to its output edge(s) the first time it is executed. Suppose the node has predecessors and that the lemma holds for all of its predecessors. Let $r$ be the smallest integer such that $F([0,r])$ contains an execution of the node and all its predecessors. Then $F([0,r-1])$ must contain an execution of all the predecessors of the node and by the induction hypothesis, at least one timer must have been added to every input edge of the node before the end of the simulation round which ends at time $r-1$. If any of these timers is removed, then a new timer will be added to the output edge(s) of the node. If none of them has been removed before time $r-1$, a timer will be added to the output edge of the node by step (5) in the simulation round which ends at time $r$, thus completing the induction step.

QED

Lemma 3.4

During the simulation round ending at time $t$, if a timer of value $d$ is added to the output edge(s) of a node by step (3) or (5) of the simulation procedure, then $F([t-d,t])$ contains an execution of the node and all its predecessors. If the last timer added to the output edge has value $x$, then $t-x$ is the start-time of the latest execution of the node and its predecessors up to time $t$, i.e., $t-x$ is the largest integer such that $F([t-x,t])$ contains an execution of the node and all its predecessors. If no new timer is added to the output edge(s) of a node in this round, then the start-time of the latest execution of the node and all its predecessor has not changed since the last round,
i.e., either (i) $F([0,t])$ does not contain an execution of the node and all its predecessors; or (ii) if $d$ is the smallest integer such that $F([t-1-d,t-1])$ contains an execution of the node and its predecessors, then $d+1$ is the smallest integer such that $F([t-(d+1),t])$ contains an execution of the node and its predecessors.

Proof

If the node has no predecessor, then a timer with value 1 is added to its output edge(s) by step (3) of the simulation procedure if and only if the node is executed in $[t-1,t]$. Thus the lemma holds for all nodes which do not have any predecessor.

Suppose the node has predecessors and the lemma is true for all the predecessors of the node. If a timer with value $d$ is added to its output edge(s), then every input edge of the node must have at least one timer with value $\geq d$ before the new timer is created by step (5). Any one of these timers must have been added to the corresponding output edge of an immediate predecessor of the node at an earlier round which ends, say, at time $r$. If this timer was initialized to a value $y$, then by the induction hypothesis, $F([r-y,r])$ must contain an execution of this immediate predecessor and all its predecessors. In the interval $[r,t]$, this timer increases its value from $y$ to $d$, i.e., $t-r = d-y$ and so $F([r-y,r]) = F([t-(d-y)-y,r]) = F([t-d,r])$. In other words, every immediate predecessor of the node and all their predecessors must have been executed in $[t-d,r]$ for some $r < t$. Therefore $F([t-d,t])$ must contain an execution of the node and all its predecessors which starts at time $s-y$, i.e., at $t-d$.

When the last timer is added to the output edge of the node, an output edge of one of its immediate predecessors must have become empty. If this timer has value $x$, then the smallest timer on the corresponding output edge of this immediate predecessor must have value $x-1$ at the end of the simulation round which ends at $t-1$. By the first corollary of lemma 3.2, this timer must be the last one added to the output edge.
of the immediate predecessor and hence by the induction hypothesis, \( x \) is the smallest integer such that \( F([t-1-x,t-1]) \) has an execution of this immediate predecessor and its predecessors. Hence, \( x \) is the smallest integer such that \( F([t-x,t]) \) contains an execution of the node and its predecessors.

If no new timer is created to be added to the output edge(s) of the node, then there are two cases. In the first case, there has never been an execution of the node and its predecessors in \([0,t]\) and so the start-time of the latest execution of the node and its predecessors must not have changed since the last round. In the second case, \( F([0,t]) \) contains an execution of the node and its predecessors, but at least one of the immediate predecessor(s) of the node must have an empty output edge at the end of the round ending at time \( t-1 \). By lemma 3.3, at least one timer must have been added to the this edge before the simulation round which ends at time \( t \). Consider the last timer removed from the output edge of this immediate predecessor. Let this timer be removed from the input edge of the node during the simulation round ending at time \( r \) and let its value be \( x \). By the induction hypothesis, the latest execution of this immediate predecessor and its predecessors must have started at time \( r-x \). Hence, the latest execution of the node and its predecessors must have started at time \( \leq r-x \). Since a timer with value \( x \) is added to the output edge(s) of the node at time \( r \), there is an execution of the node and all its predecessors which starts at time \( r-x \). Therefore, the start-time of the latest execution of the node and its predecessors has not changed since the last simulation round. QED

**Corollary**

At the end of the simulation round which ends at time \( t \), (i) if \( F([0,t]) \) does not contain an execution of the augmented graph \( C_i \), then the alarm on \( C_i \) will have value \( t \); (ii) if \( F([0,t]) \) contains an execution of the augmented graph \( C_i \), then the alarm on \( C_i \)
will have as its value, say \( d \), the time that has elapsed since the start-time of the latest execution of \( C_i \), i.e., \( d \) is the largest integer such that \( F([t-d,t]) \) contains an execution of \( C_i \).

Proof

If \( F([0,t]) \) contains an execution of the timing constraint graph \( C_i \), then by lemma 3.3, at least one timer will be added to each one of the input edges of the \textit{sink} in \([0,t]\). Hence if \( F([0,t]) \) does not contain an execution of the timing constraint graph \( C_i \), then at least one of the input edge(s) of the \textit{sink} will be empty in \([0,t]\) so that step (7) of the simulation procedure is never performed in \([0,t]\) and the \textit{alarm} which is initialized to 0 is incremented after every simulation round and therefore has value \( t \) at time \( t \).

If \( F([0,t]) \) contains an execution of the timing constraint graph \( C_i \), there are two cases. In the first case, every input edge of the \textit{sink} has at least one timer and step (7) of the simulation procedure is performed. At the end of step (7), at least one of the input edges of the \textit{sink} must be empty. Let \( d \) be the value of the last timer removed from one of these empty edges. Since timers with larger values are removed first, all except for the last timer removed from an output edge of an immediate predecessor of the \textit{sink} an edge which is empty after step (7) must have value \( \geq d \). By the above lemma, there must be an execution of every immediate predecessor of the \textit{sink} and its predecessors starting at time \( \geq t-d \). Hence there is an execution of the timing constraint graph \( C_i \) in \([t-d,t]\). Since timers are removed in the same order they are added to an edge, the latest execution of the immediate predecessor of the \textit{sink} whose output edge has been emptied by step (7) must have started at time \( t-d \). Hence the latest execution of the timing constraint \( C_i \) cannot have started after \( t-d \). Hence \( t-d \) is the latest start-time of an execution of the timing constraint \( C_i \). Since the \textit{alarm} is updated to \( d \), the corollary holds. QED
Theorem 3.5

An execution trace has latency $d_i$ with respect to the timing constraint $C_i$ if and only if the value of its alarm never exceeds $d_i$ at the end of every round of its simulation.

Proof

Consider any interval $I$ which ends at time $t$ and has length $d_i$, i.e., $I = [t-d_i,t]$. At the end of the simulation round which end at $t$, let the value of the alarm be equal to $x$. By the corollary of lemma 3.4, there must be an execution of the timing constraint $C_i$ in $[t-x,t]$. If $x \leq d_i$, then there must be an execution of the timing constraint $C_i$ in $I$. Hence if the alarm never exceeds $d_i$, the execution trace must have latency $d_i$ with respect to the timing constraint $C_i$.

If the execution trace has latency $d_i$ with respect to the timing constraint $C_i$, then there is an execution of $C_i$ in any interval of length $\geq d_i$. Hence at any time $t \geq d_i$, there must be an execution of the timing constraint $C_i$ in $[t-d_i,t]$. Let the start-time of the latest execution of the timing constraint $C_i$ in this interval be at $t-d$ where $d \leq d_i$. By the corollary of lemma 3.4, the alarm of the augmented graph $C_i$ must have value equal to $d$ at the end of the round which ends at time $t$. In the interval $[0,d_i]$, the maximum value of the alarm is $d_i$. Hence the value of the alarm at any time cannot exceed $d_i$. QED

If a feasible execution trace exists, then by theorem 3.5, the value of the alarm in the $i$th augmented graph $C_i$ is bounded from above by $d_i$. By the second corollary of lemma 3.2, the value of any timer on the augmented graph $C_i$ must be smaller than that of the alarm and hence the value of the timers on any edge in $C_i$ cannot exceed $d_i-1$. By the first corollary of lemma 3.2, all the timers on the same edge must have unique values. Hence there are at most $d_i-1$ timers on any edge. Let us define the
state of an edge in the $i^{th}$ augmented graph $C_i$ be the finite set of timers on it and define the state of $C_i$ to be the value of its alarm together with the set of states of its edges. The state of a simulation at the end of a simulation round is the set of states of the augmented graphs.

Theorem 3.6

If an execution trace exists which meets the latency requirements of a set of $n$ asynchronous timing constraints $\{C_i\}$, $i = 1, \ldots, n$, then there must be a (finite) feasible static schedule for the set of asynchronous timing constraints.

Proof

If an execution trace exists, then there are only a finite number of states which the $i^{th}$ augmented graph $C_i$ can be in at the end of every simulation round. Hence the simulation of the execution trace can be in only a finite number of states. Thus after a finite number of operation symbols in the execution trace have been scanned, the simulation must reenter a previous state. Let $\delta x_1 \ldots x_k \gamma$ be the feasible execution trace so that the state of the simulation program before the symbol $x_1$ is scanned is the same as that immediately after the simulation program scans the symbol $x_k$. Let $\beta$ be the string $x_1 \ldots x_k$. The simulation of the execution trace $\delta \beta^*$ produces a sequence of states. By theorem 3.5, the alarm of the augmented graph $C_i$ cannot exceed $d_i$ in any of these states, and Theorem 3.5 in turn implies that the execution trace $\delta \beta^*$ is a feasible one and hence $\beta^*$ is a feasible execution trace. Thus $\beta$ must be a feasible static schedule. QED

We can now give an upper bound on the length of a feasible static schedule which has latency $d_i$ with respect to the $i^{th}$ timing constraint $C_i$. Let $E_i$ be the number of edges in the augmented graph $C_i$. The maximum number of states that an edge can be in is $2^{\cdot \cdot \cdot d_i}$ and the alarm can have value from 0 to $d_i$. Hence the number of
states the augmented graph $C_i$ can be in is $E_i(d_i + 1)(2^{**d_i})$. The maximum number of states a simulation can be in is:

$$\Pi_i E_i(d_i + 1)(2^{**d_i}).$$

If a communication graph has $V$ nodes and $E$ edges and if each node and edge of the communication graph appears only once in each augmented graph $C_i$, then $e_i$ is bounded by $E + V$. If there are $n$ timing constraints and $d_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum of the deadlines, then the maximum number of states is:

$$(d_{\text{max}} + 1)^n (E + V)^n (2^{**nd_{\text{max}}})$$

which is an upper bound on the length of a feasible static schedule where every operation need to be executed at most once in each timing constraint.
3.4.2 Computing Static Schedules for Asynchronous Timing Constraints

In the last section, we have obtained an upper bound on the length of a feasible static schedule. Thus the existence of a feasible static schedule can always be decided in finite time. When the computation load is heavy, however, the length of any feasible static schedule can indeed get very long. For example, given any integer \( n \), consider the following latency scheduling problem:

The communication graph consists of \( n+1 \) unconnected nodes each with unit computation time, and there are \( n+1 \) asynchronous timing constraints. Except for the \( n+1^{th} \) constraint, the \( i^{th} \) timing constraint consists of executing the \( i^{th} \) node with deadline \( d_i = 2^i + 1 \). The \( n+1^{th} \) constraint consists of executing the \( n+1^{th} \) node with deadline \( d_{n+1} = 2^n + 1 \).

It is easy to check that the only static feasible schedule must execute the \( i^{th} \) node exactly once every \( 2^i \) time units. The processor utilization factor is given by 
\[
\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} + \ldots + \frac{1}{2^n} = 1. 
\]
The length of this schedule is \( 2^n \) which grows exponentially with the size of the problem (where integers are given as binary numbers).

In general, it is impractical to find a feasible schedule by generating candidate schedules in increasing length and testing for feasibility until all schedules of length \( \leq \) the upper bound have been exhausted, especially if the timing constraints require heavy processor utilization. However, it may not be necessary to generate a complete schedule in order to decide whether a feasible static schedule exists (witness the example above). Unfortunately, the computation required for answering the decision problem alone is likely to be prohibitive in the worst case, as evidenced by the fact that two rather restricted versions of the latency scheduling decision problem are NP-hard.

We now state a known NP-complete problem by Galil and Megiddo which we shall reduce to another restricted version of the latency scheduling problem. First, we need
a definition.

Given a circular arrangement $C$ of a set of symbols from some alphabet so that each symbol on the circle appears only once, we say that an ordered triple $(a \ b \ c)$ is consistent with $C$ iff these three symbols appear in that order when the circle is traversed in the clockwise direction starting at the symbol $a$. A set of ordered triples is consistent with a circular arrangement $C$ iff every one of them is consistent with $C$.

The CYCLIC ORDERING problem is: Given a finite set of ordered triples of symbols from some alphabet, decide whether there exists a cyclic arrangement of symbols such that every symbol which appears in the set of ordered triples appears one and only once in the cyclic arrangement.

**Theorem 3.7**

The CYCLIC ORDERING problem is NP-complete (in the strong sense).

**Proof**

This problem is reducible from 3-satisfiability and can be found in [GAL & MEG 77].

**Theorem 3.8**

The cyclic ordering problem can be reduced to the latency scheduling problem restricted to instances where all operations have unit computation time and all the timing constraint graphs are chains of length 1 or 3.

**Proof**

Given a set of ordered triples, we construct the corresponding latency scheduling problem as follows. The communication graph has a node corresponding to each distinct symbol which appears in the set of ordered triples. Let the number of nodes be $n$. All nodes denote operations of unit computation time. An edge is added from the node
x to the node y and another edge from y to the node z in the communication graph iff there is an ordered triple (x y z). Each ordered triple (x y z) specifies an asynchronous timing constraint graph in the natural way, i.e., an instance of x precedes y which precedes z. Each of these asynchronous timing constraints has a deadline and minimum period equal to 2n−1. Also, an asynchronous timing constraint consisting of a single operation is created for each node in the communication graph. Each of these n single-operation timing constraints has a deadline and minimum period equal to n.

If a consistent cyclic ordering exists, it is easy to check that it can be used as a feasible static schedule. Conversely, assume that a feasible static schedule exists. The latency constraints imposed by the single-operation precedence graphs require that there must be exactly one instance of every operation in any interval of length n in the execution trace. Thus the execution trace must be generated by the periodic execution of some permutation of the n operations. Hence if a feasible static schedule exists, there must be one which is a permutation of the n operations. We claim that the circular placement defined by this permutation is a consistent cyclic ordering. To see this, take any ordered triple (x y z) and consider an interval of length 2n−1 starting immediately after an instance of x. The next instance of x starts exactly n−1 time units later. So in order to meet the specified latency of 2n−1, the operations x, y and z must occur in that order in the next n time units which is the length of the permutation. Thus they must occur in the correct order in the circular placement. QED

The above result has very harsh implications. First, it is noted that the NP-hardness of the above problem is independent of whether different operations are allowed to preempt each other. Most processors allow interrupts to be processed only after the current instruction cycle has been finished. In general, there is a smallest quantum of computation time between successive preemptions that a processor or the operating system is prepared to tolerate. This is taken as the unit computation time
above. Second, the length of a feasible static schedule for the above problem is a linear function of the problem size (since it is a permutation of the operation symbols). Hence the complexity of the latency scheduling problem remains intractable even if the problem is restricted to finding static schedules whose length is bounded by a linear function of the problem size.

The difficulty of the problem above is rooted in the fact that the precedence orderings of the timing constraint graphs are inconsistent with one another. Thus there is hope that the scheduling problem would be easier if the timing constraint graphs are consistent with one another. However, this is not the case if we do not allow different operations to preempt one another. We shall first describe the SET PARTITION problem which is known to be NP-complete [GAR & JOH 79].

The SET PARTITION problem is: Given a finite set of positive integers \( \{ w_i \} \) where \( \sum w_i = 2q \) for some integer \( q \), the decision question is whether the set can be partitioned into two subsets such that the two sums of all the integers in each partition are equal (to \( q \)).

**Theorem 3.9**

If different operations are not allowed to preempt one another, then the set partition problem can be reduced to the latency scheduling problem restricted to instances where every timing constraint graph consists of a single operation and that all but one of the specified deadlines are the same.

**Proof**

Given a set of integers \( \{ w_i \} \), let \( q = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \sum w_i \) and construct a latency scheduling problem as follows. The communication graph consists of \( n + 1 \) unconnected nodes. For \( i = 1 \) to \( n \), let the \( i^{th} \) node has computation time \( w_i \). The \( n + 1^{th} \) node has a computation time of \( q \). There are \( n + 1 \) asynchronous timing constraints. For \( i = \)}
1 to n, the \( i^{th} \) timing constraint consists of the \( i^{th} \) node alone and has a deadline and minimum period of \( w_i + 4q - 1 \). The \( n+1^{th} \) constraint consists of the \( n+1^{th} \) node alone and has a deadline and minimum period of \( 3q - 1 \).

Suppose a partition \( \{ S_1, S_2 \} \) exists such that \( |S_1| = |S_2| = q \). Then we can list a feasible static schedule as shown in figure 3.8a. Notice that any two successive executions of the \( i^{th} \) operation, \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) spans an interval of length \( w_i + 4q \) and that for the \( n+1^{th} \) operation, the interval between two complete executions is \( 3q \). Thus this static schedule has the required latencies by the problem.

To prove the converse, we first claim that for any execution trace which meets all the latency constraints, each instance of the \( n+1^{th} \) operation must start exactly \( q \) time units after the completion of the previous instance. Any further delay causes the two instances to span an interval of length \( > 3q \) and a latency violation will result. If any two successive instances of the \( n+1^{th} \) operation spans an interval \( < 3q \), then there must be three successive instances of the \( n+1^{th} \) operation which spans an interval of length \( d < 5q \). Let the first of these three instances starts at \( t_1 \), i.e., the third instance completes at \( t_1 + d \). Let \( g = w_{\text{max}} + 4q - 1 \) where \( w_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum of the set \( \{ w_i, n \geq i \geq 1 \} \). We can assume that \( w_{\text{max}} \leq q \) for otherwise the partition problem is trivial. This in turn implies \( g < 5q \). Now there are two cases depending on whether \( d \geq g \) or \( d < g \).

If \( d \geq g \), then in the interval \( [t_1, t_1 + d] \), at least one instance of each of the \( i^{th} \) operation, \( (i = 1 \) to \( n) \) must occur in addition to the three instances of the \( n+1^{th} \) operator. The total computation required in this interval is therefore at least \( 5q \). Since \( d < 5q \), some latency violation must result. See figure 3.8b for an illustration.

If \( d < g \), then we can apply the same argument to the interval \( [t_1, t_1 + g] \) and conclude that some latency violation must occur in that interval. See figure 3.8c.
Thus any feasible static schedule must generate an execution trace which has instances of the \( n + 1 \)^{th} operation spaced exactly \( q \) time units apart. Now take any interval spanning three complete instances of the \( n + 1 \)^{th} operation. This interval must have length \( 5q \), and so must contain at least one instance of every operation and the processor cannot idle in this interval. This is possible only if the set \( \{ w_i \mid i = 1 \text{ to } n \} \) can be partitioned into two subsets of equal weight. Thus the existence of a feasible static schedule implies a feasible partition. QED

Other well known NP-complete problems, e.g., 3-PARTITION [GAR & JOH 79] can also be transformed in a similar fashion to this restricted version of the latency scheduling problem which is in general not amenable to attack even by pseudo-polynomial time algorithms. However, it may have been noticed that in both theorem 3.8 and 3.9 above, the equivalent scheduling problems derived from the NP-complete prob-
lems all require full processor utilization in order to meet the deadlines. Intuitively, one may expect the decision problem to be easier if the processor utilization required to meet the timing constraints is low. The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for a feasible static schedule to exist for a set of asynchronous timing constraints when the demand for processor time is sufficiently low.

**Theorem 3.10**

Let \((G, T)\) be an instance of the graph-based model and suppose all the timing constraints in \(T\) are asynchronous. Then a feasible static schedule always exists if the following three conditions hold.

1. \[ \sum w_i/d_i \leq 1/2 \] where \(w_i, d_i\) are respectively the computation time and deadline specification of the \(i^{th}\) timing constraint.
2. For the \(i^{th}\) timing constraint, \([d_i/2] \geq w_i\) where \([x]\) is the integer part of \(x\).
3. Every node in the communication graph can be pipelined into a chain of operations each of which takes one unit of computation time. The function performed by the node must be expressible as a composition of a number of sub-functions with no shared variables except for the input/output variables at the interface between successive stages.

**Proof**

Translate each asynchronous timing constraint \(C_i\) into an "equivalent" periodic process as follows. The body of the periodic process consists of a straight-line program which is any topological sort of the operations in the timing constraint graph \(C_i\). The deadline and period attributes of the periodic process are both set to \([d_i/2]\), the integer part of \(d_i/2\). Condition (2) above guarantees that the computation time \(w_i\) of the process is smaller than or equal to the corresponding deadline, and condition (3) allows the processes to preempt one another at unit time intervals, i.e., the processes
are independent. By the corollary of theorem 2.1, a sufficient condition for scheduling these periodic processes is that $\Sigma w_i/[d_i/2] \leq 1$. Thus condition (1) guarantees that a feasible execution trace must exist. Since the period attributes are chosen so that the maximum interval spanned by two consecutive executions of a timing constraint never exceeds $d_i$, the execution trace is a feasible one and by theorem 3.6, a feasible static schedule must exist. QED

**Remark**

In practice, it is not necessary to pipeline a function element with computation time $c$ into $c$ unit-time stages. The length of each stage can be chosen to be the basic quantum $q$ of processor time used by the operating system kernel as long as all deadlines are integral multiples of $q$.

The first two conditions of theorem 3.10 indicate that if preemption is allowed, the latency scheduling problem is essentially trivial as long as maximum processor utilization does not exceed 50% and that all of the timing constraints have sufficient slack. (Specifically, the slack should be at least as large as the computation time). On the other hand, Theorem 3.8 and 3.9 indicate that this problem is likely to be computationally intractable if the processor must be kept very busy in order to meet all the timing constraints. Between these two extremes, there is a wide system load gap where efficient algorithms may exist. A general strategy for attacking the problem is to replace every specified deadline by a (hopefully not too much) shorter one such that there is a convenient relationship among all the modified deadlines that makes the decision problem easier to solve. In particular, it may be possible to derive tighter upper bounds on the system load below which there is an efficient algorithm for solving instances of the decision problem which have the modified deadlines only. Then by considering the maximum deviation between any set of deadlines with the corresponding
modified deadlines, we can hopefully further close the system load gap. However, a
tighter bound has eluded us so far.

In the following, we shall describe a family of heuristic algorithms which might
prove useful for further closing this gap when all the timing constraint graphs are con-
sistent with one another and every node in the communication graph can be pipelined
into a chain of unit length operations. This family of heuristic algorithms is inspired by
the success of theorem 3.10 and is parameterized by a set \( P = \{ x_i \} \) of compatible in-
tegers. (Two integers are compatible if either they are equal or one divides the other.)
Given a set of compatible integers \( P \), the idea is to replace the \( i^{th} \) asynchronous timing
constraint \( (C_i, p_i, d_i) \) by an "equivalent" periodic timing constraint \( (C'_i, p'_i, d'_i) \) with the
same graphs, i.e., \( C'_i = C_i \). Let the computation time of the \( i^{th} \) timing constraint (the
sum of the computation times of the operations in the graph \( C_i \)) be \( w_i \); \( P \) is a heuristi-
cally chosen set of compatible integers. The choice of the period \( p'_i \) and the deadline
\( d'_i \) of the periodic constraint replacing the \( i^{th} \) asynchronous timing constraint are deter-
mined heuristically subject to the conditions:

1. \( d_i \geq d'_i \geq w_i \)
2. \( p'_i \in P \)
3. \( p'_i \leq d_i - d'_i + 1. \)

These two conditions together guarantee that there is an execution of the timing
constraint \( C_i \) in every interval of length \( \geq d_i \) if the equivalent periodic timing constraints
can be successfully scheduled. Specifically, for each asynchronous constraint with
deadline \( d_i \), we assign a periodic timing constraint with the same graph \( C'_i = C_i \). The
period \( p'_i \) of the replacement periodic timing constraint is set to the largest member of
\( P \) such that \( 2p'_i - 1 \leq d_i \). The deadline \( d'_i \) is set to the largest integer such that
\( d'_i + p'_i - 1 \leq d_i \). (This is a greedy algorithm.) The following algorithm attempts to con-
struct a feasible static schedule of length \( p_{\text{max}} = \text{MAXIMUM} \{ p'_i \} \) such that there is
an execution of the timing constraint $C'_i$ in the interval $[kp'_i, (k+1)p'_i]$ for $k = 0, \ldots, \frac{p_{max}}{p'_i}$. Let $p_{min} = \text{MINIMUM} \{p'_i\}$.

(1) Sort the periodic timing constraints in increasing order of their deadlines and incorporate them one by one into a partial schedule for the interval $[0, p_{max}]$. A feasible static schedule is obtained when all the timing constraints have been successfully incorporated.

(2) Let the shortest deadline be $d$. At time $t = kp_{min}$ for each $k \leq \frac{p_{max}}{p_{min}}$, let $C$ be the union of all the timing constraint graphs which have deadline $d$ and whose periods divide $t$, i.e., an execution of each of these timing constraints must occur in $[t, t+d]$. Let $w_C$ be the computation time of $C$ and execute $C$ in the interval $[t+d-w_C, t+d]$ if $w_C \leq d$. Declare failure if $w_C > d$.

(3) Suppose all the timing constraints with deadline $\leq d$ have been scheduled. The timing constraints with the next larger deadline $d'$ will be scheduled as follows. At time $t = kp_{min}$ for each $k \leq \frac{p_{max}}{p_{min}}$, let $C$ be the union of all the timing constraint graphs which have deadline $d'$ and whose periods divide $t$, i.e., an execution of each of these timing constraints must occur in the interval $I = [t, t+d']$. Let $w_C$ be the computation time of $C$. If $I$ is idle and has length $\geq w_C$, then execute $C$ in $[t+d'-w_C, t+d']$. In general, $I$ will consist of a sequence of busy intervals $I_j$ separated by idle intervals. Let the first busy interval $I_1$ start at time $s_1$ and end at time $f_1$. Some of the operations in $C$ may have been executed in $I_1$ already. Hence if the predecessors of these operations are executed before $I_1$, then they do not have to be executed again. This is possible if all these predecessors can be executed in $[t, s_1]$. If not, some of the operations already executed in $I_1$ will have to be repeated after $f_1$. The next step attempts to minimize the number of operations in $I_1$ that have to be repeated after time $= f_1$.

(4) Let $V_1 = \{v_1, \ldots, v_m\}$ be the set of operations in $I_1$ which are also in $C$. For each
v_j in V, assign a weight w_j which is the sum of the computation time of all its predecessors in C which are not in V. Assign to v_j a value r_j according to one of two cases: (i) If all the predecessors of v_j in C already precede v_j in I, then v_j has value = 0; (ii) If at least one of the predecessors of v_j in C does not precede v_j, then the value of v_j is equal to the sum of the computation time of v_j and all its successors in V which have the same predecessors in C. Thus, if all the predecessors of v_j in C are executed before I, then we have a potential saving of r_j. We can select a subset of V to maximize \( \sum r_j \) by executing all their predecessors in C in \([t,s_1]\) subject to the condition \( \sum w_j \leq s_1-t \). This is a 0.1 KNAPSACK problem which can be solved by dynamic programming in time \( O(s_1^t) \).

(5) Repeat step (4) to schedule the remainder of C in each of the idle intervals in I. If some operations of C with computation time w have to be executed in the last idle interval in I, schedule them so that they finish at the end of I, i.e., in the interval \([t+d'-w,t+d']\).

The success of the above heuristic algorithm depends on the choice of the set P of compatible integers. Intuitively, we want to perform an execution of an asynchronous timing constraint as infrequently as possible. As an initial guess, we can choose P to be the set \( \{ p^n : n \geq 1 \} \) for some integer p such that MAXIMUM \( \{ d_i-2p^n : n \text{ is the largest integer for which } d_i-2p^n \geq 0 \} \) is minimized.

3.5 Computing Static Schedules for the Graph-based Computation Model

In practice, both periodic and asynchronous timing constraints may be specified for a hard real-time system. Since the problem of computing a static schedule for asynchronous timing constraints alone is NP-hard, the scheduling problem is computationally intractable in general. In fact, the problem of computing a static schedule for periodic timing constraints alone is also NP-hard as can be shown by reducing the well
known KNAPSACK problem to a restricted version of our scheduling problem with periodic timing constraints.†

An instance of the KNAPSACK problem is given by two integers $L$, $K$ and a finite set $S = \{ s_i \}$ of $N$ elements each of which has an integer weight $w_i$ and an integer value $v_i$. The decision problem is to decide whether there is a subset $S'$ of $S$ such that $\sum v_i \geq K$ and $w_i \leq L$ where the sums are over the elements of $S'$.

Theorem 3.11

The KNAPSACK problem can be reduced to the following restricted scheduling problem: The communication graph consists of a set of chains of two nodes each. Every timing constraint is periodic with the same period, say $p$, and consists of either a single operation or a chain of two operations. All timing constraints with a single operation have the same deadline $d < p$, while all the timing constraints with a chain of two operations have the same deadline $= p$.

Proof

Given an instance of the KNAPSACK problem (using the above symbols), the corresponding communication graph contains a chain of two nodes for each element $s_i$ in $S$ such that the first node has computation time $w_i$ and the second node has computation time $v_i$. Let $V$ be the sum of the $v_i$s and $W$ be the sum of the $w_i$s. There are $N$ periodic timing constraints each of which consists of one of these chains and has period and deadline $= W + 2V - K$. The second nodes in the chains (i.e., the nodes with computation time $v_i$) also form the graphs of $N$ periodic timing constraints each of

† The KNAPSACK problem can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time by dynamic programming techniques, so we do not rule out acceptably fast solutions to the scheduling problem for periodic timing constraints alone in practice.
which has deadline = L + V and period = W + 2V - K.

If there is a subset S' of S with weight \( \leq L \) and value \( \geq K \), then we can execute the first nodes in the corresponding chains in [0, L]. All the nodes with computation time \( v_i \) can be executed in \([L, L + V]\). The set of the first operations in the chains corresponding to S-S' has weight W - L and can be executed in \([L + V, W + V]\). The successors of these operations have weight \( \leq V - K \) and can thus be executed in \([W + V, W + 2V - K]\), and a feasible static schedule has been constructed covering the interval \([0, W + 2V - K]\). The form of the feasible schedule is shown in figure 3.9.

Conversely, a feasible schedule must contain an execution of each of the timing constraints in the first period, i.e., in \([0, W + 2V - K]\). Since the total computation time of all the timing constraints is \( W + 2V \), there must be a saving of \( K \) time units which can only be obtained by executing the first nodes of a subset of the chains in [0, L] such that their successors have computation time \( \geq K \). QED

![Figure 3.9](image)
The form of any feasible schedule in theorem 3.11

The computational complexity of the scheduling problems for the graph-based model should not be interpreted as a deterrent for exploiting static schedules. On the contrary, the NP-hardness results may be taken as evidence that as much of the scheduling work as possible should be done off-line. In particular, much efficiency may
be gained by using the latency scheduling technique to reduce the redundant computation of the asynchronous timing constraints which is already required by the periodic timing constraints.

Given a set of timing constraints in the graph-based model, we can in general proceed as follows. (The heuristics described below are all greedy.)

(1) Convert heuristically all the asynchronous timing constraints into "equivalent" periodic timing constraints with periods compatible with those of the periodic timing constraints. A greedy algorithm is to select the smallest period among the periodic timing constraints which is closest to but smaller than the deadline of the asynchronous timing constraint.

(2) Merge all the periodic timing constraints with the same deadline and period into a single periodic constraint and eliminate all the redundant computation by taking the union of their graphs. If two periodic timing constraints $C_1$ and $C_2$ have the same period but different deadlines with $d_1 < d_2$, then a greedy algorithm is to eliminate the operations in $C_2$ that are also in $C_1$. Specifically, if the timing constraints $C_1$ and $C_2$ are consistent with each other and they both contain the operation $v_i$, then eliminate $v_i$ from $C_2$ and make all the predecessors of $v_i$ in $C_2$ also the predecessors of the corresponding instance of $v_i$ in $C_1$. Likewise, make all the successors of the operation $v_i$ in the timing constraint $C_2$ to be the successors of the corresponding instance of $v_i$ in the timing constraint $C_1$. This technique may also be applied to timing constraints with different periods and deadlines and is especially useful if the periods are compatible. Specifically, if the timing constraints $C_1$ and $C_2$ have compatible periods with $p_1 \leq d_2 \leq p_2$, then eliminate all the operations from $C_2$ that are also in $C_1$ and make the predecessors/successors of these operations in $C_2$ to be the predecessors/successors of the corresponding instances of the operations in $C_1$ that must be executed in the period right before the dead-
line \( d_2 \). (In the parlance of the process-based model, we are simply doing a decomposition by minimizing interprocess intercommunication since the goal of our greedy algorithm is to merge all the required computation into one single timing constraint.)

(3) Apply the scheduling algorithm for the kernelized monitor model in the last chapter to schedule the resulting timing constraints by identifying each operation as a chain of scheduling blocks and the precedence constraints as being imposed by rendez-vous commands executed at the end of the operations.

The interested reader may want to verify that the above heuristics will yield the efficient but delightfully simple schedule in section 3.17. Finally, it should be noted that it is not necessary to store the complete static schedule in the database for the run-time scheduler. For example, the kernelized monitor scheduler of the previous chapter may be used as the run-time scheduler in which case only the relevant dynamic deadlines and forbidden regions for the interval spanned by the static schedule need to be stored on-line, the penalty being that more scheduling overhead may be incurred at run time by the more complicated run-time scheduler. In general, there is a tradeoff between memory space and scheduling overhead that is available to the off-line scheduler.
Chapter 4
Design Issues of Distributed Systems

4.1 Resource Sharing in a Distributed System

In the previous chapters, we have motivated and developed a graph-based computation model for the hard real-time environment and investigated the related scheduling problems on a general purpose computer. Many real-time applications, however, share a family of signal processing algorithms which are best implemented by specialized computing devices, e.g., systolic arrays. With the rapid advance in VLSI technology, specialized hardware is becoming increasingly available and most future real-time systems are likely to be implemented by an interconnection of general purpose computers and special devices. Before we can make any headway in automating the production and maintenance of the software for these distributed systems, we must first resolve two difficulties. First, the delay introduced by the communication subsystem must be taken into account if stringent timing constraints are to be met. Second, the performance characteristics of a wide variety of special computing devices must be represented in such a way that they can be exploited by software automation tools to meet stringent timing constraints. Both difficulties can be greatly eased if we can adopt a uniform model for different system resources that is precise enough for the requirements of the hard real-time environment.

In general, we shall attempt to model a system resource as a (composite) node in the communication graph together with a scheduling algorithm for determining whether the resource is sufficient for meeting a given set of timing constraints. It should be noted that our modelling approach will not necessarily result in the most efficient use of resources. However, it meets the important objective of guaranteeing that stringent timing constraints are being met and may also improve system reliability by providing an
error margin for synchronizing the operation of physically distributed subsystems.

In the following, we shall first give an example to exaggerate the potential hazards of a distributed system where processors communicate with one another by transmitting information strictly in pre-computed time slots. In contrast, we shall give a formulation of the processor allocation problem for the hard real-time environment that is conducive to more robust implementation. A broadcast data bus will be used to illustrate our modelling approach and an efficient hardware implementation of a communication scheduler for the broadcast data bus will be described. The general processor allocation problem is, however, computationally intractable even if efficient algorithms are available for scheduling the computation allocated to each processor.

4.2 The Processor Allocation Problem in the Hard Real-Time Environment

Given a set of timing constraints expressed as an instance of our graph-based computation model and an interconnection of computing devices, the processor allocation problem is to partition the required computation and allocate it to the computing devices so that all the timing constraints can be met. Before this problem can be formulated properly, the delay introduced by the communication subsystem must first be characterized with respect to the generated traffic so that the designer can verify that no deadline is being missed because of communication delays. Traditionally, a queuing model is usually used to analyze the expected values of point-to-point delays. The constraints resulting from these delays are expressed as algebraic inequalities which must be satisfied by a candidate partition of the required computation. However, this type of stochastic analysis is inadequate for the hard real-time environment since the traffic generated by a partition of the required computation may be very bursty. Nevertheless, the majority of the published formulations of the processor allocation problem for real-time systems, e.g., [CHU et al 80], [MA et al 82] have chosen to either
ignore communication delay altogether or replace the timing constraints by load-balancing constraints. Their analysis is more pertinent to the time-average behavior of the system and is applicable only to soft real-time systems.

On the other extreme, a designer may choose to do a detailed control flow analysis of the programs running on every processor and identify all the time instants at which the processor will send or receive data. A detailed communication schedule can then be worked out according to which every processor will be scheduled to send or receive data at certain predetermined time slots so that all the timing constraints can be met with certainty.

In general, the communication subsystem can be used more effectively for meeting timing constraints if it is possible to monitor and control the state of the communication network at every instant. Unlike a processor, however, the relative timing of the events in a communication system is generally more susceptible to physical perturbations and may not always be controllable. Hence, a real-time system which has little tolerance for deviations in the timing behavior of a communication network is likely to be less robust. As an illustration of the potential hazard of such systems, consider the following scenario.†

4.2.1 Another Time Bomb

An engine is controlled by a distributed system of processors which communicate with one another via a broadcast data bus to which all the processors are connected. Processor A has a direct interface to an auxiliary switch and processor B is interfaced to an ignition unit which fires up the motor. There are certain safety rules that must be observed at all times. (1) The auxiliary switch must be turned on before the motor can

† This example is meant to be reminiscent of the widely publicized synchronization error which preceded the first successful flight of the Space Shuttle.
be fired up. (2) The motor must be fired up within 100 milliseconds after turning on the auxiliary switch. Otherwise, the auxiliary switch must be turned off immediately. (3) The auxiliary switch must remain on as long as the motor is firing.

The interface of the motor ignition unit provides the function FIRE_UP() to fire up the motor. From time to time, however, the motor may refuse to fire up immediately in which case the FIRE_UP function will automatically abort after trying for 50 milliseconds and return FALSE. The procedures TURN_ON_SWITCH and TURN_OFF_SWITCH turn on and off the auxiliary switch respectively. Our Ada programmer has written the following program to start the engine.

/* COMMENT
 There are two tasks: Task AUXILIARY_SWITCH controls the auxiliary switch and task MOTOR IGNITION controls the fire-up unit. AUXILIARY_SWITCH will turn off the switch if the motor has not been fired within 100 milliseconds after the switch has been turned on. This is accomplished by a timed entry call with the second alternative of the select statement being executed if the first alternative has not made any progress after the specified delay expires.
 */

task body AUXILIARY_SWITCH is
  RESULT: boolean;
begin
  TURN_ON_SWITCH();
  select
    MOTOR_IGNITION.START_FIRING(RESULT);
    if RESULT = FALSE then
      TURN_OFF_SWITCH();
    end if;
  or
    delay 100;
  end select;
end AUXILIARY_SWITCH;

task MOTOR_IGNITION is
  entry START_FIRING(RESULT: out boolean);
end

task body MOTOR_IGNITION is
begin
  accept START_FIRING(RESULT:out boolean) do
    RESULT := FIRE_UP();
  end START_FIRING;
end MOTOR_IGNITION;

There are two tasks: AUXILIARY SWITCH and MOTORIGNITION which are to be run on processors A and B respectively. The task AUXILIARY SWITCH turns on the auxiliary switch and rendezvous with the MOTORIGNITION task which then starts firing up the motor. If the engine is successfully started, the MOTORIGNITION task will return TRUE to confirm a successful firing. Otherwise, the FIRE_UP function will abort after 50 milliseconds and the MOTORIGNITION task will return FALSE to the AUXILIARY SWITCH task which will then turn off the switch. Meanwhile, the AUXILIARY SWITCH task executes a timed entry call and selects one of two alternative courses of action. If the rendezvous with the MOTORIGNITION task is unsuccessful after 100 milliseconds, the AUXILIARY SWITCH task will turn the switch off. Otherwise, it will wait for the result of the firing from the MOTORIGNITION task.

This program will work if the MOTORIGNITION task can always confirm a successful firing by completing a rendezvous with the AUXILIARY SWITCH task within 100 milliseconds after it has received the signal to start firing up. Now suppose that the broadcast data bus is time multiplexed so that each processor can broadcast data to other processors in fixed time slots accordingly to a predetermined schedule. Ordinarily, processor B will be able to access the bus and transmit a message to processor A before the AUXILIARY SWITCH task on processor A times out. Once in a long while, however, the timing circuit in a processor may get out of synchronization with the arbitration circuit of the bus† and in particular, processor B may miss its turn to access the bus at the time it is supposed to send a message to processor A to confirm that the motor is being fired up. If processor B does not get another turn to transmit until †For example, this may be caused by an unusually long metastable state in a syn-
the 100 milliseconds runs out, then the AUXILIARY_SWITCH task will assume that the
motor has not been fired and turn off the switch, and a safety rule will be violated if
the motor has actually been started.

The above example brings to focus a dilemma. On the one hand, we have rejected
the use of time-average parameters for characterizing the communication delay con-
straints on the processor allocation problem because they are not precise enough for
meeting stringent timing constraints. On the other hand, a completely deterministic ap-
proach which requires physically distributed subsystems to operate in lockstep is likely
to be too inflexible for the system to be robust even if it is not too tedious to analyze.
From a practical point of view, the last approach may not even be feasible since the
state of a communication system may not always be predictable in the real world. In
the next section, we shall strike a compromise by giving a formulation of the processor
allocation problem which is precise enough for meeting stringent timing constraints and
yet allows some degree of freedom in implementation for improved robustness.

4.2.2 A Robust Formulation of the Processor Allocation Problem

We shall treat a communication network connecting a set of m processors \{ P_1,
..., P_m \} as a node, H which has m input edges and m output edges. The node H may
be thought of as implementing a transmission operation, H_{ij} (an identity mapping with a
finite delay) from the i^{th} input edge to the j^{th} output edge if and only if there is a path
from the i^{th} processor to the j^{th} processor. Two or more transmission operations may
be executed concurrently, subject to the internal pipelining and other constraints on
the communication network denoted by the node H.

Given the computation requirements of a hard real-time application in terms of the
chronization circuit, an inherent hazard of any system which needs to synchronize two
or more asynchronous subsystems.
graph-based model \((G,T)\), partition the communication graph \(G\) into \(m\) disjoint subgraphs. Let \(e\) be an edge in the communication graph \(G\) which connects a node \(u\) in one subgraph to a node \(v\) in another subgraph in the partition. Replace every instance of \(e\) in a timing constraint by an instance of the transmission operation \(H_{ij}\) and the two edges from \(u\) to \(H_{ij}\) and from \(H_{ij}\) to \(v\). The processor allocation problem is then to find a partition of the communication graph \(G\) such that the set of timing constraints augmented by the appropriate transmission operations can be successfully scheduled. Figure 4.1 illustrates the augmented timing constraints resulting from a straightforward partition of the communication graph of our favorite design example where each of the five nodes is assigned to a separate processor.
A completely deterministic solution to the processor allocation problem is given by a feasible static schedule for each of the m processors together with a schedule for
executing the required transmission operations in appropriate time slots. As the example in the previous section shows, the success of this approach may depend heavily on the assumption that the processors and the communication network can be kept in tight synchronization. To alleviate the impact of this assumption, the processor allocation problem can be constrained to explicitly provide some slack for the execution of each transmission operation. This can be done by specifying a release time and deadline for each instance of a transmission operation in all the timing constraints so that the communication network can schedule the required transmission operations dynamically as long as every instance of a transmission operation is executed after its specified release time and before its deadline. Specifically, let the transmission operation \( H \) connect a node \( u \) to another node \( v \) in a timing constraint graph \( C \). Assign a release time, \( r \) and a deadline, \( d \) to \( H \) so that whenever \( C \) is activated at time \( t \), then the operation \( u \) and all its predecessors must be executed in the interval \([t, t+r]\), \( H \) must be executed in the interval \([t+r, t+d]\), and \( v \) and its successors must be executed in the interval \([t+d, t+d_c]\). Given \( m \) processors, the processor allocation problem is now to partition the communication graph into \( m \) subgraphs and to find an appropriate set of release-time and deadline attributes for the transmission operations such that the set of timing constraints augmented by the transmission operations can be scheduled. (This formulation imposes individual release times and deadlines on some of the operations in a timing constraint graph. However, the complexity of the single processor scheduling problem is not affected by these additional parameters and in particular, the kernelized monitor scheduler can again be used simply by initializing the request-times of the scheduling blocks to the specified release-times instead of at the beginning of a period.)

An important benefit of the above approach is that the traffic load generated by a partition of the computation can also be expressed as a set of periodic and/or asyn-
chronous timing constraints in terms of our graph-based model. If an instance of a transmission operation $H$ with release time $r$ and deadline $d$ occurs in a timing constraint $C$ which has period $p$, then the scheduler of the communication network must satisfy the corresponding timing constraint which consists of an instance of $H$ and has release time, deadline and period attributes equal to $r$, $d$ and $p$ respectively. To be precise, a distinction should be made between two instances of a transmission operation if the two transmissions involve different variables. If the outputs of two or more operations need to be transmitted from processor $i$ to processor $j$ in the same time interval, then as many instances of the transmission operation $H_{ij}$ must be scheduled in that interval. Figure 4.2 illustrates the timing constraints imposed on the communication network by the partition shown in figure 4.1 where each of the five nodes of the design example is assigned to a separate processor. The release times and deadlines on individual transmission operations are chosen to allow at least 5 milliseconds for each transmission operation to complete.
Periodic timing constraints induced by $C_1$

\[
\begin{align*}
    x' & \rightarrow H_{XS} & x' & r = 10 & u & \rightarrow H_{SK} & u & r = 25 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & d = 30 \\
    y' & \rightarrow H_{YS} & y' & r = 0 & v & \rightarrow H_{KS} & v & r = 0 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & d = 15 \\
    z' & \rightarrow H_{ZS} & z' & r = 0 & & & & all periods = 80 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & &
\end{align*}
\]

Periodic timing constraints induced by $C_2$

\[
\begin{align*}
    y' & \rightarrow H_{YS} & y' & r = 10 & w & \rightarrow H_{SK} & w & r = 25 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & d = 30 \\
    x' & \rightarrow H_{XS} & x' & r = 0 & v & \rightarrow H_{KS} & v & r = 0 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & d = 15 \\
    z' & \rightarrow H_{ZS} & z' & r = 0 & & & & all periods = 160 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & &
\end{align*}
\]

Asynchronous timing constraints induced by $C_3$

\[
\begin{align*}
    z' & \rightarrow H_{ZS} & z' & r = 10 & v & \rightarrow H_{KS} & v & r = 0 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & d = 15 \\
    x' & \rightarrow H_{XS} & x' & r = 0 & u & \rightarrow H_{SK} & u & r = 25 \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & d = 30 \\
    y' & \rightarrow H_{YS} & y' & r = 0 & & & & all periods = default \\
    & & & d = 15 & & & &
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4.2
Timing constraints on transmission operations
induced by allocating a function to a processor

(Legend: $r$ - release time; $d$ - deadline)

Instead of using simple parameters such as throughput and delay, we can now characterize more precisely the capacity of a communication network for the hard real-time environment by the range of timing constraints that it can accommodate. In the next section, we shall illustrate our modelling approach by investigating the use of a broadcast data bus as an interconnection mechanism for multiple processors.
4.3 Scheduling Mechanism for The Broadcast Data Bus

Inasmuch as the broadcast data bus is a very common interconnection mechanism in computer systems, it is important to investigate in some detail its use in the hard real-time environment. Electrically, a bus may be viewed as an OR-gate which has an input from each processor connected to the bus and the output is monitored by all the processors. A transmission operation from the $i^{th}$ processor to the $j^{th}$ processor is accomplished by designating the $i^{th}$ processor as the sole transmitter on the bus for an interval of time during which the $i^{th}$ processor broadcasts data on the bus and names the $j^{th}$ processor as the recipient. Obviously, only one transmission operation can be executed at any one time. Given a set of timing constraints, i.e., a set of transmission operations with the associated release time, deadline and period attributes, our problem is to come up with a scheduling mechanism and decide if all the timing constraints can be met.

Until recently, data busses have been designed to support data transfer between a single processor, the main memory, and various peripheral equipments. Access to the bus is usually decided by a fixed set of priorities preassigned to the devices connected to the bus. While this arrangement has been adequate when there is only one processor, it is not suitable for a multiprocessor system in the hard real-time environment where bus access should be decided by the relative urgency of the computation being performed by the processors at the moment. In particular, a mechanism is required to enforce a bus access policy that is optimal with respect to the timing constraints resulting from a partition of the real-time computation. Such a mechanism is described below.

4.3.1 The Earliest Deadline Algorithm for Bus Scheduling

The basic idea is to permit the transmission operation with the nearest deadline to
be executed first. To achieve this, the current bus access priority of the \( i^{th} \) processor is set inversely proportional to the time remaining before the nearest transmission operation, \( H_{ij} \) is due. The processor with the highest priority will then be granted access to the bus for the next time slot. This is of course the \textit{earliest deadline} algorithm for single processor scheduling which has been shown to be optimal. To verify that a set of timing constraints can be met, we can simply run a simulation of the bus requests for a time interval at least as long as the LCM of the periods of the timing constraints. (All the asynchronous timing constraints are assumed to have been replaced by "equivalent" periodic constraints when they are scheduled on individual processors.)

The adoption of a dynamic scheduling algorithm such as the \textit{earliest deadline} algorithm renders a multiprocessor system more robust. For example, if a processor is slightly behind and misses a turn to contend for the bus, a less urgent transmission operation may be executed instead, but the processor with the highest priority will be able to transmit in the next time slot and thus the more urgent transmission operation will not be delayed for an unduly long time.

To enforce the sharing policy, there must be a mechanism which permits only the processor with the highest priority to gain access to the bus. This can be achieved by a central arbiter which monitors the current priorities of all the contending processors. Since the number of priorities needed to encode the values of deadlines at run time is likely to be high, either the priorities must be transmitted to the arbiter serially or else the number of bus control lines required may be unacceptably high. Fortunately, only a reasonable amount of hardware is necessary to implement the \textit{earliest deadline} algorithm as shown below.
4.3.2 The Distributed Arbitration Hardware

This bus arbitration mechanism seems to have been discovered and rediscovered by a number of researchers (including the author) and a variation of it has been proposed as a standard for the IEEE S-100 bus. However, none of the previous proposals has suggested the use of dynamic priorities for the hard real-time environment. The arbitration mechanism has the following nice properties:

(1) Control is distributed. Bus arbitration is achieved by consensus and does not depend on a central arbiter.

(2) The time required to resolve bus conflicts is bounded. Furthermore, the time bound can be a logarithmic function of the maximum deadline.

(3) It is not necessary to have a global clock. Local clocks are sufficient provided that they can maintain a certain degree of accuracy within a short time period; long term drift is automatically corrected by the feedback mechanism in the scheme.

For ease of explanation, we shall assume that all the processors are CR-wired to a number of control lines that are run parallel to the data bus. The number of control lines needed is the smallest integer equal to or bigger than \( \log_2 (d_{\text{max}} + 1) \) where \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum value of the deadlines, although it will be seen that only one control line is sufficient. For the moment, let us assume that there are \( n \) control lines which are all accessible to some control logic on each processor board whose function will become apparent. The control logic can assert a logical "1" on a control line. If none of the processors asserts a logical "1", the control line is in logical state "0". In practice, this can be implemented by means of open collector gating or tri-state logic. Each priority is represented by its binary representation \( p_n p_{n-1} \ldots p_1 \) where each \( p_i \) is either a 1 or a 0 and \( p_n \) is the most significant bit. (We can use the one's complement of the nearest deadline as the priority.) In general, bus conflict resolution takes \( n \)
"clock cycles". For ease of explanation, we shall assume that a global clock is available. This restriction will be removed by local synchronization mechanisms to be described later. At the beginning of the first clock cycle, all the contending processors must assert their own priorities on the control lines. If a processor does not assert its priority on the control lines in the first clock cycle, then it must not participate in the rest of the conflict resolution process. At the end of each clock cycle, every contending processor makes its own decision to drop out of the contention process by comparing its own priority with the state of the control lines: \( c_n c_{n-1} \ldots c_1 \). A contending processor withdraws if and only if it can be inferred that its priority is lower than that of at least one of the contending processors. A processor signals its withdrawal by ceasing to assert its priority on the control lines. Specifically, every contending processor executes the following piece of program in synchronization with all other contending processors.

```
/*COMMENT
   Withdraw if the next significant priority bit is 0 and the corresponding control line is 1;
*/

   for i := n step -1 until 1 do
      begin
         if ( p(i) = 0 and c(i) = 1 ) then withdraw
      else wait for next "clock cycle"
   end ;
```

As an example, consider the case of three control lines and five processors are contending (The priorities are in ascending order: 001 010 011 100 101). After the first clock cycle, 001 010 and 011 withdraw. After the second clock cycle, both 100 and 101 remain in contention. At the end of the third clock cycle, 100 withdraws and 101 emerges as the winner. The successive states of the control lines are shown in Fig. 4.3
Figure 4.3
Example of distributed contention on a broadcast bus

It is easy to see that this algorithm works by simple binary elimination and therefore requires time proportional to the number of control lines. In the case two or more processors have the same priority, i.e., they have equally urgent transmission operations to execute, the conflict can be resolved by another round of distributed arbitration in which each remaining processor can use a unique preassigned priority. (It is in fact possible to break a tie by enforcing a fair sharing policy which does not rely on preassigned priorities. See [MOK & WAR 79].) Since the priorities are compared one bit at a time, we can in fact use only one control line if the contending processors are sufficiently synchronized to make the decision to withdraw from contention or not at about the same time.

In the implementation described above, the actions of the contending processors are synchronized by means of clock cycles. In a network environment, the use of a single global clock may not be desirable since the propagation delay of the bus may introduce significant signal skew. However, propagation delay is a transient phenomenon which will not pose any problems if the clock cycles are long enough so that the con-
trol lines achieve a steady state throughout the system. This minimum clock cycle is a function of the propagation delay $\tau$ (i.e., the time it takes a electrical signal to travel from one extreme to another extreme of the physical bus). In particular, if the bus has been idle for some time, then the first clock cycle will be established by the first processor to assert its priority on the control lines. However, the new state of the control lines may not be observable by another processor at the other extreme of the bus until $\tau$ time units later. The signals from the latter processor will take another $\tau$ time units to reach the first processor which must therefore wait for at least $2\tau$ time units before making the first decision to withdraw or not. To allow for a margin for error, we may require each processor to wait for $\delta + 2\tau$ time units before making a decision. For $n$ lines, the maximum time for bus conflict resolution is therefore $n(\delta + 2\tau)$ time units. It should be noted that since the processors are synchronized at the first clock cycle of each contention phase, drifting of the local clocks of individual processors will not accumulate with time. However, all local clocks must not be allowed to drift more than $\delta$ time units within the entire bus conflict resolution phase.

If extra reliability is required, we can simulate, by means of a pair of clock lines a "global clock" which is jointly maintained by all the contending processors. Ordinarily, the two clock lines are in opposite logic states (i.e., either 10 or 01). At the beginning of a contention phase, the processor which establishes the first clock cycle by asserting its priority on the control lines also attempts to complement the clock lines. The clock lines will therefore momentarily stay in the 11 state. The transition to the 11 state is a signal for all bus contenders to change the state of the control lines. All processors signal ready by attempting to complement the clock lines which will remain in the 11 state as long as one processor is not yet ready. Synchronization is completed when all the contending processors have complemented the clock lines which will then
be in a different 10 or 01 state.

The decision to withdraw from contention can then be made when the clock lines have settled down to a new (either 01 or 10) state. Since it takes $\tau$ time units for the 11 state to propagate from one extreme of the bus to the other and another $\tau$ time units for the new state to settle, synchronization can be achieved in $2\tau$ time units. In a noisy environment, spurious signals may cause the clock lines to be in the transitory 11 state for very brief moments. Noise immunity can be improved by requiring the contending processors to maintain the stable (01 and 10) states for $\delta$ time units where $\delta$ is some reasonable system parameter. The maximum time for bus conflict resolution is the same as before. If two contending processors attempt to set the clock lines to opposite logic states, a deadlock in the transitory state 11 will occur. This situation is in theory impossible because one of the processors must have failed to observe on the clock lines a 11 state followed by one which is opposite to the state the processor is supposed to be maintaining on the same clock lines. In any case, permanent deadlocks can be avoided by a time-out restriction on the 11 state. More robust mechanisms using multiple clock lines and better encoding schemes are also possible.

4.4 Complexity of the Processor Allocation Problem

Since the processor scheduling problem is already NP-hard, it is unlikely that the processor allocation problem for the hard real-time environment will have an efficient solution. In fact, the problem of finding a feasible partition is in itself a hard problem in the sense that it is difficult even if the scheduling problem can be restricted to simple cases for which trivial solutions are available. As evidence, we shall show that the processor allocation problem is NP-complete even for the case where only two processors are available and the processor scheduling problem resulting from any partition is easy.

We shall make use of a restricted version of the MINIMUM CUT INTO BOUNDED
SETS problem which is known to be NP-complete, e.g., see [GAR & JOH 79]. An instance of this graph problem is given by a positive integer \( K \), an undirected graph of \( N \) vertices with two special vertices \( s \) and \( t \). The decision problem is to determine whether there is a partition of the vertices of the graph into two disjoint subsets \( V_1, V_2 \) of equal size (i.e., each set has \( N/2 \) vertices) such that \( s \in V_1 \) and \( t \in V_2 \) and the number of edges which have an endpoint in both \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) is no larger than \( K \).

This graph problem can be reduced to a restricted version of the processor allocation problem as follows. The corresponding communication graph contains a node for each vertex in the graph problem plus a special node \( v' \). All nodes have unit computation time. Every node \( v \) in the communication graph is supposed to denote a function which computes \( n \) different output variables where \( n \) is the number of edges connected to the vertex \( v \) in the graph problem. The edge set of the processor allocation problem contains \( n \) edges from node \( v \) to the special node \( v' \).

The timing constraints are all periodic and have the same period equal to \( 1 + N/2 \). For each node except \( v' \), we create a timing constraint which consists of a single instance of the node. The deadlines of these timing constraints are set to \( N/2 \) except for the nodes \( s \) and \( t \) for which the deadlines are set to 1. For each edge connecting the vertices \( v_i, v_j \) in the graph problem, we create a timing constraint whose deadline is set to \( 1 + N/2 \). Each of the timing constraint graphs has three nodes, \( v_i, v_j, v' \), and two edges, one from each of \( v_i, v_j \) to \( v' \). An edge from a node \( u \) to the node \( v' \) denotes the transmission of a unique output variable from \( u \) to \( v' \).

There are two processors which are connected by a bus. If two nodes \( v_i, v_j \) appear in a timing constraint and they are allocated to separate processors, then a transmission operation must be performed over the bus to send the appropriate output variable of one of the two nodes to the other processor so that the operation \( v' \) can be executed. Otherwise, the output variable is transmitted via a shared variable on the
same processor and no additional communication overhead is incurred. Each processor is assumed to conduct a number of bus transactions in between processing data and the maximum capacity of the bus is such that K or fewer transmission operations from one processor to another can be completed in a time interval of length N/2-1. The decision question of the processor allocation problem is whether there is a partition of the communication graph such that all timing constraints can be met.

**Theorem 4.1**

The restricted version of the MINIMUM CUT INTO BOUNDED SETS problem can be reduced to the above processor allocation problem.

**Proof**

Notice that the timing constraints are set up such that both the operations s and t must be executed simultaneously right at the beginning of each period. Hence, they must be allocated to separate processors. Also, an instance of every operation must be executed in the first N/2 time units of every period so that the nodes must be partitioned into two sets of equal size and executed on separate processors. The operation v' must be executed in the last time unit of every period on either one of the processors.

If the instance of the MINIMUM CUT INTO BOUNDED SETS problem has a solution, then we can allocate the two subsets of the corresponding partition to separate processors. By our construction, two nodes appear in the same timing constraint if and only if they are connected by an edge in the graph problem. Hence, a solution partition can split up at most K pairs of nodes which appear in the same timing constraint and thus at most K transmission operations need to be performed over the bus in a period starting say, at time r, all the timing constraints can be met by executing the operations s and t in the interval [r,r+1] on separate processors, the operation v' in
\([r + N/2, r + N/2 + 1]\) on either processor and the rest of the \(N-2\) operations in the interval \([r + 1, r + N/2]\). Since the bus has the capacity for \(K\) transmission operations in the interval \([r + 1, r + N/2]\), the communication requirements can also be met and the partition is a feasible solution to the processor allocation problem.

Conversely, if the processor allocation problem has a solution, then no more than \(K\) transmission operations are required during each period. Since each transmission operation sends a different output variable of a node from one processor to the other, at most \(K\) edges can connect two nodes which have been allocated to different processors. Hence the two sets of nodes on the two processors correspond to a feasible partition for the graph problem. QED

In practice, there are probably additional constraints on the processor allocation problem (e.g., certain operations must be performed on specific processors) so that acceptable suboptimal partitions can be found by search algorithms which take advantage of the additional constraints to narrow the search space. While a considerable amount of research has been done in developing heuristic graph partitioning algorithms, e.g., [KER & LIN 70], these techniques are not immediately applicable to the processor allocation problem since we have shown that communication constraints in the hard real-time environment are not exactly expressible in the form of algebraic inequalities involving the edge weights of a graph. However, they may be used to guide a search algorithm if every edge of the communication graph can be assigned one or more parameters which reflect the multiple constraints on the traffic generated along an edge, e.g., one parameter for the volume and another for the urgency of the traffic. Graph partitioning techniques may then be used to satisfy multiple objectives simultaneously and eliminate candidate partitions which are unlikely to meet all the timing constraints.
4.5 Hierarchical Approach to Resource Allocation

For a large system consisting of a variety of special processors, it is unrealistic to distribute the required computation by performing a global optimization involving all system resources. It should be noted that the graph-based model can be used to model the global resource allocation problem hierarchically. Specifically, a node in the communication graph need not represent a simple function element but may be used to denote the communication graph of a subsystem. Similarly, an edge in a communication graph may denote the data path for transmitting complex data structures. More importantly, the formulation of the processor allocation problem discussed in this chapter can be applied to every level of a hierarchy of resource allocation problems. The advantages of a uniform problem representation are obvious.
Chapter 5
Automation of Software Design

5.1 Design System for Hard Real-Time Software

The goal of our research is to provide a methodology and associated tools to automate the design and maintenance of hard real-time system software. In particular, our work has been largely motivated by the development of the experimental software design system CONSORT (CONtrol Structure Optimized for Real Time) which has been implemented† at MIT [WARD 78]. CONSORT has a graphics interface which allows a user to compose the block diagram of a control system by connecting appropriate input/output ports of function blocks that are instantiated from a library of software modules. The user can specify latency (asynchronous) timing constraints on port-to-port paths in the block diagram and the CONSORT compiler will attempt to generate object code which meets all the specifications. If CONSORT is unable to guarantee that all the timing constraints can be met, the user will be duly notified. As a "toy" experiment, this design system has been successfully used to generate a software-implemented controller which drives a pair of motors to balance an inverted pendulum. The inverted pendulum is held by a gimballed holder on a cart which is free to move within the boundary of a square frame; the software controller is a microprocessor assembly program which has been generated automatically from the block-diagram representation of the control problem.

In this chapter, we shall review some implementation aspects of CONSORT and

† The design team of CONSORT was under the leadership of Professor Stephen Ward and included John Pershing, Tom Teixeira and the author, with able assistance from Chris Cesar who helped baby the inverted pendulum balancer and from Jay Wahid who contributed his expertise in control engineering. A video tape of the "toy" experiment (balancing an inverted pendulum with CONSORT) has also been made.
discuss various software/hardware mechanisms which will facilitate the construction of hard real-time systems.

5.2 The CONSORT Design System

There are three main components in the CONSORT design system: the graphics frontend editor, the off-line scheduler and the code generator. The graphics frontend editor provides the graphics facilities for a user to enter a block diagram and specify timing constraints. It also performs syntactic and semantic checks on the functional specifications in the graphics input. The off-line scheduler attempts to find a feasible static schedule which a round-robin run-time scheduler will repeat ad infinitum to satisfy the timing constraints. The code generator embeds the static schedule in an assembly language program for the target microprocessor.

The main database for the design system is a software library which contains a number of parameterized functions together with their timing and other interface information. New functions are manually programmed and entered into the library by running an administrative program which maintains the software library. The organization of the CONSORT design system is shown in figure 5.1.

5.3 Implementation Ideas

The CONSORT project has largely fulfilled its objectives and has brought forth a number of ideas for future implementations of software design systems. It has also led to some ideas for improving the performance of hard real-time systems. We shall sketch some of these ideas below.
5.3.1 The User Interface

Although a graphics interface seems to be an effective means for entering the description of a control application, it is not very compact for describing large systems. Furthermore, the specification of timing constraints will not be as easy if there are cycles in the communication graph. This is not a problem with CONSORT since it allows only acyclic graphs so that the port-to-port timing constraints of CONSORT are uniquely specified by a pair of input/output ports. (All the function blocks on a path between the two ports are automatically included in the timing constraint.) However, this restricts the use of CONSORT for implementing distributed systems since the absence of cycles
may require some state information to be stored in a shared memory. In a distributed system, a shared memory may not be available.

In a practical system, a textual representation seems to be a more realistic choice. Instead of an Algol-like real-time language, however, the input should be in a higher level specification language which is as close as possible to the relevant application domain, e.g., avionics software may be specified in a language like the one developed for the flight program specification of the A-7 aircraft by Parnas and Heninger [HENI 80]: An application engineer may then specify system requirements in the language of his application domain and the domain specific language can in turn be converted into an instance of our graph-based model by an appropriate translation tool for resource allocation purposes.

5.3.2 Automatic Pipelining of Operations

The off-line scheduler of CONSORT generates static schedules which are lists of operations (procedure calls) and effectively disallows preemption among different operations. Without further information about shared variables, this conservative approach is justifiable on the grounds that different operations may access the same shared variables and their execution must be kept mutually exclusive so that integrity constraints will not be violated. (Since CONSORT block diagrams are acyclic, it is not always possible to make all shared variables explicit by passing their values from port to port. In general, CONSORT makes no assumption about how information is shared by the different operations at all.) When there are operations with long computation times, this may impose a severe response time penalty.

A clean solution to this problem is to remove the acyclicity restriction on the input graph so that every shared variable can be associated with a port. A long operation can then be "pipelined" into a chain of shorter ones such that each stage of a chain
receives as input the intermediate state of an execution (e.g., in the form of state variables) from the previous stage. Since there are now no hidden shared variables, integrity constraints will be maintained as long as only one execution of any stage is allowed to be in progress at any time. Ideally, this pipelining of software should be done automatically by the code generator in conjunction with the scheduler.

5.3.3 Detection and Queueing of Activation Conditions

One of the objectives of CONSORT is to demonstrate that external interrupts are not essential to a model of real-time computation and we have taken care that the implementation of CONSORT is faithful to its goal, e.g., keyboard I/O at the operator terminal is treated just as another asynchronous timing constraint and scheduled accordingly. If an external signal (e.g., from a sensor) changes value, then the timing constraints that require sampling the signal will be automatically activated. CONSORT assumes that every external signal is continuously changing and an activation of an asynchronous timing constraint can occur as soon as the deadline of the previous activation expires. Hence, for analog signal processing, timing constraints are activated at their specified maximum rate.

In general, a user may want to perform certain computation when some event occurs. The occurrence of an event may be recorded by the hardware or it may correspond to the output of some boolean operation being evaluated to true. In the former case, the conventional approach for activating the relevant timing constraint is to notify the processor by setting a hardware interrupt flag. In our approach, the processor need not respond to the interrupt immediately since the on-line scheduler will schedule an execution of the computation activated by the event before the specified deadline. The occurrence of an event, however, must still be detected and held by the
hardware until the processor is free to attend to it.

A useful architectural concept that may be incorporated into computers for real-time applications is to augment the interrupt circuitry with an associative memory chip so that an external device may request an interrupt by writing its own address into an empty location in the associative memory. The on-line scheduler can then determine whether a particular event or group of events has occurred by simply querying the associative memory at an opportune moment later. From a scheduling point of view, processor interrupts that demand immediate attention are undesirable since they severely curtail the freedom of the on-line scheduler to allocate computation time based on an analysis of the specified stringent timing constraints. They are also a prime source of robustness problems in practice, e.g., if the hardware flag of a high priority interrupt is stuck, then all lower priority interrupts may be permanently blocked. This is especially disastrous for the hard real-time environment where it is essential not to permit any one device to monopolize the use of a resource.

In the 'graph-based model, a minimum period must be specified for every asynchronous timing constraint so that two or more activations of the constraint cannot occur arbitrarily close to one another. In practice, it may not be possible to specify the minimum period for an asynchronous timing constraint accurately. For example, while it seems reasonable to specify a minimum period of 100 milliseconds for reading an input character from a human typist (10 key strokes per second), an agile operator may make two or more key strokes in 100 milliseconds every now and then. A solution to this problem is to provide a hardware buffer to queue up the input (as is done in most

† For soft real-time systems, a simple FIFO memory is adequate for storing pending interrupts. From an architectural point of view, the use of an interrupt buffer is also consistent with the pipeline structure of high performance processors since saving the instantaneous state of a complex pipelined execution unit in response to an interrupt is likely to be an engineering nightmare that is best postponed to more convenient moments at the choice of the computer architect.
UART chips). In general, a buffer of size \( n \) permits \( n \) activations of an asynchronous constraint with period \( p \) to occur arbitrarily close together in an interval of length \( \geq np \).

In the case where a user wants to perform certain computation whenever the output of some boolean operation is evaluated to TRUE, either a periodic or asynchronous timing constraint may be used. Specifically, a periodic timing constraint may be specified to execute the relevant operations that affect the output of the boolean operation and perform the required computation if the boolean output evaluates to TRUE. As far as the scheduling problem is concerned, the value of the boolean output is irrelevant since in the worst case, the required computation must be performed in every period. Alternatively, the user may specify an asynchronous timing constraint which is activated if the execution of the boolean operation yields TRUE. There is a semantic ambiguity here since the boolean operation may never be executed at all if it does not occur in any other timing constraint. The natural interpretation of such a timing constraint is that its graph must include all the operations that may affect the boolean condition plus the required computation if the condition is TRUE, and this asynchronous timing constraint is automatically activated as soon as the specified minimum period expires. To determine whether the "activation condition" has occurred (i.e., whether it is necessary to perform the rest of the computation), a flag may be set whenever the boolean operation evaluates to TRUE and reset after the required computation has been executed.

5.3.4 Dynamic Computation Requirements

In the formulation of the graph-based model, the computation requirements of a system have been assumed to be static, i.e., the same set of timing constraints are to be satisfied throughout the operation of the system. While this is a fair assumption for control applications with a static structure, there are many systems whose computation
requirements often vary with time. For example, the inverted pendulum balancer men-
tioned earlier may start from a rest position with the pendulum leaning at an angle
against a mechanical support. To bring the pendulum to the vertical position, a jerk
must be applied to push the cart carrying the pendulum toward the mechanical sup-
port. Thus two different sets of control laws are needed to bring the pendulum to the
vertical and to keep the pendulum in balance after it has attained the vertical position.
For this purpose, CONSORT allows different timing constraints to be enacted by allow-
ing the user to define different phases for a real-time application.

A phase is a set of timing constraints which must be satisfied when the system is
operating in a certain region of its control space where a unique set of control laws
must be implemented. There is an initial phase in which a system is started. A phase
transition is triggered when the output of some selected boolean operation evaluates to
TRUE. When this occurs, all remaining operations of activated timing constraints are
then completed and the on-line scheduler starts to satisfy a new set of timing con-
straints after executing an initialization procedure. During a phase transition, the inter-
nal states of all function blocks will normally carry over to the new phase unless they
are explicitly modified by the initialization procedure. Since the off-line scheduler can
compute a different static schedule for each phase, no new scheduling problem is in-
troduced. The inverted pendulum was successfully balanced starting from a rest posi-
tion by using CONSORT to implement two sets of control laws in two phases.

In a more general setting, there might be a need to enable and disable an individ-
ual timing constraint at any time during the operation of a system, e.g., in an air
traffic control system, a timing constraint may be enabled to monitor an airplane which
has just come under the jurisdiction of the system or a timing constraint may be dis-
abled after the corresponding airplane has left. In such cases, a limit must be set on
the maximum number of timing constraints that the system can be guaranteed to satisfy
at any time and the scheduling problem for the worst case can then be solved.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary of Thesis

This thesis can be roughly divided into two parts. The first part (chapters 1-3) considers two models for expressing the computational requirements of hard real-time systems: the process models and the graph-based model. The related real-time scheduling problems for a single processor have been examined in detail to delineate the boundary between the efficiently solvable and computationally intractable problems. The graph-based model which we have proposed has been shown to be more amenable to the development and maintenance of hard real-time systems. The second part of the thesis (chapter 4-6) deals with the more pragmatic aspects of implementing hard real-time systems. A robust formulation of the processor allocation problem for distributed systems has been given and various aspects of CONSORT, a design system for hard real-time software have been discussed. The following is a summary of the salient results in each chapter.

Chapter one emphasizes the advantages of hard real-time systems over the conventional soft real-time approach. The implications of stringent timing constraints on system design and maintenance are discussed, and past research in real-time system design methodologies is reviewed.

Chapter two formalizes the real-time scheduling problems for process-based models. The unrestricted use of semaphores for coordinating concurrent processes is shown to quickly lead to NP-hard scheduling problems. Scheduling algorithms are given for the construction of on-line schedulers which allow processes to synchronize with one another (by using the deterministic rendezvous) and also to implement mutual exclusion when the critical sections are of the same length (by using kernelized moni-
tors). The implications of the scheduling results on the design of real-time programming languages are also discussed.

Chapter three starts with an examination of the semantic gap between process-based models and the computational requirements of the hard real-time environment. It is seen that the decomposition of the required computation into processes is likely to cause substantial maintenance problems when design parameters are modified unless an inefficient decomposition can be tolerated. We then introduce a graph-based model which is semantically closer to the hard real-time environment. The latency scheduling technique for meeting asynchronous timing constraints is formalized within the graph-based model. An upper bound on the length of feasible static schedule if one exists is derived. The problem of computing a static schedule is, however, NP-hard even for very restricted cases but is efficiently solvable if the computational demand is sufficiently light. A heuristic algorithm for scheduling both periodic and asynchronous timing constraints is also given.

Chapter four demonstrates the practical hazards of implementing a distributed hard real-time system with the assumption that the operations of all subsystems can be completely synchronized. We then present a robust formulation of the processor allocation problem which is to a certain degree resilient to the indeterministic internal behavior of the communication subsystem. The related scheduling problem for a broadcast bus is solved as an example to illustrate our approach. The general processor allocation problem is shown to NP-complete even if the related single processor scheduling problems can be trivially solved. We note, however, that the subproblems resulting from a processor allocation can all be expressed in terms of the graph-based model that we have introduced. Moreover, the graph-based model can be used to give a hierarchical formulation of resource allocation problems in the hard real-time environment.

Chapter five reviews the CONSORT design system which allows a user to specify
the computational requirements of a hard real-time application in terms of a block diagram which is a restricted version of our graph-based model. Various software and hardware techniques that can improve the design of hard real-time systems are discussed.

Chapter six is the conclusion and explores avenues for further research. The potential of the domain specific model approach for software automation is stressed.

6.2 The Domain Specific Model Approach to Software Automation

While past research in software engineering has emphasized the disciplined use of vertical (hierarchical) decomposition and horizontal (modular) decomposition techniques to structure large software system, the resulting performance issues have been largely ignored in the development process. This is usually justified by the overriding need to control the complexity of a design. (It has also been argued that the apparent complexity of software systems is dictated by the need to use resources efficiently, i.e., the "kludges" are there for performance reasons, and not only because of a lack of discipline.) Unfortunately, a lot of useful information which can be used to guide optimization efforts may be irretrievably lost by the time a design has gone through layers of abstractions so that subsequent optimization can only be applied to remove bottlenecks when they are located. This is usually accomplished by analyzing the frequency of primitive operations which are at the bottom layer of a hierarchical design and hence little optimization is done at the higher levels of the design. The performance penalty for failing to exploit these opportunities may not be negligible for some systems, especially hard real-time applications.

The introduction of the graph-based model in this thesis illustrates a potentially powerful approach to building software systems that also allows performance issues to be considered at every level of the development process. In general, we want to find a
model that is proper for the application domain of interest. A model is proper with respect to an application domain if it has the following properties:

1. The model must be expressive in the sense that there is an algorithm for translating every instance of a design problem in the application domain into an instance of the model.

2. The model must be natural in the sense that it does not introduce any artificialities which would prevent an instance of the model from being implemented because of unnecessary constraints imposed by the model on resource allocation.

3. The model must be implementable in the sense that every instance of the model induces a set of well defined resource allocation problems the solution of which will yield a feasible solution of the design problem.

For hard real-time applications, we have seen that process-based models do not satisfy the second condition inasmuch as it is impossible for a process decomposition algorithm to translate a design problem into a feasible set of processes without knowing the precise performance characteristics of available system resources. This is indicative of a loss in information that is useful for optimization purposes when a design problem is translated into a process model. In contrast, the graph-based model does not suffer from the same problems.

In a hierarchical design methodology, substantial useful information which may be exploited to guide optimization efforts can be retained if a proper model is constructed at every level of a top-down design so that demand on resources can be characterized at every level in terms of the more primitive computational events at the next lower level. More importantly, it may be easier to meet system specifications by designing appropriate allocation strategies for (abstract) resources at every design level so that performance objectives imposed from a higher level can be met.
6.3 Avenues for Further Research

There are two directions of research which need to be pursued to further the state of the art in designing hard real-time systems. First, although a feasible run-time scheduler exists if the demand on processor time is not too heavy ($\leq 50\%$), better heuristic algorithms are needed to solve the scheduling problems of the graph-based model for both periodic and asynchronous timing constraints. While we have shown that the processor allocation problem can be factored into a number of subproblems which are all expressible in terms of the graph-based model, specific communication networks need to be characterized for their capacity to meet stringent timing constraints and this immediately spawns a large number of interesting problems.

The second direction of research is to experiment with various approaches for supporting the iterative design cycle which an application engineer usually goes through to arrive at a final design. More specifically, we have formulated the scheduling problems so that either a feasible on-line scheduler is found or the user is told that a feasible implementation cannot be found. It would be much nicer if we can give the user more feedback information about the tradeoffs that can be made to arrive at a feasible solution. Obviously, there is a lot of work that needs to be done in this area.

Finally, we have not addressed the problems of system failure and recovery which must be dealt with in any real-time system, e.g., how should we design hard real-time software so that a system can resynchronize in due time after the hardware has been interrupted by a brief power failure. This is a complex issue for which a suitable formal framework is especially lacking in the case of the hard real-time environment. It would be interesting to see if system reliability problems can be approached from the top by using a computation model similar to the graph-based model in this thesis. However, we have only a few tentative ideas about how system reliability can be assessed by considering interruptions to software functions and relate their significance to hardware.
design.
Appendix

A Summary of Scheduling Terminology and Results

For ease of reference, we provide a summary description of the two major real-time computation models discussed in this thesis and their related scheduling problems. Although deterministic scheduling problems have been widely studied by workers in diverse fields such as computer science, operations research, industrial engineering (see [LAG et al 81] for a computerized classification and [BRU et al 75] for an extensive survey of machine sequencing complexity results), the usual formulation of machine scheduling problems is not directly applicable to the real-time scheduling problems that are of interest to us. The scheduling results are for the single processor case only. While multiprocessor scheduling problems are of considerable theoretical interest, they are somewhat unrealistic unless communication costs and robustness considerations can be conveniently ignored. In general, the processor allocation problem for distributed systems is NP-hard (ref. Theorem 4.1).
Process-based Model

A process model $M = M_p \cup M_s$ is a finite set of processes. A process $T = (c, p, d)$ has three non-negative integer parameters: $c$ (computation time), $p$ (period), $d$ (deadline) with $c \leq d \leq d$. If $T \in M_p$, then it is automatically requested at time $= kp$ for every non-negative integer $k$ ($T$ is a periodic process). If $T \in T_s$, then it can be requested (by an external event) at any integral time instant $t$, but two successive requests must be at least $p$ time units apart ($T$ is a sporadic process).

A process $T = (c, p, d)$ is schedulable if at a request-time $t$, $T$ is executed on a processor for $c$ time units in the interval $[t, t + d]$. Process preemptions are allowable only at integral time instants and may be subject to additional scheduling restrictions imposed by communication primitives as follows.

The basic communication primitive for interprocess coordination is the rendezvous command which takes the name of a process or a monitor as its argument. When a process $T$ executes a rendezvous with another process $T'$ as argument, $T$ is suspended until $T'$ also executes a rendezvous with $T$ as argument (This is a synchronization constraint). On the other hand, when a process $T$ executes a rendezvous with a monitor as argument, then the process is suspended until the critical section, i.e., the program of the monitor has been executed in response to the rendezvous (This is a mutual exclusion constraint). A critical section may be executed in response to a rendezvous from a process at any time, but only one instance of the same monitor can be executed at any one time.

The following are the key scheduling results:

1. In the absence of any scheduling constraint imposed by communication primitives, a process model can be scheduled optimally at run time by any combination of the least slack and earliest deadline algorithms. (ref. Theorem 2.1)

2. When there are mutual exclusion constraints, a priori knowledge of the request-
times of the sporadic processes is necessary for optimal scheduling. However, a process model $M = M_p \cup M_s$ is schedulable without a priori knowledge of request-times if $M' = M_p \cup M'_p$ is schedulable where $M'_p$ is an appropriate set of periodic processes derived $M_s$. (ref. Lemma 2.3)

The following results apply to a process model $M = M_p \cup M_s$ where $M_s = \{\}$ (the null set) or where $M_s$ has been replaced by an appropriate set of periodic processes.

(3) When there are mutual exclusion constraints and the critical sections have different computation times, then the problem of finding a feasible schedule is NP-hard even for a very restricted version of the scheduling problem. (ref. Theorem 2.4)

(4) When there are synchronization constraints but no mutual exclusion constraints, then the earliest deadline algorithm can be modified to schedule the processes on-line by using a precomputed database. (ref. Theorem 2.6)

(5) When there are both synchronization and mutual exclusion constraints, and the computation times of all the critical sections are the same, then the kernelized monitor scheduler may be used to schedule the processes on-line by using a precomputed database. (ref. Theorem 2.7)

There is a semantic gap between process-based models and the computational requirements of the hard real-time environment and this causes substantial efficiency and maintainability problems. The graph-based model eliminates these problems.
Graph-based Model

A graph-based model $M$ is an ordered pair $(G,T)$ where $G$ is a communication graph and $T$ is a set of timing constraints. Specifically, $G = (V,E,W_V)$ is a digraph (which may contain cycles) where $V$ and $E$ are respectively the node and edge sets and $W_V$ is a function which assigns a non-negative weight to each node $v \in V$. $T = T_p \cup T_a$ is a finite set of timing constraints each of which is a tuple $(C,p,d)$ where $C$ is a timing constraint graph, $p$ and $d$ are respectively the non-negative integer period and deadline of the timing constraint.

A timing constraint graph $C$ is an acyclic digraph which is compatible with the communication graph $G$. We say that the graph $C$ is compatible with the graph $G$ if there is a mapping $h$ such that: (1) if $v$ is a node in $C$, then $h(v) \in V$; and (2) If $e$ is an edge from a node $u$ to another node $v$ in $C$, then $h(e)$ is an edge from $h(u)$ to $h(v)$ in $E$. (A timing constraint graph is meant to define the precedence relation of the computational events that must occur in order to satisfy a timing constraint. The nodes and edges of a timing constraint graph denote respectively the execution of the corresponding functional elements and transmission of data in the communication graph.) The computation time of a timing constraint $(C,p,d)$ is the sum of all the weights of the nodes in $C$.

If a timing constraint $(C,p,d) \in T_p$, then it is activated automatically every $p$ time units, starting from time $= 0$ (The timing constraint is periodic). If $(C,p,d) \in T_a$, then it can be activated at any integral time instant $t$ with the provision that two successive activations of the same timing constraint must be at least $p$ time units apart (The timing constraint is asynchronous). If a timing constraint $(C,p,d)$ is activated at time $= t$, then the timing constraint graph $C$ must be executed in the interval $[t, t+d]$. A timing constraint graph $C$ is said to be executed in a time interval $I$ if a subset $S$ of the (multi)set of functional elements that have been executed in $I$ forms a partial order such that:
(1) There is a bijective mapping between the functional elements in S and C; (2) Under this mapping, the partial order S is consistent with the acyclic graph C; (3) In the case where the functional elements are distributed, and if the graph C has an edge from a node u to another node v, then an execution of C must include the transmission of the latest output of the functional element u to the functional element v before the corresponding instance of v is executed in the time interval I. Furthermore, we require real-time computation to be pipeline-ordered in the sense that: (1) Two executions of a functional element must have distinct start-times and that the execution which has an earlier start-time must also finish earlier than the other. (2) Two data transmissions from a functional element u to another functional element v must be sent at distinct instants at the site of u and the earlier transmission must also be received earlier at the site of v.

A periodic/asynchronous timing constraint \((C, p, d)\) may be mapped into a periodic/sporadic process \(T' = (C, p, d)\) where the body of \(T'\) consists of a straight-line program which is any topological sort of the operations in the timing constraint graph C. The computation time \(c\) of the process \(T'\) is then the computation time of C. In order to enforce pipeline ordering, we create a monitor for each functional element that occurs in two or more timing constraints. To improve efficiency, we can reduce the size of critical sections by software pipelining, i.e., decomposing a functional element into a chain of sub-functions each of which has the same computation time. (One of the virtues of the graph-based model is that all the data dependencies are made explicit and hence software pipelining is easier.) The scheduling results for the process-based model can now be applied to the graph-based model by mapping each timing constraint into an equivalent process. However, this approach is inefficient since it does not take advantage of operations that are common to two or more timing constraints. The latency scheduling technique for meeting asynchronous timing constraints takes
advantage of common operations and is formulated in terms of the graph-based model as follows.

Let \( M = (G,T) \) be a graph-based model. An execution trace of a processor is a mapping \( F \) from the non-negative integers to \( V \cup \{\varphi\} \) where \( V \) is the set of functional elements in \( G \) and the symbol \( \varphi \) denotes an idle interval. \( F(i) = u \) if the functional element \( u \) is being executed on the processor in the time interval \([i,i+1]\); \( F(i) = \varphi \) if the processor idles in \([i,i+1]\). An execution trace \( F \) is said to have a latency of \( k \) time units with respect to a timing constraint \((C,p,d)\) iff \( F \) contains an execution of \( C \) in any time interval of length \( \geq k \).

A static schedule is a finite string of symbols in \( V \cup \{\varphi\} \). A static schedule \( L \) is said to have a latency of \( k \) time units with respect to the timing constraint \((C,p,d)\) iff the execution trace which a round-robin scheduler generates by repeating \( L \) \textit{ad infinitum} has a latency of \( k \) time units with respect to \((C,p,d)\). A static schedule \( L \) is said to be feasible with respect to a set of asynchronous timing constraints \( T_a \) iff \( L \) has a latency of \( d \) time units with respect to every timing constraint \((C,p,d) \in T_a\).

The following are the key results for computing a feasible static schedule for a graph-based model \((G,T)\) where \( T_p = \{ \\} \), i.e., all the timing constraints are asynchronous. The same results hold if \( T_p \neq \{ \\} \).

(1) Suppose there is an execution trace \( F \) which has latency \( d \) with respect to every asynchronous timing constraint \((C,p,d)\) in a graph-based model \((G,T)\), then there must be a feasible static schedule (finite by definition) with respect to \( T \). (ref. Theorem 3.6) This result shows that feasible static schedules can always be computed in finite time.

(2) The problem of determining whether a feasible static schedule exists for a graph-based model \((G,T)\) is \textit{NP}-hard in the strong sense even for the following two restricted cases:
(i) All the functional elements in G have unit computation time and all the timing constraint graphs in T are chains of length 1 or 3. (ref Theorem 3.8)

(ii) Every timing constraint graph in T consists of a single operation; all but one of the deadlines are the same and the functional elements cannot be pipelined into chains of sub-functions each of which has the same computation time. (ref. Theorem 3.9)

In general, we propose a heuristic algorithm which first computes a static schedule to satisfy the periodic timing constraints and then incorporates additional operations to satisfy the asynchronous timing constraints. We can also provide a lower bound on the performance of heuristic algorithms.

(3) If (i) $\sum w_i/d_i \leq 1/2$ where $w_i$, $d_i$ are the computation time and deadline of the $i^{th}$ timing constraint; (ii) $[d_i/2] \geq w_i$; (iii) all the functional elements can be pipelined, then a feasible static schedule always exists. (ref. Theorem 3.10)

Unfortunately, static schedules are hard to compute even for periodic timing constraints alone since we can prove:

(4) The problem of computing a feasible static schedule for a graph-based model (G,T)

where $T_a = \{ \}$, (i.e., all timing constraints are periodic) is NP-hard. (ref. Theorem 3.11).

The negative results are disappointing in the sense that it is unlikely that we can find polynomial-time off-line schedulers. Once we have a feasible static schedule, however, the run-time scheduler can use it efficiently on-line.
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